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Grade 1 Scope and Sequence
Writing Workshop Word Study Grammar Skill Work

September - October
(30 Instructional Days) Small Moments: Writing with Focus, Detail,

and Dialogue (Book 1)

This �rst unit is designed to help your students
work with independence, con�dence, and
stamina.  Routines and procedures will be taught
and reviewed.   Students will be writing small
moments: stories from their lives with small, clear
focus, tremendous detail and elaboration. Most
children should be able to write one or two
sentences on each page, so they will need booklets
containing both spaces for drawings and spaces
for writing.

Talking & Thinking About Letters
(Book 1)
This unit has big goals.  First, the unit aims
to provide cumulative review and
reinforcement for key concepts in phonics
that students encountered in kindergarten.
In doing so, you will have an opportunity to
assess your students’ grasp of that content.
At the same time, the unit helps you to build
a community of children who are interested
in how letters and sounds, syllables, and
word parts work.

Use a repertoire of strategies to
spell out words & use an editing
checklist.

October-November
(30 Instructional Days) Kindergarten Book: How-To Books: Writing

to Teach Others  (If...Then)

This unit is designed to teach your students how
to teach something to an audience by drawing and
writing a sequence of steps. They will learn that
one purpose of writing is to teach others.

The Mystery of the Silent E (Book 2)
You will challenge children to use phonics
workshop as a place to study words closely
like a piece of evidence, wonder about them,
and make discoveries to understand how
language works.  This unit follows a
systematic progression of phonics skills, but
�rst know that underlying everything you
teach is this message:  words can sometimes
be a little daunting, but when you approach
words with a sense of curiosity and fun,
there is so much to learn.

Use common, proper, and
possessive nouns, personal,
possessive, and inde�nite
pronouns.

December-
January
(30 Instructional Days)

Non-Fiction Chapter Books (Book 2)

This unit prepares children to write informational
texts of all sorts across this year’s curriculum.
Because this unit is foundational, undergirding
children’s reading of informational texts and
enabling their cross-curricular writing, it is well
positioned early on in �rst grade.  This unit
channels �rst graders’ youthful con�dence and
passion about topics that matter most to them.

From Tip to Tail Reading Across Words
(Book 3)
This unit aims to help your students read
and write more carefully as they learn more
about features and parts of words.  You’ll
want to expect and welcome approximations
across this unit as students try out work such
as writing with in�ected endings and reading
words that end with Y.  Your teaching will
reinforce previous instruction and lay the
groundwork for upcoming instruction.

Verb Tenses
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February - March
(30 Instructional Days) Writing Reviews (Book 3)

This unit begins by teaching students that writing
can give them a way to make and defend decisions
and opinions, such as, “Which is my best baseball
cap? Beanie Baby?” or, Which wins the booby
prize for being worst?

Word Builders Using Vowel Teams to
Build Big Words (Book 4)
This is a unit steeped in play, and we expect
children will actually have a lot of fun taking
on the challenge of learning more about
vowels.  “Let’s go, let’s go,” you’ll sing in the
�rst session of this unit.  “It’s time to work.
Let’s go!”  And then you’ll send them o� to
take on the role of a word builder, using
familiar word parts to build new words.
Being a word builder then becomes the
theme for the rest of this unit, as children
learn more about vowel teams, one of the
most important parts they need to read and
write.

Varying end punctuation marks

March-April
(30 Instructional Days) From Scene to Series: Writing Fiction (Book

4)
This unit is designed to teach your students how
to story tell and plan stories.   Students will learn
that characters in stories face problems, overcome
these (with help from others or on their own),
and then develop solutions.

● Marvelous Bloopers (Book 5)
● This unit has been designed to

help you teach an assortment of
smallish topics that the �rst-grade
curriculum hasn’t addressed and
deserve attention before the year is
over:  R-controlled vowels, high
frequency words, and
capitalization.  This unit
celebrates mess ups, the uh-ohs,
and what we lovingly refer to as
“marvelous bloopers.”  Bloopers
that happen when you are game
to learn, when you are willing to
take the risk of trying things
you’ve never tried before,
knowing that you’ll mess up and
then pick yourself up to try once
more.

Introducing Commas

May - June
(30 Instructional Days) Poetry and Songs (If… Then…)

This unit students will �nd the importance of
things in their lives and learn from mentor
authors. They will experiment with powerful
language, use line breaks, metaphors and compare
to convey language.

● Review areas of need
● We will conduct an end of year

assessment to assess students’ phonics
skills. Individual classes will determine
which skills they need to reteach
students in order to bridge gaps in
knowledge and use the phonics units
and extensions to reteach the necessary
skills identi�ed from the assessment.

Introducing conjunctions &
complex sentences
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Optional
Additional Units Writing Projects (If… Then…)

This unit is meant as a celebration and
acknowledgment of everything that they learned
this year. This will help children realize that
writers choose genres with intent and writers
consider what their purpose is and who their
audience is. They will choose the kind of writing
that best matches their purpose and audience.

Review areas of need
We will conduct an end of year assessment to
assess students’ phonics skills. Individual classes
will determine which skills they need to reteach
students in order to bridge gaps in knowledge and
use the phonics units and extensions to reteach the
necessary skills identi�ed from the assessment.

Conjunctions & complex

sentences

Writing Workshop Grade:  1st
Unit 1: Small Moments ~ Writing With Focus, Detail, and Dialogue (Book 1)
Unit Description:  Small Moments: Writing With Focus, Detail, and Dialogue
This �rst unit is designed to help your students work with independence, con�dence, and stamina.  Routines and procedures will be taught and reviewed.   Students will be
writing small moments: stories from their lives with small, clear focus, tremendous detail and elaboration. Most children should be able to write one or two sentences on each
page, so they will need booklets containing both spaces for drawings and spaces for writing.  The importance of drawing for planning should be stressed in this unit.  In
teaching writers to stretch out a story, they will draw the start on one page, then the next part on the next page, and whatever happened next on the third page. These
drawings will help children stretch out and elaborate their stories.  If need be, provide more support in small groups.

In the ‘Writing for Readers’, portion of the unit, we push writers to write with proper use of writing conventions.  As per the NJ Student Learning Standards, it is required
that children will be able to write narrative texts with a level of pro�ciency, demonstrating a command of end punctuation, the ability to spell words with common patterns,
and to be resourceful and phonetic in spelling unknown words.  While continuing to write small moment stories from their own lives, students will be encouraged to use
writing partnerships to help students make comments, ask questions, and provide suggestions to and from peers in order to lift the level of the writing.  These partnerships
set the expectation that we write so that our partners and others can read and understand our work.

NJ Student Learning Standards
Writing Standards:
W.1.2  Write informative/explanatory texts in which they name a topic, supply some facts about the topic, and provide some sense of closure.
W.1.3  Write narratives in which they recount two or more appropriately sequenced events, include some details regarding what happened, use temporal words to signal event order, and provide some sense of closure.
W.1.5  With guidance and support from adults, focus on a topic, respond to questions and suggestions from peers and self-re�ection, and add details to strengthen writing and ideas as needed.
W.1.6  With guidance and support from adults, use a variety of digital tools to produce and publish writing, including in collaboration with peers.
W.1.7  Participate in shared research and writing projects (e.g., explore a number of “how-to” books on a given topic and use them to write a sequence of instructions).
W.1.8  With guidance and support from adults, recall information from experiences or gather information from provided sources to answer a question.
Reading Standards:
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RL.1.1  Ask and answer questions about key details in a text.
RL.1.3  Describe characters, settings, and major event(s) in a story, using key details.
RL.1.4  Identify words and phrases in stories or poems that suggest feelings or appeal to the senses.
RL.1.7  Use illustrations and details in a story to describe its characters, setting, or events.
RF.1.1  Demonstrate mastery of the organization and basic features of print including those listed under Kindergarten foundation skills.
RF.1.2  Demonstrate mastery of spoken words, syllables, and sounds (phonemes) by using knowledge that every syllable must have a vowel sound to determine the number of syllables in a printed word.
RF.1.2c  Isolate and pronounce initial, medial vowel, and �nal sounds (phonemes) in spoken single-syllable words.
RF.1.2d  Segment spoken single-syllable words into their complete sequence of individual sounds (phonemes).
RF.1.3  Know and apply grade-level phonics and word analysis skills in decoding words.
RF.1.4  Read with su�cient accuracy and �uency to support comprehension.
RF.1.4a  Read grade-level text with purpose and understanding.
RF.1.4b  Read grade-level text orally with accuracy, appropriate rate, and expression.
Speaking & Listening:
SL.1.1  Participate in collaborative conversations with diverse partners about grade 1 topics and texts with peers and adults in small and larger groups.
SL.1.2  Ask and answer questions about key details in a text read aloud or information presented orally or through other media.
SL.1.3  Ask and answer questions about what a speaker says in order to gather additional information or clarify something that is not understood.
SL.1.4  Describe people, places, things, and events with relevant details, expressing ideas and feelings clearly.
SL.1.5  Add drawings or other visual displays to descriptions when appropriate to clarify ideas, thoughts, and feelings.
SL.1.6  Produce complete sentences when appropriate to task and situation.
Language Standards:
L.1.1  Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English grammar and usage when writing or speaking.
L.1.2   Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English capitalization, punctuation, and spelling when writing.
L.1.2b  Use end punctuation for sentences.
L.1.2d  Use conventional spelling for words with common spelling patterns and for frequently occurring irregular words.
L.1.2e  Spell untaught words phonetically, drawing on phonemic awareness and spelling conventions.
L.1.5c  Identify real-life connections between words and their use (e.g., note places at home that are cozy).
L.1.5d  Distinguish shades of meaning among verbs di�ering in manner (e.g., look, peek, glance, stare, glare, scowl) and adjectives di�ering in intensity (e.g., large, gigantic) by de�ning or choosing them or by acting out
the meanings.
L.1.6  Use words and phrases acquired through conversations, reading and being read to, and responding to texts, including using frequently occurring conjunctions to signal simple relationships (e.g., because).
NJSLS from other subject(s)
Career Ready Practices
Act as a responsible and contributing community member and employee.
Demonstrate creativity and innovation.
Utilize critical thinking to make sense of problems and persevere in solving them
Model integrity, ethical leadership and e�ective management.
Use technology to enhance productivity, increase collaboration and communicate e�ectively.
Work productively in teams while using cultural/global competence.

Standard 8 Computer Science
8.1.2.DA.3: Identify and describe patterns in data visualizations.
Standard 9 Career Readiness, Life Literacy, and Key Skills
9.1.2.CR.1: Recognize ways to volunteer in the classroom, school and community.

Careers (Description of a career that relates to this unit)

Enduring Understandings/Goals Essential Questions
Students will understand that…

❏ There are structures in place for writers to follow to be successful.
❏ What is a writer’s workshop?
❏ What is a small moment?
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❏ Writers write long and strong, with great volume and stamina.
❏ A small moment is a story about a small event in one’s life, written with detail and

elaboration.
❏ Writers can incorporate word study concepts and high frequency word walls to make writing

more understandable to others.
❏ Writers use partnerships as a way to lift our writing and understand ways to better write for

our readers.

❏ How do writers use what they know to make writing clear?

Evidence of Learning (Assessments) Accommodations and Modi�cations

Formative Assessments:

● Learning Progressions (Grades 2-8)
● Writing about reading
● Writers’ notebooks
● Teacher-created performance assessment
● Student re�ections
● Conferences and small group

Summative Assessments:

● Learning Progressions (Grades 2-8)
● Pre/Post-On-Demand Assessment

Benchmark Assessments:

● Nonsense Words
● Teachers College Running Records
● Letter Sound ID
● High Frequency Word Assessment

Alternative Assessments:

● F & P Running Records
● Scholastic Running Records
● BeBop Books for running records
● G & T Assessments:Sages-2 Screening Assessment for Gifted Elementary:

Mathematics/Science Language Arts/Social Studies
● Reasoning
● Yopp-Singer test of Phoneme Segmentation
● Sentence-Writing Grade Placement Test
● Linguistics Phonemic Awareness Screener
● Linguistics Decoding Pre/Post Test

Special Education:

● Curricular Modi�cations and Guidance for Students Educated in Special Class Settings
● Subgroup Accommodations and Modi�cations
● Di�erentiation for All Students (Special Needs, ESL, Gifted Learners, & Mainstream

Learners)
Differentiation:

● Preview content and concepts
● Behavior management plan
● Highlight text
● Small group setting

High-Prep Differentiation:
● Alternative formative and summative assessments
● Guided Reading
● Personal agendas
● Project-based learning
● Tiered activities/assignments
● Varying organizers for instructions

Low-Prep Differentiation:
● Clubbing activities
● Exploration by interest
● Flexible groupings

Suggested Lessons for  Di�erentiation with Small Groups:
Bend I
3-Support Writers in Revising Finished Work and Rehearsing New Work
4-Supporting Writers as They Problem Solve Words
5-Supporting Students as They Write More Focused Narratives
6-Channel Partners and Small Groups to Increase Support
8-Helping Children Write with Greater Volume and Detail
Bend II
9-Supporting Elaboration
10-Inviting Students to Not Just Tell, but to Show Their Characters’ Feelings
11-Letter to Teachers: Using Drama to Bring Stories to Life
12-Supporting Writers in Working with Parts of Words, Rather than Just Letters
Bend III
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● Dyslexia Screener
● PRIM checklist
● LLI; Test Preparation Lesson Framework F&P levels

14-Helping Writers Use Audience and Purpose to Decide Which Craft Moves to Emulate
15-Coaching Small Groups in Using Exact Action Words
16-Supporting Writers Using Craft Moves through the Writing Process
17-Letter to Teachers: Turning to Other Mentor Texts

English Language Learners:

● Unit 1: Curriculum for ELL
● ESL K-2
● Subgroup Accommodations and Modi�cations
● Di�erentiation for All Students (Special Needs, ESL, Gifted Learners, & Mainstream

Learners)

Students at Risk for Failure:

● Subgroup Accommodations and Modi�cations
● Di�erentiation for All Students (Special Needs, ESL, Gifted Learners, & Mainstream

Learners}

Gifted and Talented

● Subgroup Accommodations and Modi�cations
● Di�erentiation for All Students (Special Needs, ESL, Gifted Learners, & Mainstream

Learners)

Students with 504 Plans

● Subgroup Accommodations and Modi�cation
● Di�erentiation for All Students (Special Needs, ESL, Gifted Learners, & Mainstream

Learners)

Core Instructional and Supplemental Materials
Professional Resources:

Core Instructional, Supplemental, Instructional, and
Intervention Resources

Core Professional Resources:

● 2019-20 Teachers College Calendar
● Unit of Study Small Moments Text by Lucy Calkins

Core Instructional Resources:

● Any appropriate grade 1  novel as a read-aloud model to set up the routines
● Last Stop on Market Street by: Matt de la Pena (Level M)
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● 2019-20 Teachers College Calendar, First Grade, Small Moments Unit
● Florham Park ELA PD Sharing Website
● The  Writing  Strategies Book by Jen Seravallo
● Writing Resources and Scope and Sequences
● Units of Study Online Resources

Supplemental Professional Resources:

● Leveled Literacy Intervention Kits
● Rubric for Assessing a Retell on a Reading Level Assessment - Levels A-Z (Teachers

College)
● Primm Book
● Teachers College Units of Study - Phonics K-2
● Prompting Guide Part 1 - For Oral Reading and Early Writing
● Prompting Guide Part 2 - For Comprehension : Thinking, Talking, Writing
● Writing  Strategies Book - Jennifer Serravallo
● Flip Your Writing Workshop: A Blended Learning Approach by Dana Johansen and Sonja

Cherry-Paul
● How’s It Going? A Practical Guide to Conferring with Student Writers by Carl Anderson
● Notebook Know-How: Strategies for the Writer’s Notebook by Aimee Buckner
● Florham Park ELA PD Sharing Website
● Conferring Menus
● Conferring Curriculum

● Night of the Veggie Monster by: George McClements (Level K)
● Joshua’s Night Whispers by: Angela Johnson (Level K)
● Wave by: Suzy Lee (Level M)
● A Chair for My Mother by: Vera Williams (Level M)
● Kitchen Dance by Maurie J. Manning (Level M)
● Author A True Story by: Helen Lester (Level J)
● Ralph Tells a Story by: Abby Hanlon (Level K)
● Teacher-selected books for book talks and modeling good reader behaviors

Supplemental Resources:

● Conferring Curriculum
● Florham Park ELA PD Sharing Website
● Conferring Menus
● Bad Dog David McPhail (Level C)
● Birthday Surprise by Rachel Walker (Level D)
● The Case of the Lost Cecilia (Level A)
● Dust Everywhere by Robert Rosen (Level D)
● Going to the Zoo by Michael Taylor (Level D)
● Having Fun by Pam Holden (Level A)
● I See and See by Ted Lewin (Level B)
● It’s Time for A Haircut by Cathryn Summers (Level C)
● The Man Can by Sharon Coan (Level B)

Intervention Resources:

● Leveled Literacy Intervention Texts
● Six Minute Solutions
● Fountas and Pinell Guided Reading
● Fountas and Pinell Shared Reading

Interdisciplinary Connections Integration of Technology through NJSLS

● Correlates to routines unit in math, rules and community units in social studies Identify
classroom routines in other subject areas: math, science, and social studies.

● In Social Studies discuss routines in the community
● Understand what it means to “read close” in social studies, science, and foreign language.
● O�er short, non�ction picture books and non�ction articles on science, social studies, and

foreign language related activities to encourage building background knowledge and
independent reading about topics of interest to students.

● Encourage students to respond to texts in their speci�c subject area notebooks as they re�ect
on what they have been reading.

● Create a word study word sort in Inspiration.
● Listen to books on CDs, tapes, videos or podcasts if available.
● Listen to books on websites (pbskids.org/lions/index.html, storylineonline.net, storyit.com,

Elementary Connections Page)
● Use document camera or overhead projector for shared reading of texts.

Ongoing:
● Listen to books on CDs, tapes, videos or podcasts if available.
● Listen to books on websites (pbskids.org/lions/index.html, storylineonline.net, storyit.com,

Elementary Connections Page)
● Use document camera or overhead projector for shared reading of texts.
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● Highlight texts, themes, and re�ections that connect to themes related to the Holocaust; i.e.
power, bullying, empathy, and social activism.

Other:
● Use Microsoft Word, Inspiration, or Smart Board Notebook software to write the words from

their word sorts.
● Use Inspiration to create a double timeline looking at plot events and character motivation.

Integration of 21st Century Themes and Skills Media Literacy Integration
● Financial, Economic, Business, and Entrepreneurial Literacy
● Civic Literacy
● Health Literacy
● Social Justice Literacy
● Creativity and Innovation
● Critical Thinking and Problem Solving Communication and Collaboration Information

Literacy
● Media Literacy
● Life and Career Skills

● Ask students to look for speci�c things when they view videos or read print material, and then
ask questions about those items

● Build on the intuitive knowledge students have gained from media about the story and
character

● Clarify the distinction between �ction and non�ction in di�erent types of media reporting on
the same topic

● Use print materials to practice reading and comprehension skills

Career Education Global Perspective
● New Jersey Educational Field Trip
● Connect With Rick Riordan
● Author Visit Kit
● Authors Who Skype

● National Hispanic-Latino Heritage Month
● National Disability Employment Awareness Month
● National American Indian Heritage Month
● Black History Month
● National Women’s History Month,
● National Irish-American Heritage Month
● National Italian American Heritage Month
● Asian Paci�c American Heritage
● Older Americans’ Month
● Jewish American Heritage Month
● Week of Respect
● Red Ribbon Week
● International Dot Day (September 16)

Bend/Goals Teaching Points
Bend I: Writing Small Moment Stories With
Independence
Session 1: Lives Are Full of Stories to Tell

Session 2: Planning for Writing: Writers Touch and

*(Unit 1, pg. 5) Today I want to teach you that when authors write a Small Moments story, they think of an
idea (maybe about things they do or things that happen to them), then they plan, and then they write a
story across pages of a book.
~How to Write a Story

1. Think of an idea.
● A thing you do
● A thing that happened to you
2. Plan.
3. Write!

*(Unit 1, pg. 14) Today I want to teach you that after young writers come up with an idea for their stories,
they plan by doing this: touch and tell, sketch, then write.  Instead of getting a booklet and then starting to
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Tell, Sketch, then Write

Session 3: Using Pictures to Add On

Session 4: Stretching Words to Spell Them: Hearing
and Recording All Sounds

draw page 1, they touch and tell, sketch, then write.
~How to Write a Story

1. Think of an idea.
● A thing that happened to you
● A thing you do

2.   Plan
● Touch and tell
● Sketch across the pages

3.   Write!

*(Unit 1, pg. 24) Today I want to teach you that writers have a saying, "When you're done, you've just begun”.
Writers �nish a piece and then go back and revise by adding more.  They often look at the pictures (and
make pictures in their mind by remembering the event) and think, ‘Who? Where? When? What? How?’
Writers make sure the answers to these questions are in their stories.
~How to Write a Story

1. THINK OF AN IDEA
● A thing that happened to you
● A thing you do

2.   PLAN
● Touch and tell
● Sketch across the pages

3.   WRITE!
4.    REVISE.

● Who?
● Where?
● When?
● What?
● How?

*(Unit 1, pg. 33) Today I want to teach you that when you want to write a word you don’t ‘just know,’ you’ve
got to work hard to hear and write all the sounds.  Say the word while you slide your �nger slowly across
the page, hear the �rst sound, and write the sound down.  Read what you’ve written sliding your �nger
under the letters. Hear the next sound, write it, and reread, sliding your �nger. Do that until there are no
more sounds.
~Ways to Spell Words

1. Say it.
2. Slide it.
3. Hear it.
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Session 5: Zoom in: Focusing on Small Moments

Session 6: Partnerships and Storytelling

Session 7: Reading Our Writing Like We Read
Our Books

4. Write it.

*(Unit 1, pg. 41) Today I want to teach you that instead of writing about big (watermelon) topics, writers
write about teeny tiny (seed) stories-little stories inside the one big topic.  And the cool thing is that inside a
watermelon topic there are a zillion teeny tiny seed stories!
~Zooming In!

1. Decide what you are going to write about.
2. Think, ‘Is this a teeny tiny seed story,’ or a giant WATERMELON topic?’
3. Zoom in.
4. Pick one seed, one small story.

*(Unit 1, pg. 49) Today I want to teach you that writers have partners who help them with their writing.
One way writing partners help each other is by helping each other plan how the stories will go.  They tell
each other their stories, using the exact words they will write, and then try to tell stories again with even
more details.
~Storytelling With a Partner

1. First partner tells the story.
2. Next partner pictures it and asks questions.
3. First partner tells the story again saying more!
4. Partners switch!

*(Unit 1, pg. 57) Writers, today I want to teach you that writers go from being the writer to being the reader.
And when writers reread their own books, they read just as if they were reading a published book. And
sometimes, the writer hears a mess-up and says, ‘Oops,’ and �xes that part.
~Writers Reread Their Stories to Look for Fix-ups

1. When you’re �nished writing your book, reread it.
2. Stop if you hear a mess-up.
3. Fix that part.
4. Continue.

Bend II: Bringing Small Moment Stories to
Life
Session 8: Unfreezing Our Characters and Our
Writing

*(Unit 1, pg. 70) Today I want to teach you that just like published writers, you can make your stories come
to life.  You can ‘unfreeze’ the people in your stories by making them move and talk.
~How to Make Your Stories Come To Life

1. Unfreeze people
● Make them move with action words.
● Make them talk with dialogue.
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Session 9: Telling Stories in Itsy-Bitsy Steps

Session 10: Bringing What’s Inside Out: Making
Characters Think and Feel

Session 11: Letter to Teachers: Using Drama to
Bring Stories to Life

Session 12: Using Familiar Words to Spell New
Words

*(Unit 1, pg. 80) Good stories are a lot like that spider.  They take small steps.  Today I want to teach you that
when writers want to write stories that come to life on the page, they tell their stories in small steps, bit by
bit.  Writers think about the main thing they did and ask themselves, ‘What exactly happened, step by step,
bit by bit?’
~How to Make Your Stories Come To Life

1. Unfreeze people
● Make them move with action words.
● Make them talk with dialogue.

2.   Tell Small Steps
● Look at your sketch and think about the main thing you did.
● Ask yourself, “What exactly happened, step by step?”
● Tell your story step by step.

*(Unit 1, pg. 89) Today I want to teach you that one way writers bring their stories to life is by including
what their characters feel and think.
~How to Make Your Stories Come To Life

1. Unfreeze people
● Make them move with action words.
● Make them talk with dialogue.

2.   Tell Small Steps
● Look at your sketch and think about the main thing you did.
● Ask yourself, “What exactly happened, step by step?”
● Tell your story step by step.

3.    Bring out the inside
● Make people feel.
● Make people think.

*(Unit 1, pg. 98) Today I want to teach you that one way to bring a story to life is to act out what really
happened, either with a partner or in your mind, noticing what you need to add.

1. Reread your story
2. Act out a part to your partner
3. Partner, Tell the writer what did they say, do, or show on their face
4. Find a part in your writing where you can add one of those details!

*(Unit 1, pg. 101) Writers, today I want to teach you that when you want to write a word you don’t know
how to spell, it helps to �nd a word you already know that sounds like it.  Once you �nd a word you know
with a part that sounds the same as the word you want to spell, you can write that part!  Then you only
have to �gure out the new part of your hard word!
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Session 13: Letter to Teachers: Editing: Capitals
Letters and End Marks Help Readers

~Ways to Spell Words
● Say it, slide it, hear it, write it.
● Use snap words.
● Listen for little words inside.
● Use words you know

*(Unit 1, pg. 110) Today I want to teach you that writers use marks on the page to help their readers read
their stories in ways that make them great stories.  Writers use lots of marks to do that: exclamation points
for very important stops and periods for calm stops, for example.  Writers also use capital letters when they
are starting a new part.
~Marks That Make a GREAT story

● Exclamation marks = important stops
● Periods = calm stops
● Capital letters = starting a new part

Bend III: Studying Other Writers’ Craft
Session 14: Studying a Story to Learn Ways the
Author Makes It Special

Session 15: Trying Out a Craft Move from a
Mentor Text: Writing with Exact Actions

Session 16: Trying Out a Craft Move from a
Mentor Text: Writing With Pop-Out Words

*(Unit 1, pg. 117) Writers read books written by other authors and say, ‘Oh my goodness! He just did
something special in his book that I want to try in my own writing!’ And then try it.

1. Read a text you love
2. Name a part that you love!
3. Ask, “What did the author do to have that e�ect on me?”
4. Try it in your own writing!

~Learning Craft Moves from a Mentor Author

What did (name of author) do? Why did he/she do this?

*(Unit 1, pg. 125) Today I want to teach you that when writers want to make their stories really special they
can turn to craft moves they’ve learned from studying mentor authors.  Once they’ve found a move that �ts
their purpose, they can try it in their own writing.  One craft move writers use is telling the exact actions
people do.
~How to Write With Exact Actions

1. Ask yourself, “What exactly did I do?”
2. Think of exact actions.
3. Write it down.
4. Think of what you did next.
5. Repeat.

*(Unit 1, pg. 133) Today I am going to remind you that writers don’t just notice craft moves other writers
use, they try them!  For example, we found that writers make some words big, bold, and di�erent shapes to
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Session 17: Letter to Teachers: Turning to Other
Mentor Texts

show that these words are important to the story and should be read in a strong voice.  Since we noticed
that, let’s try that in our own writing.
~Writing With Pop-Out Words

1. Reread your story.
2. Think, “What words are really important? What words do I want my reader to read in a strong voice?”
3. Make those special words big and bold by writing over them a few times so they pop out in your story.

*(Unit 1, pg. 140) Today I want to teach you that you can copy things from books you like into your own
writing. Writers study the books they love to �nd new tricks or craft moves for writing well.  They ask,
‘What does this special author do in his or her writing that I could try?’
~Turning to Other Mentor Texts

1. Read a book that you love.
2. Use post-its to mark features of the text that stand out.
3. Think as you tag the text feature….
● What is the author doing here?
● Why is the author doing this?

4.   Try the craft move in your own writing.
Bend IV: Fixing and Fancying Up Our Best
Work
Session 18: Using All We Know to Revise

Session 19: Editing With a Checklist

*(Unit 1, pg. 145) Today I want to teach you that writers get ready to publish a story by �rst choosing one
that they want to share with the world.  Then they revise it using all they know.
~Revision Hats

1. Reread your story.
2. Think...
● “Does it make sense?”
● “What do I need to �x or add?”
3. Look at our charts to remind yourself of ways to revise to make your story come to life and craft moves you

can try out.
4. When you �nd a spot you are going to revise, put a sticker on it so you can remember.
5. Turn to your partner and tell them what words you are going to add.
6. Make the changes to your writing.

*(Unit 1, pg. 152) Today I am going to teach you that when writers are ready to publish, they make sure their
own writing is easy to read. One way to do this is to use an editing checklist that reminds them of all that
they know about helping readers read their stories.
~How to Use an Editing Checklist

1. Reread one page at a time.
2. Stop and go down the checklist.
3. Make sure that you do each item on the checklist.
4. Each time, you �nish an item on the checklist, check it o�.
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Session 20: Making Books Ready for the Library

Session 21: Letter to Teachers: A Celebration

5. Repeat on each page of your story.

*(Unit 1, pg. 159) Today I want to teach you that writers put a lot of �nishing touches on their books so that
these are ready to go in the library for others to read.  If writers aren’t sure what to do, they can look at a
mentor text.
~Getting Your Books Library Ready

1. Look back at your pages in your book.
2. Think about what title would help your reader understand what your whole book is about. Which part is the

really important or exciting part?
3. Look back at each page and ask, ‘Does this �t with my title?’
4. If not, try another title.
5. Then decide which picture you will draw on the cover. (Your picture should give your reader clues about

what the story is about.)

*(Unit 1, pg. 166) Celebration: Writers you learned to catch the Small Moments from your lives and to write
about them.  You took these Small Moments and stretched them long in your writing.  You wrote these
moments with so many details that any reader can get a really clear picture of the story.  You’ve made your
stories come to life! Congratulations and give yourselves a pat on the back.

Skills (Students will be able to…)  including Grammar
● Revisit favorite read-alouds or student examples and think about how the writers might have arrived at their ideas.
● List transition words, such as: One day, First, Next, Last.
● Choose a story idea. “Zoom in” on a life experience by focusing on the most important part and visualize the step-by-step actions.
● Plan and tell a story across their �ngers in sequential order using transition words.
● Illustrate the “who,” “what,” and “where” of a story through sketching and labeling.
● Form sentences with one-to-one correspondence.
● Generate several stories, organizing their drafts in their Writer’s Folder.
● Write a story using I/me/my.
● Establish writing partnerships to review and plan work. Provide one complement and critique.

Writing Workshop Grade:  1st
Unit 2:  Writing How-To Books (If… Then…) or Kindergarten (Book 3)--> How-To Books ~Writing To Teach Others
Unit Description: How-To Books ~ Writing To Teach Others
This unit is designed to teach your students how to teach something to an audience by drawing and writing a sequence of steps. They will learn that one purpose of writing is to teach others.
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To begin a unit on How-To books, tell children that writers not only use their writing to tell the rich stories of their lives, or to label their environment or to celebrate others, but also to teach others. Writers can teach all
about a topic, in which case the writing is informational, or they can teach people how-to-do something, in which case the writing is procedural. This unit focuses on the latter. In writing these books, they describe a
sequence of steps they hope the learner will take. This kind of procedural writing requires explicitness, clarity, sequence and that writers anticipate what their readers will need to know.

In addition to reading aloud wonderful models, you may also want to make something with children and then together write a shared/interactive writing How-To piece.  You can even look for occasions across the year
to create class models. For instance, you could make playdough or popcorn together and then use the experience as content for a shared How-To piece. In October, you might carve a pumpkin and create a "How To
Carve a Pumpkin" shared text. After the �rst �re drill, you might want to create a how-to chart. You’ll keep the work you do during shared and interactive writing up and out in the classroom to serve as a model for
your How-To writers. "Walk On!" by Marla Frazee is a more sophisticated mentor text for children who are writing several how-to's with ease and want to notch up their writing.
NJ Student Learning Standards
Reading Standards:
RI.1.1. Ask and answer questions about key details in a text.
RI.1.2. Identify the main topic and retell key details of a text.
RI.1.3. Describe the connection between two individuals, events, ideas, or pieces of information in a text.
RI.1.4. Ask and answer questions to help determine or clarify the meaning of words and phrases in a text.
RI.1.5. Know and use various text features (e.g., headings, tables of contents, glossaries, electronic menus, icons) to locate key facts or information in a text.
RI.1.6. Distinguish between information provided by pictures or other illustrations and information provided by the words in a text.
RI.1.7. Use the illustrations and details in a text to describe its key ideas.
RI.1.10. With prompting and support, read informational texts at grade level text complexity or above.
RF.1.1. Demonstrate mastery of the organization and basic features of print including those listed under Kindergarten foundation skills.

A. Recognize the distinguishing features of a sentence (e.g., �rst word, capitalization, ending punctuation).
RF.1.2. Demonstrate mastery of spoken words, syllables, and sounds (phonemes) by using knowledge that every syllable must have a vowel sound to determine the number of syllables in a printed word.

A. Distinguish long from short vowel sounds in spoken single-syllable words.
B. Orally produce single-syllable words by blending sounds (phonemes), including consonant blends.
C. Isolate and pronounce initial, medial vowel, and �nal sounds (phonemes) in spoken single-syllable words.
D. Segment spoken single-syllable words into their complete sequence of individual sounds (phonemes).

RF.1.3. Know and apply grade-level phonics and word analysis skills in decoding words.
A. Know the spelling-sound correspondences for common consonant digraphs (two letters that represent one sound).
B. Decode regularly spelled one-syllable words.
C. Know �nal -e and common vowel team conventions for representing long vowel sounds.
D. Distinguish long and short vowels when reading regularly spelled one-syllable words.
E. Decode two-syllable words following basic patterns by breaking the words into syllables using knowledge that every syllable must have a vowel sound.

RF.1.4. Read with su�cient accuracy and �uency to support comprehension.
A. Read grade-level text with purpose and understanding.
B. Read grade-level text orally with accuracy, appropriate rate, and expression.
C. Use context to con�rm or self-correct word recognition and understanding, rereading as necessary.

Writing Standards:
W.1.2. Write informative/explanatory texts in which they name a topic, supply some facts about the topic, and provide some sense of closure.
W.1.5. With guidance and support from adults, focus on a topic, respond to questions and suggestions from peers and self-re�ection, and add details to strengthen writing and ideas as needed.
W.1.6. With guidance and support from adults, use a variety of digital tools to produce and publish writing, including in collaboration with peers.
W.1.7. Participate in shared research and writing projects (e.g., explore a number of “how-to” books on a given topic and use them to write a sequence of instructions).
W.1.8. With guidance and support from adults, recall information from experiences or gather information from provided sources to answer a question.
Speaking & Listening Standards:
SL.1.1. Participate in collaborative conversations with diverse partners about grade 1 topics and texts with peers and adults in small and larger groups.

A. Follow agreed-upon norms for discussions (e.g., listening to others with care, speaking one at a time about the topics and texts under discussion).
B. Build on others’ talk in conversations by responding to the comments of others through multiple exchanges.
C. Ask questions to clear up any confusion about the topics and texts under discussion.
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SL.1.2. Ask and answer questions about key details in a text read aloud or information presented orally or through other media.
SL.1.3. Ask and answer questions about what a speaker says in order to gather additional information or clarify something that is not understood.
SL.1.4. Describe people, places, things, and events with relevant details, expressing ideas and feelings clearly.
SL.1.5. Add drawings or other visual displays to descriptions when appropriate to clarify ideas, thoughts, and feelings.
SL.1.6. Produce complete sentences when appropriate to task and situation.
Language Standards:
L.1.1. Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English grammar and usage when writing or speaking.

A. Print all upper- and lowercase letters.
B. Use common, proper, and possessive nouns.
C. Use singular and plural nouns with matching verbs in basic sentences (e.g., He hops; We hop).
D. Use personal, possessive, and inde�nite pronouns (e.g., I, me, my; they, them, their, anyone, everything).
E. Use verbs to convey a sense of past, present, and future (e.g., Yesterday I walked home; Today I walk home; Tomorrow I will walk home).
F. Use frequently occurring adjectives.
G. Use frequently occurring conjunctions (e.g., and, but, or, so, because).
H. Use determiners (e.g., articles, demonstratives).
I. Use frequently occurring prepositions (e.g., during, beyond, toward).
J. Produce and expand complete simple and compound declarative, interrogative, imperative, and exclamatory sentences in response to prompts.

L.1.2. Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English capitalization, punctuation, and spelling when writing.
A. Capitalize dates and names of people.
B. Use end punctuation for sentences.
C. Use commas in dates and to separate single words in a series.
D. Use conventional spelling for words with common spelling patterns and for frequently occurring irregular words.
E. Spell untaught words phonetically, drawing on phonemic awareness and spelling conventions.

L.1.4. Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and multiple-meaning words and phrases based on grade 1 reading and content, choosing �exibly from an array of strategies.
A. Use sentence-level context as a clue to the meaning of a word or phrase.
B. Use frequently occurring a�xes and in�ection (e.g., -ed, -s, - ing, re-, un-, pre-, -ful, - less) as a clue to the meaning of a word.
C. Identify frequently occurring root words (e.g., look) and their in�ectional forms (e.g., looks, looked, looking).

L.1.6. Use words and phrases acquired through conversations, reading and being read to, and responding to texts, including using frequently occurring conjunctions to signal simple relationships (e.g., because).

NJSLS from other subject(s)
Career Ready Practices
Act as a responsible and contributing community member and employee.
Demonstrate creativity and innovation.
Utilize critical thinking to make sense of problems and persevere in solving them
Model integrity, ethical leadership and e�ective management.
Use technology to enhance productivity, increase collaboration and communicate e�ectively.
Work productively in teams while using cultural/global competence.

Standard 8 Computer Science
8.1.2.DA.3: Identify and describe patterns in data visualizations.
Standard 9 Career Readiness, Life Literacy, and Key Skills
9.1.2.CR.1: Recognize ways to volunteer in the classroom, school and community.

Careers (Description of a career that relates to this unit)

Enduring Understandings Essential Questions
Students will understand that…

❏ Writing can come in steps.
❏ What type of information can be shared through writing?
❏ How can we communicate our ideas through writing?
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❏ Writers often teach their audience about something they know well. ❏ How can we learn from other authors?
❏ Why is it important for me to check my conventions when editing my writing?

Evidence of Learning (Assessments) Accommodations and Modi�cations

Formative Assessments:

● Learning Progressions (Grades 2-8)
● Writing about reading
● Writers’ notebooks
● Teacher-created performance assessment
● Student re�ections
● Conferences and small group

Summative Assessments:

● Learning Progressions (Grades 2-8)
● Pre/Post-On-Demand Assessment

Benchmark Assessments:

● Nonsense Words
● Teachers College Running Records
● Letter Sound ID
● High Frequency Word Assessment

Alternative Assessments:

● F & P Running Records
● Scholastic Running Records
● BeBop Books for running records
● G & T Assessments:Sages-2 Screening Assessment for Gifted Elementary:

Mathematics/Science Language Arts/Social Studies
● Reasoning
● Yopp-Singer test of Phoneme Segmentation
● Sentence-Writing Grade Placement Test
● Linguistics Phonemic Awareness Screener
● Linguistics Decoding Pre/Post Test
● Dyslexia Screener
● PRIM checklist
● LLI; Test Preparation Lesson Framework F&P levels

Special Education:

● Curricular Modi�cations and Guidance for Students Educated in Special Class Settings
● Subgroup Accommodations and Modi�cations
● Di�erentiation for All Students (Special Needs, ESL, Gifted Learners, & Mainstream

Learners)
Differentiation:

● Preview content and concepts
● Behavior management plan
● Highlight text
● Small group setting

High-Prep Differentiation:
● Alternative formative and summative assessments
● Guided Reading
● Personal agendas
● Project-based learning
● Tiered activities/assignments
● Varying organizers for instructions

Low-Prep Differentiation:
● Clubbing activities
● Exploration by interest
● Flexible groupings

Suggested Lessons for  Di�erentiation with Small Groups:
Bend I
3-Anticipating That Some Children Will Need Sca�olds and Supports to Access High Level Work
4-Conferring with Writing Partners
7-Helping Writers Keep Everything They’ve Learned in Mind as They Work
8-Using Mentor Texts to Confer
Bend II
10-Supporting Students Who Need Extra Help Choosing Exactly Right Words
11-Coaching Students to Use Many Revision Strategies, Not Just One
12-Gathering a Group of Writers with Similar Needs
13-Writers Write How to Books About Things They Learn Throughout the Day and From Books
14-Helping Students Stay Independently Focused on Writing Work
Bend III
15-Teaching the Writer, Not the Writing
16-Using the Information Writing Rubric (and/or Benchmark Samples) to Guide Conferring and Small
Group Work
17-Supporting Students as They Revise Books Selected For Publication
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https://readingandwritingproject.org/resources/assessments/running-records
https://readingandwritingproject.org/resources/assessments/running-records
https://readingandwritingproject.org/resources/assessments/running-records
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1VAGrlKcPXG0IszIFNvfYqvmiUAaR3xQV
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1CojyW8KphR7mZgS-wgTxmO1y6z0uhZJwEpV5tJ_Aqk8/edit?ts=5e44465c&pli=1
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B-_iTnCmF_gGRzFuemszSGJwQnl4MDdRbnB2MDRTaEtQazdN/view?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1wJLHdjzj9_VQevaM2dMkSRDpIWpb-6q7N5rfa349-sY/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1wJLHdjzj9_VQevaM2dMkSRDpIWpb-6q7N5rfa349-sY/edit?usp=sharing


Florham Park English Language Arts Curriculum
Grade 1 Scope & Sequence

English Language Learners:

● Unit 1: Curriculum for ELL
● ESL K-2
● Subgroup Accommodations and Modi�cations
● Di�erentiation for All Students (Special Needs, ESL, Gifted Learners, & Mainstream

Learners)

Students at Risk for Failure:

● Subgroup Accommodations and Modi�cations
● Di�erentiation for All Students (Special Needs, ESL, Gifted Learners, & Mainstream

Learners}

Gifted and Talented

● Subgroup Accommodations and Modi�cations
● Di�erentiation for All Students (Special Needs, ESL, Gifted Learners, & Mainstream

Learners)

Students with 504 Plans

● Subgroup Accommodations and Modi�cation
● Di�erentiation for All Students (Special Needs, ESL, Gifted Learners, & Mainstream

Learners)

Core Instructional and Supplemental Materials
Professional Resources:

Core Instructional, Supplemental, Instructional, and
Intervention Resources

Core Professional Resources:

● 2019-20 Teachers College Calendar
● Unit of Study How To Books-Writing to Teach Others Text by Lucy Calkins
● 2019-20 Teachers College Calendar, First Grade, How To Books-Writing to Teach Others

Unit
● Florham Park ELA PD Sharing Website
● The  Writing  Strategies Book by Jen Seravallo
● Writing Resources and Scope and Sequences

Core Instructional Resources:

● Any appropriate grade 1  novel as a read-aloud model to set up the routines
● How To Get Your Teacher Ready by:  Jean Reagan (Level L)
● “How to Carve a Pumpkin” page in The Pumpkin Book by Gail Gibbons (Level L)
● How to Make a Bird Feeder by: Liyala Tuck�eld (Level L)
● How to Make Salsa by: Jamie Lucero (Level L)
● Make a Valentine by: Dale Gordon (Level M)
● How to Make a Hotdog by: Joy Cowley (Level L)
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http://www.state.nj.us/education/modelcurriculum/ela/ellscaffolding/1u1.pdf
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1e8WqCb-sscigJQ_o48N-bymXNEWO0TRkHx_Sfo5PTiM/edit
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B-_iTnCmF_gGRzFuemszSGJwQnl4MDdRbnB2MDRTaEtQazdN/view?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1wJLHdjzj9_VQevaM2dMkSRDpIWpb-6q7N5rfa349-sY/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1wJLHdjzj9_VQevaM2dMkSRDpIWpb-6q7N5rfa349-sY/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B-_iTnCmF_gGRzFuemszSGJwQnl4MDdRbnB2MDRTaEtQazdN/view?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1wJLHdjzj9_VQevaM2dMkSRDpIWpb-6q7N5rfa349-sY/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1wJLHdjzj9_VQevaM2dMkSRDpIWpb-6q7N5rfa349-sY/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B-_iTnCmF_gGRzFuemszSGJwQnl4MDdRbnB2MDRTaEtQazdN/view?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1wJLHdjzj9_VQevaM2dMkSRDpIWpb-6q7N5rfa349-sY/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1wJLHdjzj9_VQevaM2dMkSRDpIWpb-6q7N5rfa349-sY/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B-_iTnCmF_gGRzFuemszSGJwQnl4MDdRbnB2MDRTaEtQazdN/view?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1wJLHdjzj9_VQevaM2dMkSRDpIWpb-6q7N5rfa349-sY/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1wJLHdjzj9_VQevaM2dMkSRDpIWpb-6q7N5rfa349-sY/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1bqe3A7aYp2t0DOKa8bzSU-CegXgCxaz5/view
https://sites.google.com/a/fpks.org/curriculum-and-instruction-teachers/pd-sharing-folder/ela-pd
https://drive.google.com/a/fpks.org/folderview?id=0B7eaT_i9qrmZVkx4QVpaUEh3Y1k&usp=sharing


Florham Park English Language Arts Curriculum
Grade 1 Scope & Sequence

● Units of Study Online Resources

Supplemental Professional Resources:

● Leveled Literacy Intervention Kits
● Rubric for Assessing a Retell on a Reading Level Assessment - Levels A-Z (Teachers

College)
● Primm Book
● Teachers College Units of Study - Phonics K-2
● Prompting Guide Part 1 - For Oral Reading and Early Writing
● Prompting Guide Part 2 - For Comprehension : Thinking, Talking, Writing
● Writing  Strategies Book - Jennifer Serravallo
● Flip Your Writing Workshop: A Blended Learning Approach by Dana Johansen and Sonja

Cherry-Paul
● How’s It Going? A Practical Guide to Conferring with Student Writers by Carl Anderson
● Notebook Know-How: Strategies for the Writer’s Notebook by Aimee Buckner
● Florham Park ELA PD Sharing Website
● Conferring Menus
● Conferring Curriculum

● Walk On! By: Marla Frazee (Level L)
● My First Soccer Game by: Alyssa Capucili (Level K)
● Teacher-selected books for book talks and modeling good reader behaviors

Supplemental Resources:

● Conferring Curriculum
● Florham Park ELA PD Sharing Website
● Conferring Menus
● My New Team by Ryan and Krystle Howard (Level J)
● Ice Cream by R.J Bailey (Level J)
● Crayons by Vanessa Black (Level J)
● Peanut Butter by R.J. Bailey (Level J)
● TV Remotes by Robin Koontz (Level E)
● Paper b y Erica Donner (Level J)
● Go-Karts by Jeff Barger (Level K)
● Drones by Jodie Mangor (Level O)
● Alien in the Outfield by Lori Houran (Level N)

Intervention Resources:

● Leveled Literacy Intervention Texts
● Six Minute Solutions
● Fountas and Pinell Guided Reading
● Fountas and Pinell Shared Reading

Interdisciplinary Connections Integration of Technology through NJSLS

● Correlates to routines unit in math, rules and community units in social studies Identify
classroom routines in other subject areas: math, science, and social studies.

● In Social Studies discuss routines in the community
● Understand what it means to “read close” in social studies, science, and foreign language.
● O�er short, non�ction picture books and non�ction articles on science, social studies, and

foreign language related activities to encourage building background knowledge and
independent reading about topics of interest to students.

● Encourage students to respond to texts in their speci�c subject area notebooks as they re�ect
on what they have been reading.

● Highlight texts, themes, and re�ections that connect to themes related to the Holocaust; i.e.
power, bullying, empathy, and social activism.

● Create a word study word sort in Inspiration.
● Listen to books on CDs, tapes, videos or podcasts if available.
● Listen to books on websites (pbskids.org/lions/index.html, storylineonline.net, storyit.com,

Elementary Connections Page)
● Use document camera or overhead projector for shared reading of texts.

Ongoing:
● Listen to books on CDs, tapes, videos or podcasts if available.
● Listen to books on websites (pbskids.org/lions/index.html, storylineonline.net, storyit.com,

Elementary Connections Page)
● Use document camera or overhead projector for shared reading of texts.

Other:
● Use Microsoft Word, Inspiration, or Smart Board Notebook software to write the words from

their word sorts.
● Use Inspiration to create a double timeline looking at plot events and character motivation.
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http://www.heinemann.com/myOnlineResources/default.aspx
https://sites.google.com/a/fpks.org/curriculum-and-instruction-teachers/pd-sharing-folder/ela-pd
https://drive.google.com/a/fpks.org/file/d/0B7eaT_i9qrmZWWtxekdCR0tIc2M/view?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1yuiwq7XTuoZWigXjm-JuIKuoWgV23X-A1sBJgXUP6vI/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1yuiwq7XTuoZWigXjm-JuIKuoWgV23X-A1sBJgXUP6vI/edit
https://sites.google.com/a/fpks.org/curriculum-and-instruction-teachers/pd-sharing-folder/ela-pd
https://drive.google.com/a/fpks.org/file/d/0B7eaT_i9qrmZWWtxekdCR0tIc2M/view?usp=sharing


Florham Park English Language Arts Curriculum
Grade 1 Scope & Sequence

Integration of 21st Century Themes and Skills Media Literacy Integration
● Financial, Economic, Business, and Entrepreneurial Literacy
● Civic Literacy
● Health Literacy
● Social Justice Literacy
● Creativity and Innovation
● Critical Thinking and Problem Solving Communication and Collaboration Information

Literacy
● Media Literacy
● Life and Career Skills

● Ask students to look for speci�c things when they view videos or read print material, and then
ask questions about those items

● Build on the intuitive knowledge students have gained from media about the story and
character

● Clarify the distinction between �ction and non�ction in di�erent types of media reporting on
the same topic

● Use print materials to practice reading and comprehension skills

Career Education Global Perspective
● New Jersey Educational Field Trip
● Connect With Rick Riordan
● Author Visit Kit
● Authors Who Skype

● National Hispanic-Latino Heritage Month
● National Disability Employment Awareness Month
● National American Indian Heritage Month
● Black History Month
● National Women’s History Month,
● National Irish-American Heritage Month
● National Italian American Heritage Month
● Asian Paci�c American Heritage
● Older Americans’ Month
● Jewish American Heritage Month
● Week of Respect
● Red Ribbon Week
● International Dot Day (September 16)

Bend/Goals Teaching Points
Bend I: Writing How-To
Books, Step by Step
Session 1: Writers Study the Kind
of Writing They Plan to Make

Session 2: Writers Use What They
Already Know: Touching and
Telling the Steps across the Pages

*(Unit 3, pg. 4) Today I want to teach you that just like there are di�erent kinds of dogs, there are di�erent kinds of
writing. Before writers write, the writer thinks, “What kind of thing am I making?”
~Writers do this by...

1. Think, “What kind of writing am I making?”
2. Study what that kind of writing goes into those books.
3. Begin planning your book

*(Unit 3, pg. 14) Today I want to teach you that when you write a how-to book, there are new things to do but it also helps
to use some of the old techniques you already learned when you were writing stories. You still say what you are going to
write across the pages- touch and tell- and you still draw the pictures, saying the words that go with a picture. Only this
time, each picture and page is another step.
~Writing a How-To Book

1. Plan your writing by saying what you are going to write across the pages.
● Touch and tell
2. Draw the pictures, saying the words that go with the pictures.
● Each picture and page is another step.
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https://www.thehomeschoolmom.com/homeschooling-in-new-jersey/field-trips/
http://rickriordan.com/resource_type/teachers-guides/
https://www.scholastic.com/teachers/books-and-authors/#author-visit-kits
https://www.katemessner.com/authors-who-skype-with-classes-book-clubs-for-free/
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Grade 1 Scope & Sequence

Session 3: Writers Become Readers,
Asking, “Can I Follow This?”

Session 4: Writers Answer a
Partner’s Question

Session 5: Writers Label Their
Diagrams to Teach Even More
Information

Session 6: Letter to Teachers:
Writers Write as Many Books as
They Can

~Anchor Chart: How-To Writing (pg. 12)
1. Tells what to do, in steps.
2. Number the steps.
3. Has a picture for each step.

*(Unit 3, pg. 21)Today I want to teach you that how-to writers don’t just reread the words, touching them with a �nger or a
pencil, How-to writers also reread to check that their writing makes sense. To do that kind of rereading, writers reread to
a partner or to themselves and make sure it is easy to follow the steps.
~ “Can I Follow This?”

1. Read your writing to your partner. Read one step at a time.
2. Think, “Can I follow this?”
3. STOP the writer if a part is confusing.
4. Fix-up your writing.

*(Unit 3, pg. 28) Well, today I want to tell you that writers feel really lucky if they have readers who not only try to follow
their directions, but who also speak up, saying things like, “I’m confused” or “Can you explain that more clearly” when
they need to do so.
~Helpful Partners Say…

● “I’m confused.”
● “Can you explain that more clearly?”

*(Unit 3, pg. 37) Today I want to teach you that one way that writers add detail to information books is by adding detailed
pictures called diagrams. Writers often help readers understand their how-to books by making detailed diagrams and by
labeling the diagrams, using the most precise, speci�c words they can.
~Adding Detail to Information Books

1. Add Diagrams
● Use labels with speci�c words.

~Anchor Chart: How-To Writing (pg. 39)
Add: has labels to teach

*(Unit 3, pg. 44) Today I want to teach you that once you know all the steps to writing a how-to book, and you have slowly,
carefully written a book or two, you need to learn to do all those steps much more quickly.  The best way to learn that is to
practice and to push yourself.
~Writers do this by:

● Practicing good habits of writing.
● Keeping their pen in your hand the whole time, even if they are thinking about what to write.
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Grade 1 Scope & Sequence

Session 7: Writers Reflect and Set
Goals to Create Their Best
Information Writing

Bend II: Using Mentor Texts
for Inspiration: Revising Old
How-To Books and Writing
New Ones
Session 8: Writers Emulate
Features of Informational Writing
Using a Mentor Text

Session 9: Writing for Readers:
Using the Word You

Session 10: Picture Each Step and
Then Choose Exactly Right Words

● Remembering, “When you’re done, you’ve just begun!”

*(Unit 3, pg. 49) Today I want to teach you that even though you are learning all these important new things about how-to
books, you still need to remember everything you already learned about writing informational books.
~Review Anchor Charts
~Re�ecting and Setting Goals in Writing

1. Choose an item from your writing checklist to look for in your writing.
2. Reread your writing to make sure you included that.
3. Check o�: NOT YET, STARTING TO, or YES on your writing checklist.
4. Choose another thing to look for on your checklist.
5. Repeat.
6. Use the checklist to set goals and plan your writing work.

*(Unit 3, pg. 61) Guided Inquiry: “What are some things alyssa Satin Capucilli does as a writer that I might try, and why
does she do those things?”
~Learning From a Mentor How-To Text

1. The TITLE tells what the book is about.
2. PICTURES that teach.
3. LIST of things you need.
4. Important parts in bold.

*(Unit 3, pg. 70) Today I want to teach you that when you’re writing a how-to book, your words need to reach your reader.
And that reader might be standing there, with something half-made, half-done, waiting to hear what to do next.  One of
the best ways to reach your readers is to talk directly to them, by saying the word you: “First you...and then you...”

~Ways to Talk to Your Reader
● Say the word you… “First you... and then you…”

~Anchor Chart: Learning From a Mentor How-To Text (pg. 71)
Add: Talks to Reader

*(Unit 3, pg.75) Today I want to teach you that to write how-to steps that a reader can easily follow, it is really important to
remember yourself doing something and to picture it, almost like you’re watching video in slow motion, pausing often to
say, “What exact words describe what I just did?”
~Writing Steps That Can be Followed

1. Picture a step.
2. Think, “What EXACT words can I use to describe what I just did?”
3. Write
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Session 11: Elaboration in How-To
Books: Writer's Guide Readers with
Warnings, Suggestions, and Tips

Session 12: “Balance on One Leg
Like a Flamingo”: Using
Comparisons to Give Readers Clear
Directions

*(Unit 3, pg. 83) Today I want to teach you that in how-to books, writers just don’t teach the steps. They also add little
warnings and tips. They do this by thinking about how the learner could go wrong and then adding advice to keep that
from happening.
~Elaborating How-To Books

● Add a warning
● Add a tip
● Add a suggestion

~Anchor Chart: Learning From a Mentor How-To Text (pg. 85)
Add: Warnings, suggestions, and tips

*(Unit 3, pg. 92) Today I want to teach you that another way to show readers exactly what you mean for them to do when
they ready your how-to directions. It’s called making comparisons.
~Making Comparison

● Think, “What is this like?”
● Make your comparison using the word LIKE

~Anchor Chart: Learning From a Mentor How-To Text (pg. 98)
Add: comparisons

Bend III: Keeping Readers in
Mind
Session 13: Writers Write How-To
Books about Things They Learn
throughout the Day and from Books

Session 14: Writing a Series or
Collection of How-To Books to Teach
Others Even More about a Topic

*(Unit 3, pg. 101) Today I want to teach you that all of you, every single one of you, has learned to do things at school, as
well as at home. You can even write how-to books that help others learn something that you just learned in school
yesterday! And there are lots of objects in school that can remind you of how-to books you could write.
~Writing How-To Books About Things You Learn Throughout the Day and From Books

1. Think of something you learned in school today or learned at home.
2. Picture what the steps are.
3. List the steps across your �ngers.
4. Write your steps.

*(Unit 3, pg. 107) Today I want to teach you that when you really love a topic, when it is something that is a big part of your
life, or if it is something that you really know a lot about, you can write lots of how-to books about it by thinking of that
topic in many di�erent ways.
~How-To Book Collections

1. Look through your writing folder for a how-to book you really loved.
2. Take it out and think of another how-to book you could make on the same topic (animals, food, books etc).
3. When you are �nished, see if there is another one and another one…
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Session 15: Writers Can Write
Introductions and Conclusions to
Help Their Readers

Session 16: Using Everything You
Know to Make Their How-To Books
Easy to Read

Bend IV: Giving How-To Books
as Gifts
Session 17: How-To Books Make
Wonderful Gifts!

Session 18: Preparing for the
Publishing Party: Writers Do
Their Best Work Now to Share It
Later

*(Unit 3, pg. 115) Today I want to teach you that writers of how-to books often write a special page to introduce their book
to help their readers understand their topic. How-to writers often pretend that the people who will read the book have
never even heard of the topic, and then they write an introduction page to give the readers some information or facts so
the rest of the how-to book will make more sense.
~Introducing How-To Books

1. Think of an introduction for your book (gets the reader ready to learn).
● “Where did your idea come from?”
● “Why is this book important to read?”
● Pretend the reader does not know about this topic.  Tell them a bit of information/facts so they won’t get confused.
2. Write your introduction.

*(Unit 3, pg. 123)Today I want to teach you that writers don’t just wait until they are �nished to go back and make their
writing easy to read. They work on it all the time, using all their strategies combined.
~Flipping Between Writing and Reading

1. Write a little.
2. Read what you wrote.
3. Repeat.
4. ~Anchor Chart: Making Writing Easy to Read (pg. 123)
5. Add: �ip between writing and reading, writing and reading

*(Unit 3, pg. 133) Writers, today I want to teach you that how-to books make amazing gifts. Writers often write books for
people they care about or for people they would like to teach. Writers often write dedications for those people to let
everybody know who the book was really written for.
~Dedication Pages

1. Choose a book that you would like to give as a gift.
2. Think of who you would like to give it to.
● Someone who would be interested in the topic.
● Someone who might not know how to do what you are teaching.
3. Write your dedication page.
● Say, “To: ________” and “From __________”
● Include a little bit about why the book is dedicated to that person.

*(Unit 3, pg. 140) Today I want to teach you that you can be an editor and edit your own writing to make sure it’s easy for
readers to read. You can use our new editing checklist to make sure you used capital letters at the beginning of each
sentence and lowercase letters for the rest of the letters in words, and that you spelled word wall words correctly.
~Preparing for the Publishing Party

1. When you are �nished with a piece of writing, take out your editing checklist and get ready to edit.
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Grade 1 Scope & Sequence

Session 19: Letter to Teachers:
Publishing Celebration: Writers are
Teachers

2. Using your stick pointer, look in your book for the �rst thing on the checklist.
3. If you notice a mistake, take out your editing pen and �x it up.
4. Check for another thing on the checklist and another.

*(Unit 3, pg. 146) Celebration

● Skills (Students will be able to…)  including Grammar
● Study the kinds of writing they plan to write.
● Arrange their topic using the touch and tell strategy.
● Use the word “you” in writing their how-to-books.
● Choose a topic from what they already know.
● Study how to books as models for our own how to books.
● Write how to books to teach about the world around them.
● Label their diagrams to teach even more about their topic.
● Revise our how to books with partners to make them easier to follow.
● Modify and review their how-to-books.

Writing Workshop Grade:  1st
Unit 3:  Non-Fiction Chapter Books (Book 2)
Unit Description: Non-�ction Chapter Books
This unit prepares children to write informational texts of all sorts across this year’s curriculum.  Because this unit is foundational, undergirding children’s reading of
informational texts and enabling their cross-curricular writing, it is well positioned early on in �rst grade.  This unit channels �rst graders’ youthful con�dence and passion
about topics that matter most to them.  First graders love the chance to teach you and the world!  This is also a wonderfully supportive unit for your striving learners, who will
come alive when given the opportunity to teach what they already know!

This unit takes children on a writing journey that builds in sophistication.  It begins with instruction on how to make a basic type of information book—and ends with
children creating multiple information chapter books, �lled with elaboration, interesting text elements, and pictures that supplement the teaching of the words.  The unit
closes with lessons on craft and thoughtful punctuation, which will add a �ourish to the powerful writing �rst graders are now doing in their information books.  All this
work culminates into a sharing celebration, where authors and audience teach and learn from one another!

NJ Student Learning Standards
Writing Standards:
W.1.2  Write informative/explanatory texts in which they name a topic, supply some facts about the topic, and provide some sense of closure.
W.1.3   Write narratives in which they recount two or more appropriately sequenced events, include some details regarding what happened, use temporal words to signal event order, and provide some sense of closure.
W.1.5  With guidance and support from adults, focus on a topic, respond to questions and suggestions from peers and self-re�ection, and add details to strengthen writing and ideas as needed.
W.1.6  With guidance and support from adults, use a variety of digital tools to produce and publish writing, including in collaboration with peers.
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W.1.7   Participate in shared research and writing projects (e.g., explore a number of “how-to” books on a given topic and use them to write a sequence of instructions).
W.1.8  With guidance and support from adults, recall information from experiences or gather information from provided sources to answer a question.
W.2.2  Write informative/explanatory texts in which they introduce a topic, use evidence-based facts and de�nitions to develop points, and provide a conclusion.
Reading Standards:
RI.1.1  Ask and answer questions about key details in a text.
RI.1.2   Identify the main topic and retell key details of a text
RI.1.4  Ask and answer questions to help determine or clarify the meaning of words and phrases in a text.
RI.1.5   Know and use various text features (e.g., headings, tables of contents, glossaries, electronic menus, icons) to locate key facts or information in a text.
RI.1.6  Distinguish between information provided by pictures or other illustrations and information provided by the words in a text.
RI.1.7   Use the illustrations and details in a text to describe its key ideas.
RI.1.10  With prompting and support, read informational texts at grade level text complexity or above.
RF.1.1  Demonstrate mastery of the organization and basic features of print including those listed under Kindergarten foundation skills.
RF.1.2  Demonstrate mastery of spoken words, syllables, and sounds (phonemes) by using knowledge that every syllable must have a vowel sound to determine the number of syllables in a printed word.
RF.1.2b  Orally produce single-syllable words by blending sounds (phonemes), including consonant blends.
RF.1.2c  Isolate and pronounce initial, medial vowel, and �nal sounds (phonemes) in spoken single-syllable words.
RF.1.2d  Segment spoken single-syllable words into their complete sequence of individual sounds (phonemes).
RF.1.3   Know and apply grade-level phonics and word analysis skills in decoding words.
RF.1.4   Read with su�cient accuracy and �uency to support comprehension.
RF.1.4a  Read grade-level text with purpose and understanding
Speaking and listening standards:
SL.1.1   Participate in collaborative conversations with diverse partners about grade 1 topics and texts with peers and adults in small and larger groups.
SL.1.2   Ask and answer questions about key details in a text read aloud or information presented orally or through other media.
SL.1.3  Ask and answer questions about what a speaker says in order to gather additional information or clarify something that is not understood.
SL.1.4  Describe people, places, things, and events with relevant details, expressing ideas and feelings clearly.
SL.1.5  Add drawings or other visual displays to descriptions when appropriate to clarify ideas, thoughts, and feelings.
SL.1.6   Produce complete sentences when appropriate to task and situation.
Language Standards:
L.1.1  Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English grammar and usage when writing or speaking.
L.1.1a  Print all upper- and lowercase letters.
L.1.1d  Use personal, possessive, and inde�nite pronouns (e.g., I, me, my; they, them, their, anyone, everything)
L.1.1g  Use frequently occurring conjunctions (e.g., and, but, or, so, because).
L.1.1j  Produce and expand complete simple and compound declarative, interrogative, imperative, and exclamatory sentences in response to prompts.
L.1.2  Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English capitalization, punctuation, and spelling when writing.
L.1.2b  Use end punctuation for sentences.
L.1.2c  Use commas in dates and to separate single words in a series.
L.1.2d  Use conventional spelling for words with common spelling patterns and for frequently occurring irregular words.
L.1.2e  Spell untaught words phonetically, drawing on phonemic awareness and spelling conventions.
L.1.4  Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and multiple-meaning words and phrases based on grade 1 reading and content, choosing �exibly from an array of strategies.
L.1.5   With guidance and support from adults, demonstrate understanding of �gurative language, word relationships and nuances in word meanings.
L.1.5a  Sort words into categories (e.g., colors, clothing) to gain a sense of the concepts the categories represent.
L.1.6  Use words and phrases acquired through conversations, reading and being read to, and responding to texts, including using frequently occurring conjunctions to signal simple relationships (e.g., because).
NJSLS from other subject(s)
Career Ready Practices
Act as a responsible and contributing community member and employee.
Demonstrate creativity and innovation.
Utilize critical thinking to make sense of problems and persevere in solving them
Model integrity, ethical leadership and e�ective management.
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Use technology to enhance productivity, increase collaboration and communicate e�ectively.
Work productively in teams while using cultural/global competence.

Standard 8 Computer Science
8.1.2.DA.3: Identify and describe patterns in data visualizations.
Standard 9 Career Readiness, Life Literacy, and Key Skills
9.1.2.CR.1: Recognize ways to volunteer in the classroom, school and community.

Careers (Description of a career that relates to this unit)

Enduring Understandings Essential Questions
Students will understand that…

❏ Writers write to teach what they know well.
❏ Writers revise to make writing better
❏ Writers elaborate to make writing stronger.

❏ How do writers write to teach what they know?
❏ How do non�ction writers make their stories easy to understand?

Evidence of Learning (Assessments) Accommodations and Modi�cations

Formative Assessments:

● Learning Progressions (Grades 2-8)
● Writing about reading
● Writers’ notebooks
● Teacher-created performance assessment
● Student re�ections
● Conferences and small group

Summative Assessments:

● Learning Progressions (Grades 2-8)
● Pre/Post-On-Demand Assessment

Benchmark Assessments:

● Nonsense Words
● Teachers College Running Records
● Letter Sound ID
● High Frequency Word Assessment

Alternative Assessments:

● F & P Running Records
● Scholastic Running Records

Special Education:

● Curricular Modi�cations and Guidance for Students Educated in Special Class Settings
● Subgroup Accommodations and Modi�cations
● Di�erentiation for All Students (Special Needs, ESL, Gifted Learners, & Mainstream

Learners)
Differentiation:

● Preview content and concepts
● Behavior management plan
● Highlight text
● Small group setting

High-Prep Differentiation:
● Alternative formative and summative assessments
● Guided Reading
● Personal agendas
● Project-based learning
● Tiered activities/assignments
● Varying organizers for instructions

Low-Prep Differentiation:
● Clubbing activities
● Exploration by interest
● Flexible groupings

Suggested Lessons for  Di�erentiation with Small Groups:
Bend I
3-Challenge Kids to Increase Their Productivity and to Elaborate More, Writing Longer
4-Making Today’s Focus Illustrations Bigger and More Ambitious
5-Small Group Work to Support Vowels and Other Challenges
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https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/folders/1PBfLcrRL1Q0U0FKc6VCCSxUBdz6vk5mm?ogsrc=32
https://readingandwritingproject.org/resources/assessments/running-records
https://readingandwritingproject.org/resources/assessments/running-records
https://readingandwritingproject.org/resources/assessments/running-records
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1VAGrlKcPXG0IszIFNvfYqvmiUAaR3xQV
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1CojyW8KphR7mZgS-wgTxmO1y6z0uhZJwEpV5tJ_Aqk8/edit?ts=5e44465c&pli=1
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B-_iTnCmF_gGRzFuemszSGJwQnl4MDdRbnB2MDRTaEtQazdN/view?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1wJLHdjzj9_VQevaM2dMkSRDpIWpb-6q7N5rfa349-sY/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1wJLHdjzj9_VQevaM2dMkSRDpIWpb-6q7N5rfa349-sY/edit?usp=sharing
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● BeBop Books for running records
● G & T Assessments:Sages-2 Screening Assessment for Gifted Elementary:

Mathematics/Science Language Arts/Social Studies
● Reasoning
● Yopp-Singer test of Phoneme Segmentation
● Sentence-Writing Grade Placement Test
● Linguistics Phonemic Awareness Screener
● Linguistics Decoding Pre/Post Test
● Dyslexia Screener
● PRIM checklist
● LLI; Test Preparation Lesson Framework F&P levels

7-Support Students in Studying and Analyzing Their Writing
Bend II
11-Conferring to Ensure Students Have Grasped the Essentials of the Unit
12-Support Volume and Thoughtfulness
13-Letter to Teachers: Introductions and Conclusions
14-Small Group Inquiry to Support Students in Experimenting with Conventions
Bend III
15-Independence Means Thinking I Can
17-Supporting Students in Using More Complex Sentence Structures
18-Setting Students Up for the FInal Revision of the Unit
19-Supporting Students’ Editing Through Interactive Writing

English Language Learners:

● Unit 2: Curriculum for ELL
● ESL K-2
● Subgroup Accommodations and Modi�cations
● Di�erentiation for All Students (Special Needs, ESL, Gifted Learners, & Mainstream

Learners)

Students at Risk for Failure:

● Subgroup Accommodations and Modi�cations
● Di�erentiation for All Students (Special Needs, ESL, Gifted Learners, & Mainstream

Learners}

Gifted and Talented

● Subgroup Accommodations and Modi�cations
● Di�erentiation for All Students (Special Needs, ESL, Gifted Learners, & Mainstream

Learners)

Students with 504 Plans

● Subgroup Accommodations and Modi�cation
● Di�erentiation for All Students (Special Needs, ESL, Gifted Learners, & Mainstream

Learners)

Core Instructional and Supplemental Materials
Professional Resources:

Core Instructional, Supplemental, Instructional, and
Intervention Resources
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http://www.state.nj.us/education/modelcurriculum/ela/ellscaffolding/1u2.pdf
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1e8WqCb-sscigJQ_o48N-bymXNEWO0TRkHx_Sfo5PTiM/edit
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B-_iTnCmF_gGRzFuemszSGJwQnl4MDdRbnB2MDRTaEtQazdN/view?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1wJLHdjzj9_VQevaM2dMkSRDpIWpb-6q7N5rfa349-sY/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1wJLHdjzj9_VQevaM2dMkSRDpIWpb-6q7N5rfa349-sY/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B-_iTnCmF_gGRzFuemszSGJwQnl4MDdRbnB2MDRTaEtQazdN/view?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1wJLHdjzj9_VQevaM2dMkSRDpIWpb-6q7N5rfa349-sY/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1wJLHdjzj9_VQevaM2dMkSRDpIWpb-6q7N5rfa349-sY/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B-_iTnCmF_gGRzFuemszSGJwQnl4MDdRbnB2MDRTaEtQazdN/view?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1wJLHdjzj9_VQevaM2dMkSRDpIWpb-6q7N5rfa349-sY/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1wJLHdjzj9_VQevaM2dMkSRDpIWpb-6q7N5rfa349-sY/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B-_iTnCmF_gGRzFuemszSGJwQnl4MDdRbnB2MDRTaEtQazdN/view?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1wJLHdjzj9_VQevaM2dMkSRDpIWpb-6q7N5rfa349-sY/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1wJLHdjzj9_VQevaM2dMkSRDpIWpb-6q7N5rfa349-sY/edit?usp=sharing
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Core Professional Resources:

● 2019-20 Teachers College Calendar
● Non�ction Chapter Books Unit of Study Text by Lucy Calkins
● 2018-19 Teachers College Calendar, First, Non�ction Chapter Books Unit
● Florham Park ELA PD Sharing Website
● The  Writing  Strategies Book by Jen Seravallo
● Writing Resources and Scope and Sequences
● Units of Study Online Resources

Supplemental Professional Resources:

● Leveled Literacy Intervention Kits
● Rubric for Assessing a Retell on a Reading Level Assessment - Levels A-Z (Teachers

College)
● Primm Book
● Teachers College Units of Study - Phonics K-2
● Prompting Guide Part 1 - For Oral Reading and Early Writing
● Prompting Guide Part 2 - For Comprehension : Thinking, Talking, Writing
● Writing  Strategies Book - Jennifer Serravallo
● Flip Your Writing Workshop: A Blended Learning Approach by Dana Johansen and Sonja

Cherry-Paul
● How’s It Going? A Practical Guide to Conferring with Student Writers by Carl Anderson
● Notebook Know-How: Strategies for the Writer’s Notebook by Aimee Buckner
● Florham Park ELA PD Sharing Website
● Conferring Menus
● Conferring Curriculum

Core Instructional Resources:

● Any appropriate grade 1 novel as a read-aloud model to set up the routines
● How to Build Flipsticks by Lori Shores (Level J)
● Sharks! by Anne Schreiber
● Trucks and Trains (National Geographic Series)
● Goldfish, Mice, or Cats (Rigby PM Pets series)
● Hang on Monkey by: Susan B. Neuman (Level G)
● I Want to Be a Doctor by Dan Liebman (Level H)
● Super Storms by: Seymour Simon (Level M)
● Life Cycle of a Dragonfly from the Weekly Reader Early Learning Series (Level M)
● Bears and Their Cubs by Linda Tagliaferro (Level M)
● From Field to Flowers National Geographic (Level)
● Windows on Literacy (Level H)
● Teacher-selected books for book talks and modeling good reader behaviors

Supplemental Resources:

● Conferring Curriculum
● Florham Park ELA PD Sharing Website
● Conferring Menus
● Sea Bones by Bob Barber (Level K)
● A Seal Named Patches by Roxanne Beltran (LevelK)
● I Want to be a Veterinarian by Laura Driscoll (Level K)
● In the Past by David Elliot (Level I)
● Heelo, I ‘m Here by Helen Frost (Level J)
● Hawk Rising by Maria Gianferrari (Level K)
● A Frog’s Life Irene Kelly (Level K)
● One Day A Dot by Ian Lendler (Level I)
● We are Grateful: Otsaliheliga by Traci Sorell (Level K)
● Can An Aardvark Bark? By Mellisa Stewart (Level K)
● If Sharks Disappeared by Lily Williams (Level I)

Intervention Resources:

● Leveled Literacy Intervention Texts
● Six Minute Solutions
● Fountas and Pinell Guided Reading
● Fountas and Pinell Shared Reading

Interdisciplinary Connections Integration of Technology through NJSLS
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/1bqe3A7aYp2t0DOKa8bzSU-CegXgCxaz5/view
https://sites.google.com/a/fpks.org/curriculum-and-instruction-teachers/pd-sharing-folder/ela-pd
https://drive.google.com/a/fpks.org/folderview?id=0B7eaT_i9qrmZVkx4QVpaUEh3Y1k&usp=sharing
http://www.heinemann.com/myOnlineResources/default.aspx
https://sites.google.com/a/fpks.org/curriculum-and-instruction-teachers/pd-sharing-folder/ela-pd
https://drive.google.com/a/fpks.org/file/d/0B7eaT_i9qrmZWWtxekdCR0tIc2M/view?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1yuiwq7XTuoZWigXjm-JuIKuoWgV23X-A1sBJgXUP6vI/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1yuiwq7XTuoZWigXjm-JuIKuoWgV23X-A1sBJgXUP6vI/edit
https://sites.google.com/a/fpks.org/curriculum-and-instruction-teachers/pd-sharing-folder/ela-pd
https://drive.google.com/a/fpks.org/file/d/0B7eaT_i9qrmZWWtxekdCR0tIc2M/view?usp=sharing
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● Correlates to routines unit in math, rules and community units in social studies Identify
classroom routines in other subject areas: math, science, and social studies.

● In Social Studies discuss routines in the community
● Understand what it means to “read close” in social studies, science, and foreign language.
● O�er short, non�ction picture books and non�ction articles on science, social studies, and

foreign language related activities to encourage building background knowledge and
independent reading about topics of interest to students.

● Encourage students to respond to texts in their speci�c subject area notebooks as they re�ect
on what they have been reading.

● Highlight texts, themes, and re�ections that connect to themes related to the Holocaust; i.e.
power, bullying, empathy, and social activism.

● Create a word study word sort in Inspiration.
● Listen to books on CDs, tapes, videos or podcasts if available.
● Listen to books on websites (pbskids.org/lions/index.html, storylineonline.net, storyit.com,

Elementary Connections Page)
● Use document camera or overhead projector for shared reading of texts.

Ongoing:
● Listen to books on CDs, tapes, videos or podcasts if available.
● Listen to books on websites (pbskids.org/lions/index.html, storylineonline.net, storyit.com,

Elementary Connections Page)
● Use document camera or overhead projector for shared reading of texts.

Other:
● Use Microsoft Word, Inspiration, or Smart Board Notebook software to write the words from

their word sorts.
● Use Inspiration to create a double timeline looking at plot events and character motivation.

Integration of 21st Century Themes and Skills Media Literacy Integration
● Financial, Economic, Business, and Entrepreneurial Literacy
● Civic Literacy
● Health Literacy
● Social Justice Literacy
● Creativity and Innovation
● Critical Thinking and Problem Solving Communication and Collaboration Information

Literacy
● Media Literacy
● Life and Career Skills

● Ask students to look for speci�c things when they view videos or read print material, and then
ask questions about those items

● Build on the intuitive knowledge students have gained from media about the story and
character

● Clarify the distinction between �ction and non�ction in di�erent types of media reporting on
the same topic

● Use print materials to practice reading and comprehension skills

Career Education Global Perspective
● New Jersey Educational Field Trip
● Connect With Rick Riordan
● Author Visit Kit
● Authors Who Skype

● National Hispanic-Latino Heritage Month
● National Disability Employment Awareness Month
● National American Indian Heritage Month
● Black History Month
● National Women’s History Month,
● National Irish-American Heritage Month
● National Italian American Heritage Month
● Asian Paci�c American Heritage
● Older Americans’ Month
● Jewish American Heritage Month
● Week of Respect
● Red Ribbon Week
● International Dot Day (September 16)

Bend/Goals Teaching Points
Bend I: Writing Teaching
Books with Independence

*(Unit 2, pg. 5) Writers, today I want to teach you that to get started writing a teaching book, a writer often becomes a
teacher and teaches people all about the topic.  When doing that teaching, many writers �nd it helps to use a teaching
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https://www.thehomeschoolmom.com/homeschooling-in-new-jersey/field-trips/
http://rickriordan.com/resource_type/teachers-guides/
https://www.scholastic.com/teachers/books-and-authors/#author-visit-kits
https://www.katemessner.com/authors-who-skype-with-classes-book-clubs-for-free/
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Session 1: Writers Get Ready to
Write by Teaching All About a
Topic

Session 2: Writers Tell Information
across Their Fingers, Sketch, the
Write

Session 3: Writers Keep Readers in
Mind, Writing to Answer Their
Questions

Session 4: Nonfiction Writers Teach
with Pictures as Well as Words

Session 5: Being Brave Enough to
Spell Domain-Specific Words

voice and to use �ngers to organize information.  That way the writer teaches one thing and then another and another
about the topic.
~How to teach someone about a topic:

1. Name your topic.  Use a teaching voice while you speak about your topic.
2. Tell as many things as you can about your topic.  Hold up a �nger OR point to a page in your book/writing as you explain

each idea.
3. Use your teaching to help you put ideas into your own writing.

*  (Unit 2, pg. 15) Today I want to remind you that before you write a teaching book, you plan how your book will go.  And
guess what?  You already know how to plan your teaching books!  You plan your teaching books by saying your
information across your �ngers and then quickly sketching something you’ll write on each of the pages.
~How to Write a Teaching Book
1.  Think of a topic.
2.  Plan by saying it across your �ngers.
3.  Sketch across pages.
4.  Write the words.

*(Unit 2, pg. 23) Today I want to teach you that teachers do more than plan.  They also think about their students.  Teachers
think, “Who am I teaching?”  And then, when they have their students in mind, they try to teach in ways that will reach
those students.  As writers of information books, you are the teacher, and your readers are your students.  You need to ask,
“Who am I teaching?”  To reach your readers, imagine and answer their questions.
~How Can I Teach My Readers?

1. Ask yourself, “Who will my readers be?” “What will they ask?” (Where?  When?  Why?  How?)
2. I make sure to answer those questions to myself.
3. I add the answers to these questions into my own planning/writing.

* (Unit 2, pg. 31) Writers, today we are going to do an inquiry.  We are going to explore the questions, “How are the
illustrations in an information book di�erent than the illustrations in most picture books? And “What are some of the
special techniques that information book authors use to give their illustrations teaching power?  And then you will be able
to try some of these techniques in your own teaching books.
~How Can I Teach My Readers?

1. Think about Who?  What?  Where?  When?  Why?  How?
2. Write in twin sentences.
3. Use pictures (arrows, words, zooming in)

* (Unit 2, pg. 40) Today I want to teach you that non�ction writers use fancy words to teach others about a topic, and if
they aren’t sure how to spell the word, they are still brave enough to try using those fancy words, saying, “Oh well, I’ll try
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Session 6: Nonfiction Writers Use
Readers to Help Them Add and
Subtract

Session 7: Taking Stock:
Self-Assessing and Setting Goals

Session 8: Letter to Teachers:
Editing: Spelling, Capitals, and
Punctuation

my best.”  Writers sound out fancy words by listening to each syllable, sliding their �nger across the page, and writing the
sounds they hear.
~Ways to Spell Words, You Can Do It!

1. Say it, slide it, hear it, write it.
2. Use snap words.
3. Listen for the little words inside.
4. Use words you know.
5. Write it part-by-part.
6. Listen for syllables, write sounds, use a vowel.

*(Unit 2, pg. 47) Today I want to teach you that writers of teaching books especially need readers who point out places that
don’t make sense.  Those parts might not make sense because of missing words or information, and they might not make
sense because things have been added that don’t belong.
~Partners can work together to make their writing clearer by:

1. Rereading the writing, spotting places where writers can make things clearer.
2. Rereading the writing again, spotting places where the writer can “take away” information that doesn’t �t.
3. After the writer �xes up the writing, reread the writing to make sure it is the best it can be!

*(Unit 2, pg. 53) Writers, today each of you is going to investigate the questions, “What have I already learned to do as a
writer of teaching books?  What do I still need to work on?”
~Self Assessing and Setting Goals

1.  We look at the Information Writing Checklist together.
2.  Look at your writing.  Ask yourself, “What am I really great at?”
3.  Then, look over your writing AGAIN.  Ask yourself, “What is a goal I can make for myself so I can grow as a writer?”
4.  We WRITE DOWN our goals and go over them every day so that we remember to practice them whenever we write.

*(Unit 2, pg. 60) Today I want to teach you that when a writer edits his or her piece of writing, this involves hearing all the
sounds in a word or writing with capital letters, and then it involves pulling back to reread and think, “What else?”
Painters do this too.  They pull into work, they stand back to scan their work, then pull in again.  So writers, like painters,
stand back to look over their work, then pull in again to �x things, then stand back again.
~Writers are Like Painters, they EDIT their work!

1.  Read a sentence or two of your story.  Then, STOP!
2.  Stand back:  Using a writing checklist for ideas, ask, “What can I �x up in this writing?”  Name it out!
3.  Pull in:  Go in and �x it!
4.  Stand back:  Go back to the checklist.  Ask yourself, “What ELSE can I �x up?”
5.  Pull in:  Go in and �x it!

Bend II: Non�ction Writers
Can Write Chapter Books

*(Unit 2, pg. 66) Guided Inquiry- “Anne Schreiber’s book Sharks! is longer than the books you have been writing so far.
What did Anne do that we could try as we get started writing really long chapter books?”
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Session 9: Writing Tables of
Contents

Session 10: Planning and Writing
Chapters While Resolving to Get
Better

Session 11: Writers Write With
Details and Help Readers Picture
the Details by Using Comparisons

Session 12: Different Kinds of
Writing in Teaching Books:
Chapters Can Contain How-To
Writing, Persuasive Writing, and
Storie

(The goal of this inquiry is to zoom in on the title page and table of contents.)
1.  Talk about what the author has done:
-- I notice the author…
2.  Think about why s/he might have done it:
--Maybe s/he did this because…
--I think that because…
--Or could it have been that she did it because…
3.  Create a table of contents, thinking about what ideas you have for how you can divide your whole topic into smaller parts.

*(Unit 2, pg. 73) So, writers, today I want to teach you that when you are writing a chapter in a teaching chapter book, you
can plan that chapter in the very same way you planned your teaching picture book.  For example, you can plan what you
will say in a chapter across your �ngers, saying a whole bunch about each �nger, or each part of the chapter.
~Planning a Chapter
1.   Imagine you are teaching a course on your topic:  think of the di�erent things you’ll say.
2.  Name one big idea (chapter title) across each �nger.
3.  Go back and try to say a couple of sentences about each �nger.
4.  Write up a storm!

*(Unit 2, pg. 79) So, writers, you already know how to write in details.  You just sometimes forget to do it.  Now today I
want to teach you that you don’t just tell a fact (a detail).  You help readers to picture the fact (the detail) and to
understand why it matters.  One way to do that is by using comparisons.
~Anchor Chart: How Can I Teach My Readers
add comparison
~Writing With Details Using Comparisons:
1.  Think about your big topic OR an important detail from your story.
2.  Ask yourself, “How can I compare this detail to something else so my readers will be able to picture it more clearly?” (examples:  A
shark’s teeth are like knives.  An airplane is similar to a bird.)

*(Unit 2, pg. 86) My point is not really that you have how-to pages in your books, although you do (or you could).  No, the
thing I want to teach you is bigger than that.  I want to teach you that whenever a writer goes to write something
new—even if it is a chapter, not a book—the writer pauses and thinks, “What kind of writing am I making?”  Then the
writer makes sure that his or her writing follows the rules of that kind of writing.
~ “What kind of writing am I making?” “What are the rules of that kind of writing?”
1.  Begin by asking yourself, “What kind of writing am I making?” (Examples:  step-by-step directions, a great introduction, etc.)
2.  Then ask yourself, “What are the rules of that writing?” (For step-by-step directions, we write in steps, with a drawing for each step.
For a great introduction, we ask a question, name the topic, and tell our opinion.)
3.  Make a plan for how your chapter will look, what information you will include…and give it a go.
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Session 13: Letter to Teachers:
Introductions and Conclusions

Session 14: Fix up Writing by
Pretending to Be a Reader

*(Unit 2, pg. 91) Today I want to teach you that when you write a teaching book, readers expect that your writing, like a
school day, you will have a beginning and an ending. And readers expect that start of your writing, like at the start of
school day, there will be ways you tell readers the big things that they will be learning about and usually how the learning
will go-what will come �rst and next.
~Introductions can….

● Start with a question.
● Start with an action.
● Start with a little story that pulls the reader in.
● Start with a big idea about the topic.

*(Unit 2, pg. 97) Today I want to teach you that when writers get ready to publish, they �rst reread their writing, thinking
about how to get it ready for their readers.  And one way they get their books ready for their readers is by pretending to be
the reader, checking for any mistakes or confusing parts.
~Getting Ready to Publish

1. Reread your writing.
2. Think about how to get it ready for your readers.
● Pretend to be the reader.
● Check for mistakes or confusing parts.

Bend III: Writing Chapter
Books with Greater
Independence
Session 15: Writers Use all they
Know to Plan for New Chapter
Books

Session 16: Writers Do Research,
Like Finding Images or Photos, to
Help Them Say More

*(Unit 2, pg. 105) Today I want to teach you that as writers start new chapter books, and revise old ones, they get a new plan
for their writing.   To do this, they study the tools around them—things like charts, published non�ction books, and even
other writers.  As writers study these tools, they think to themselves, “How could I try that in my writing?” And then
they do it.
~Starting New Chapter Books
1.  I make a plan for my writing:  I use the charts, other non�ction books, and my classmates’ writings for inspiration for my own
writing.
2.  I choose the thing that will inspire my writing.
3.  I ask myself, “How could I try that in my writing?”
4.  I give that a try in my work, going back to the model to help me.
*(Unit 2, pg. 114) Today I want to teach you that writers research—or look for—photographs or pictures that are connected
to their topics.  Writers look closely at these, mining them for speci�c details that will teach people even more about their
topics.  Then they put into words what they’ve learned and add this to their writing.
~Anchor Chart: How Can I Teach My Readers?

● Think about questions my readers might have?
● Write in twin sentences. (Dogs like biscuits. Biscuits are..)
● Include pictures.
● Use size, shape, and color words.
● Make a comparison to something.
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Session 17: Editing “On the Go”:
Varying End Punctuation to Bring
Out a Teaching Book’s Meaning

Session 18: Using Craft Moves
Learning in Small Moments:
Pop-Out Words and Speech Bubbles

Session 19: Editing Step by Step

Session 20: Letter to Teachers: A
Final Celebration: A Letter to
Teachers

● Give an example.
● Use a picture or photograph to add more information.

*(Unit 2, pg. 121) Today I want to teach you that non�ction writers choose ending punctuation that re�ects how they are
trying to speak.  Speci�cally, they use periods when they want to tell facts, question marks when they want to ask
questions, exclamation marks when they want to tell something exciting, commas and colons when they want to make a
list.
~Using Ending Punctuation in Writing
1.  Before you start writing, think about the kind of sentence you want to write.
2.  Decide what kind of information you want to write.  Do you want to write a fact?  Ask a question?  Show strong feelings?  Make a
list of details.
3.  Decide which punctuation belongs at the end of that sentence.
4.  Write your sentence!

*(Unit 2, pg. 128) Today I want to teach you that writers use craft moves like pop-out words and speech bubbles in teaching
books to give more information or make some information stand out.
~Anchor Chart: How Can I Teach My Readers?- add use big, bold pop-out words and use speech bubbles
~Using Craft Moves
1.  Look over a page of your writing.
2.  Decide what words are super-important on the page.  Those words can be written as pop-out words.
3.  Think about a speech bubble and picture we can add to pop out those important words even more.  Ask yourself, “What can I write
in my speech bubble that matches that idea?”

*(Unit 2, pg. 134) Today I want to teach you that writers edit their writing before they publish it.  One way they edit their
writing is by using an editing checklist.  They look at one thing on the list at a time and check to see they have done that
one thing throughout their writing.  Then they check for the next item on their list, and so on.
~Using an Editing Checklist
1.  Choose on the checklist to look for in your writing.
2.  Read your writing slowly and carefully, using your �nger to check for that one item in your writing.
3.  Fix your mistakes.
4.  Move on to another item.  Try again!

*(Unit 2, pg. 139) Celebration:  Today, your expertise is on display in our class museum.  Because you are the experts, you are
going to be the docents (a person at a museum who gives more information about the displays).  Each of you will stand by
your display.  You all have your docent speech ready to go.  In a few moments, your family members and friends will be
coming in.  When a visitor walks up to your display, you can share your speech with them, and you can show them the
pages from your book. Our visitors are in for a real treat. They are going to learn so much!”

Skills (Students will be able to…)  including Grammar
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● Access their prior knowledge to generate a list of topics that are familiar to them.
● Organize drafts in Writer’s Folder.
● Establish writing partnerships to plan and review work.
● Imitate the structure of non�ction books.
● Elaborate on their non�ction books by adding details to enhance and clarify their writing.
● Utilize classroom resources, such as the word wall, to spell words correctly.
● Examine their work for correct capitalization, punctuation, and spelling.
● Assess their writing using checklists and/or rubrics. Celebrate published writing with an audience.
● Plan steps by touching and telling, sketching, and writing them in order.
● Apply transition words or ordinal words before each step.
● Test the steps for accuracy by acting out and sharing with partners.
● Enhance books by adding distinctive features, i.e. materials page, title page, numbered steps, labels, and warnings/reminders.
● Immerse in a variety of “All About” books or student writing.
● Plan by choosing a topic, organizing the information into chapters, sketching what they know, and then writing the facts across several pages.
● Develop chapters that focus on di�erent areas of the subject using facts and vocabulary relevant to the topic.
● Enhance books by adding distinctive features, i.e. bold words, chapter titles, labels, captions, title page, diagrams, etc.
● Select appropriate text features to enhance and prioritize information.

Writing Workshop Grade:  1st
Unit 4: Writing Reviews (Book 3)
Unit Description: Writing Reviews
This unit begins by teaching students that writing can give them a way to make and defend decisions and opinions, such as, “Which is my best baseball cap? Beanie Baby?”
or, Which wins the booby prize for being the worst?  Children will learn to write their judgments, their reasons for those judgments and to organize their reasons, supplying
supporting details.  These goals are pushing �rst graders beyond the CCSS expectation for opinion writing, which states that students will write opinion pieces in which they
“introduce the topic or name the book they are writing about, state an opinion, supply a reason for the opinion, and provide some sense of closure” (CCSS W 1.1).  This
unit will encourage writers to develop opinions with multiple reasons, provide detailed descriptions, as well as strong openings and closings.  It will also encourage students
towards using and revising more complex sentences, using linking words.

In Bend 1, students will learn to review their collections and to make choices about which items in that collection is the best, writing defenses for those judgments.  In Bend
2, students will write multiple reviews about anything and everything: toys, restaurants, video games, movies, etc.  Bend 3 has students writing book reviews.  They will
summarize, evaluate, judge and defend their judgments.
NJ Student Learning Standards
Writing Standards:
W.1.1  Write opinion pieces in which they introduce the topic or name the book they are writing about, state an opinion, supply a reason for the opinion, and provide some sense of closure.
W.1.2  Write informative/explanatory texts in which they name a topic, supply some facts about the topic, and provide some sense of closure.
W.1.3  Write narratives in which they recount two or more appropriately sequenced events, include some details regarding what happened, use temporal words to signal event order, and provide some sense of closure.
W.1.5  With guidance and support from adults, focus on a topic, respond to questions and suggestions from peers and self-re�ection, and add details to strengthen writing and ideas as needed.
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W.1.6  With guidance and support from adults, use a variety of digital tools to produce and publish writing, including in collaboration with peers.
W.1.7   Participate in shared research and writing projects (e.g., explore a number of “how-to” books on a given topic and use them to write a sequence of instructions).
W.2.1   Write opinion pieces in which they introduce the topic or book they are writing about, state an opinion, supply reasons that support the opinion, use linking words (e.g., because, and, also) to connect opinion
and reasons, and provide a conclusion.
Reading Standards:
RL.1.1  Ask and answer questions about key details in a text.
RL.1.2  Retell stories, including key details, and demonstrate understanding of their central message or lesson.
RL.1.3   Describe characters, settings, and major event(s) in a story, using key details.
RL.1.4  Identify words and phrases in stories or poems that suggest feelings or appeal to the senses.
RL.1.9   Compare and contrast the adventures and experiences of characters in stories.
RI.1.1  Ask and answer questions about key details in a text.
RI.1.2  Identify the main topic and retell key details of a text.
RI.1.3  Describe the connection between two individuals, events, ideas, or pieces of information in a text.
RI.1.8  Identify the reasons an author gives to support points in a text and explain the application of this information with prompting as needed.
RF.1.1  Demonstrate mastery of the organization and basic features of print including those listed under Kindergarten foundation skills.
RF.1.2   Demonstrate mastery of spoken words, syllables, and sounds (phonemes) by using knowledge that every syllable must have a vowel sound to determine the number of syllables in a printed word.
RF.1.3  Know and apply grade-level phonics and word analysis skills in decoding words.
RF.1.4  Read with su�cient accuracy and �uency to support comprehension.
Speaking & Listening Standards:
SL.1.1 Participate in collaborative conversations with diverse partners about grade 1 topics and texts with peers and adults in small and larger groups.
SL.1.2  Ask and answer questions about key details in a text read aloud or information presented orally or through other media.
SL.1.3   Ask and answer questions about what a speaker says in order to gather additional information or clarify something that is not understood.
SL.1.4  Describe people, places, things, and events with relevant details, expressing ideas and feelings clearly.
SL.1.6   Produce complete sentences when appropriate to task and situation.
Language Standards:
L.1.1  Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English grammar and usage when writing or speaking.
L.1.1d  Use personal, possessive, and inde�nite pronouns (e.g., I, me, my; they, them, their, anyone, everything).
L.1.1g  Use frequently occurring conjunctions (e.g., and, but, or, so, because).
L.1.1j  Produce and expand complete simple and compound declarative, interrogative, imperative, and exclamatory sentences in response to prompts.
L.1.2  Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English capitalization, punctuation, and spelling when writing.
L.1.2b  Use end punctuation for sentences.
L.1.2d  Use conventional spelling for words with common spelling patterns and for frequently occurring irregular words.
L.1.2e  Spell untaught words phonetically, drawing on phonemic awareness and spelling conventions.
L.1.5a  Sort words into categories (e.g., colors, clothing) to gain a sense of the concepts the categories represent.
L.1.6   Use words and phrases acquired through conversations, reading and being read to, and responding to texts, including using frequently occurring conjunctions to signal simple relationships (e.g., because).
L.2.1f  Produce, expand, and rearrange complete simple and compound sentences (e.g., The boy watched the movie; The little boy watched the movie; The action movie was watched by the little boy).
NJSLS from other subject(s)
Career Ready Practices
Act as a responsible and contributing community member and employee.
Demonstrate creativity and innovation.
Utilize critical thinking to make sense of problems and persevere in solving them
Model integrity, ethical leadership and e�ective management.
Use technology to enhance productivity, increase collaboration and communicate e�ectively.
Work productively in teams while using cultural/global competence.

Standard 8 Computer Science
8.1.2.DA.3: Identify and describe patterns in data visualizations.
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Standard 9 Career Readiness, Life Literacy, and Key Skills
9.1.2.CR.1: Recognize ways to volunteer in the classroom, school and community.

Careers (Description of a career that relates to this unit)

Enduring Understandings Essential Questions
Students will understand that…

❏ There are issues in our lives that we have opinions about
❏ There are many ways to persuade our audience

❏ How do writers share their ideas with others?
❏ How do writers support their ideas?

Evidence of Learning (Assessments) Accommodations and Modi�cations

Formative Assessments:

● Learning Progressions (Grades 2-8)
● Writing about reading
● Writers’ notebooks
● Teacher-created performance assessment
● Student re�ections
● Conferences and small group

Summative Assessments:

● Learning Progressions (Grades 2-8)
● Pre/Post-On-Demand Assessment

Benchmark Assessments:

● Nonsense Words
● Teachers College Running Records
● Letter Sound ID
● High Frequency Word Assessment

Alternative Assessments:

● F & P Running Records
● Scholastic Running Records
● BeBop Books for running records
● G & T Assessments:Sages-2 Screening Assessment for Gifted Elementary:

Mathematics/Science Language Arts/Social Studies
● Reasoning
● Yopp-Singer test of Phoneme Segmentation
● Sentence-Writing Grade Placement Test
● Linguistics Phonemic Awareness Screener

Special Education:

● Curricular Modi�cations and Guidance for Students Educated in Special Class Settings
● Curricular Modi�cations and Guidance for Students Educated in Special Class Settings
● Subgroup Accommodations and Modi�cations
● Di�erentiation for All Students (Special Needs, ESL, Gifted Learners, & Mainstream

Learners)
Differentiation:

● Preview content and concepts
● Behavior management plan
● Highlight text
● Small group setting

High-Prep Differentiation:
● Alternative formative and summative assessments
● Guided Reading
● Personal agendas
● Project-based learning
● Tiered activities/assignments
● Varying organizers for instructions

Low-Prep Differentiation:
● Clubbing activities
● Exploration by interest
● Flexible groupings

Suggested Lessons for  Di�erentiation with Small Groups:
Bend I
3-Conferring to Help Students Draw on Learning from Prior Units of Study
4-Counterargument Requires Respectful Attention to Opposing Views and Complex Sentence
Structure
6-Using Small Group Work to Provide Follow-Up to the Minilesson
Bend II
8-Highlighting the Work of Individual Students as a Way to Invite Others to Give It a Try
9-Providing Follow Up Conferences
10-Persuasive Writers Include Suggestions and Warnings
11-Letting Student Intentions Guide Your Conferring
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https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/folders/1PBfLcrRL1Q0U0FKc6VCCSxUBdz6vk5mm?ogsrc=32
https://readingandwritingproject.org/resources/assessments/running-records
https://readingandwritingproject.org/resources/assessments/running-records
https://readingandwritingproject.org/resources/assessments/running-records
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1VAGrlKcPXG0IszIFNvfYqvmiUAaR3xQV
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1CojyW8KphR7mZgS-wgTxmO1y6z0uhZJwEpV5tJ_Aqk8/edit?ts=5e44465c&pli=1
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1CojyW8KphR7mZgS-wgTxmO1y6z0uhZJwEpV5tJ_Aqk8/edit?ts=5e44465c&pli=1
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B-_iTnCmF_gGRzFuemszSGJwQnl4MDdRbnB2MDRTaEtQazdN/view?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1wJLHdjzj9_VQevaM2dMkSRDpIWpb-6q7N5rfa349-sY/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1wJLHdjzj9_VQevaM2dMkSRDpIWpb-6q7N5rfa349-sY/edit?usp=sharing
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● Linguistics Decoding Pre/Post Test
● Dyslexia Screener
● PRIM checklist
● LLI; Test Preparation Lesson Framework F&P levels

12-Teaching Capitalization via the Small-Group “Ripple E�ect”
Bend III
14-Planning For Book Reviews Using Strategies from Narrative and Information Writing
15-Using All You Know to Write Persuasively Right From the Start
16-Following Up On Past Conferences: Making Sure Your Teaching is Sticking

English Language Learners:

● Unit 2: Curriculum for ELL
● ESL K-2
● Subgroup Accommodations and Modi�cations
● Di�erentiation for All Students (Special Needs, ESL, Gifted Learners, & Mainstream

Learners)

Students at Risk for Failure:

● Subgroup Accommodations and Modi�cations
● Di�erentiation for All Students (Special Needs, ESL, Gifted Learners, & Mainstream

Learners}

Gifted and Talented

● Subgroup Accommodations and Modi�cations
● Di�erentiation for All Students (Special Needs, ESL, Gifted Learners, & Mainstream

Learners)

Students with 504 Plans

● Subgroup Accommodations and Modi�cation
● Di�erentiation for All Students (Special Needs, ESL, Gifted Learners, & Mainstream

Learners)

Core Instructional and Supplemental Materials
Professional Resources:

Core Instructional, Supplemental, Instructional, and
Intervention Resources

Core Professional Resources:

● 2019-20 Teachers College Calendar

Core Instructional Resources:

● Any appropriate grade 1  novel as a read-aloud model to set up the routines
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http://www.state.nj.us/education/modelcurriculum/ela/ellscaffolding/1u2.pdf
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1e8WqCb-sscigJQ_o48N-bymXNEWO0TRkHx_Sfo5PTiM/edit
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B-_iTnCmF_gGRzFuemszSGJwQnl4MDdRbnB2MDRTaEtQazdN/view?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1wJLHdjzj9_VQevaM2dMkSRDpIWpb-6q7N5rfa349-sY/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1wJLHdjzj9_VQevaM2dMkSRDpIWpb-6q7N5rfa349-sY/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B-_iTnCmF_gGRzFuemszSGJwQnl4MDdRbnB2MDRTaEtQazdN/view?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1wJLHdjzj9_VQevaM2dMkSRDpIWpb-6q7N5rfa349-sY/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1wJLHdjzj9_VQevaM2dMkSRDpIWpb-6q7N5rfa349-sY/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B-_iTnCmF_gGRzFuemszSGJwQnl4MDdRbnB2MDRTaEtQazdN/view?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1wJLHdjzj9_VQevaM2dMkSRDpIWpb-6q7N5rfa349-sY/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1wJLHdjzj9_VQevaM2dMkSRDpIWpb-6q7N5rfa349-sY/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B-_iTnCmF_gGRzFuemszSGJwQnl4MDdRbnB2MDRTaEtQazdN/view?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1wJLHdjzj9_VQevaM2dMkSRDpIWpb-6q7N5rfa349-sY/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1wJLHdjzj9_VQevaM2dMkSRDpIWpb-6q7N5rfa349-sY/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1bqe3A7aYp2t0DOKa8bzSU-CegXgCxaz5/view
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● Lessons from the masters: Improving narrative writing Unit of Study Text by Lucy
Calkins

● 2019-20 Teachers College Calendar, Second Grade Lessons from the masters: Improving
narrative writing Unit

● Florham Park ELA PD Sharing Website
● The  Writing  Strategies Book by Jen Seravallo
● Writing Resources and Scope and Sequences
● Units of Study Online Resources

Supplemental Professional Resources:

● Leveled Literacy Intervention Kits
● Rubric for Assessing a Retell on a Reading Level Assessment - Levels A-Z (Teachers

College)
● Primm Book
● Teachers College Units of Study - Phonics K-2
● Prompting Guide Part 1 - For Oral Reading and Early Writing
● Prompting Guide Part 2 - For Comprehension : Thinking, Talking, Writing
● Writing  Strategies Book - Jennifer Serravallo
● Flip Your Writing Workshop: A Blended Learning Approach by Dana Johansen and Sonja

Cherry-Paul
● How’s It Going? A Practical Guide to Conferring with Student Writers by Carl Anderson
● Notebook Know-How: Strategies for the Writer’s Notebook by Aimee Buckner
● Florham Park ELA PD Sharing Website
● Conferring Menus
● Conferring Curriculum

● Don’t Let the Pigeon Stay Up Late by Mo Willems (Level H)
● A Pet for Petunia by: Paul Schmid (Level I)
● Click, Clack, Moo by Doreen Cronin (Level K)
● Dear Mrs. LaRue: Letters from Obedience School by Mark Teague (Level L)
● Earrings by Judith Viorst (Level K)
● I Wanna Iguana by Karen Orlo� (Level K)
● I Wanna New Room by Karen Orlo� (Level K)
● Teacher-selected books for book talks and modeling good reader behaviors

Supplemental Resources:

● Conferring Curriculum
● Florham Park ELA PD Sharing Website
● Conferring Menus
● Bad Dog David McPhail (Level C)
● Birthday Surprise by Rachel Walker (Level D)
● The Case of the Lost Cecilia (Level A)
● Dust Everywhere by Robert Rosen (Level D)
● Going to the Zoo by Michael Taylor (Level D)
● Having Fun by Pam Holden (Level A)
● I See and See by Ted Lewin (Level B)
● It’s Time for A Haircut by Cathryn Summers (Level C)
● The Man Can by Sharon Coan (Level B)

Intervention Resources:

● Leveled Literacy Intervention Texts
● Six Minute Solutions
● Fountas and Pinell Guided Reading
● Fountas and Pinell Shared Reading

Interdisciplinary Connections Integration of Technology through NJSLS

● Correlates to routines unit in math, rules and community units in social studies Identify
classroom routines in other subject areas: math, science, and social studies.

● In Social Studies discuss routines in the community
● Understand what it means to “read close” in social studies, science, and foreign language.
● O�er short, non�ction picture books and non�ction articles on science, social studies, and

foreign language related activities to encourage building background knowledge and
independent reading about topics of interest to students.

● Encourage students to respond to texts in their speci�c subject area notebooks as they re�ect
on what they have been reading.

● Create a word study word sort in Inspiration.
● Listen to books on CDs, tapes, videos or podcasts if available.
● Listen to books on websites (pbskids.org/lions/index.html, storylineonline.net, storyit.com,

Elementary Connections Page)
● Use document camera or overhead projector for shared reading of texts.

Ongoing:
● Listen to books on CDs, tapes, videos or podcasts if available.
● Listen to books on websites (pbskids.org/lions/index.html, storylineonline.net, storyit.com,

Elementary Connections Page)
● Use document camera or overhead projector for shared reading of texts.
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https://sites.google.com/a/fpks.org/curriculum-and-instruction-teachers/pd-sharing-folder/ela-pd
https://drive.google.com/a/fpks.org/folderview?id=0B7eaT_i9qrmZVkx4QVpaUEh3Y1k&usp=sharing
http://www.heinemann.com/myOnlineResources/default.aspx
https://sites.google.com/a/fpks.org/curriculum-and-instruction-teachers/pd-sharing-folder/ela-pd
https://drive.google.com/a/fpks.org/file/d/0B7eaT_i9qrmZWWtxekdCR0tIc2M/view?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1p0N9WzWgKPpNWnNciyT6HWbSSRT4ucWAQ8r27qtqVfo/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Ncti3O0RzJ49vX6VJnGUaCg8rUWbkdvQgy-36oGPKu0/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1p0N9WzWgKPpNWnNciyT6HWbSSRT4ucWAQ8r27qtqVfo/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Ncti3O0RzJ49vX6VJnGUaCg8rUWbkdvQgy-36oGPKu0/edit
https://sites.google.com/a/fpks.org/curriculum-and-instruction-teachers/pd-sharing-folder/ela-pd
https://drive.google.com/a/fpks.org/file/d/0B7eaT_i9qrmZWWtxekdCR0tIc2M/view?usp=sharing
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● Highlight texts, themes, and re�ections that connect to themes related to the Holocaust; i.e.
power, bullying, empathy, and social activism.

Other:
● Use Microsoft Word, Inspiration, or Smart Board Notebook software to write the words from

their word sorts.
● Use Inspiration to create a double timeline looking at plot events and character motivation.

Integration of 21st Century Themes and Skills Media Literacy Integration
● Financial, Economic, Business, and Entrepreneurial Literacy
● Civic Literacy
● Health Literacy
● Social Justice Literacy
● Creativity and Innovation
● Critical Thinking and Problem Solving Communication and Collaboration Information

Literacy
● Media Literacy
● Life and Career Skills

● Ask students to look for speci�c things when they view videos or read print material, and then
ask questions about those items

● Build on the intuitive knowledge students have gained from media about the story and
character

● Clarify the distinction between �ction and non�ction in di�erent types of media reporting on
the same topic

● Use print materials to practice reading and comprehension skills

Career Education Global Perspective
● New Jersey Educational Field Trip
● Connect With Rick Riordan
● Author Visit Kit
● Authors Who Skype

● National Hispanic-Latino Heritage Month
● National Disability Employment Awareness Month
● National American Indian Heritage Month
● Black History Month
● National Women’s History Month,
● National Irish-American Heritage Month
● National Italian American Heritage Month
● Asian Paci�c American Heritage
● Older Americans’ Month
● Jewish American Heritage Month
● Week of Respect
● Red Ribbon Week
● International Dot Day (September 16)

Bend/Goals Teaching Points
Bend I: Best In Show: Judging
Our Collections
Session 1: People Collect Things and
Write Opinions about Their
Collections

Session 2: Explaining Judgments in
Convincing Ways

*(Unit 3, pg. 4) Today I want to teach you that people who know a lot about something- like people who keep collections-
often think, “Which is my favorite? Which is next?  And people write and talk and tell others about their opinions.  They
even try to convince others about their opinions.
~Judging Fairly

1. Put everything in a line.
2. Compare the same thing (eyes, fur, and so on) on each.
3. Think, “Which has the best…?”
4. Decide which is the best and give reasons. Say “BECAUSE…”

*(Unit 3, pg. 13) Today I want to teach you that when you have an opinion, when you judge something, you need to give a
couple of reasons, not just one, and say details about each reason.  If you write, “For example…” or “I think that because…”
then that helps you bring in some details.
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https://www.thehomeschoolmom.com/homeschooling-in-new-jersey/field-trips/
http://rickriordan.com/resource_type/teachers-guides/
https://www.scholastic.com/teachers/books-and-authors/#author-visit-kits
https://www.katemessner.com/authors-who-skype-with-classes-book-clubs-for-free/
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Session 3: “How Do I Write This
Kind of Writing Well?”

Session 4: Opinion Writers Expect
Disagreement

Session 5: Letter to Teachers:
Awarding Prizes for More
Practice-and More Fun

~Convince Your Reader!
1. Write your opinion.  “I think…”
2. Give LOTS of reasons.
● One reason is…
● Also…
● Another reason is...
3. Add details
● For example…
● I think that because...

*(Unit 3, pg. 22) Today I want to teach you that when you write something, it is important to understand the kind of
writing you are doing and to �gure out ways people do that kind of writing really well . Then, you can try to do those
things in your own writing.
~Comparing Your Writing with a Checklist

1. Read through the items on the checklist.
2. Using your revision pen, �nd places in your writing where you are already doing those things.
3. Mark those places with a star.
4. Draw a star beside the things on the checklist that you need to work on next.
5. Revise your writing.

*(Unit 3, pg. 31) Today I want to teach you that writers don’t all agree and that’s okay!  If one person has written his or her
opinion, someone else can say, “I agree. My opinion is the same.” Or “I disagree, I have a di�erent opinion.”  When we
don’t agree with someone else’s opinion, that’s a good time to write our own opinion and back it up with reasons why we
disagree or think something di�erent.
~Opinion Writers Expect Disagreement

1. Look over your friend’s collection.
2. Decide which item you think is the best one.
3. See if your friend agreed or thought di�erently.
4. Write/Say your opinion…
● “I agree with….I think….is the best...because….”
● “I disagree with...I do not think...is the best.  Instead I think….because...”

*(Unit 3, pg. 37) Today I want to teach you that reviewers, judges, don’t always look for the most powerful, the most
unusual, the most interesting item.  Judges can also look for the least powerful, least unusual, the least interesting item.
Sometimes, in a joking and fun way, people talk about this as “giving the booby prize.”  To judge for the booby prize,
judges again look at one trait, then another.
~Judging Items

1. Look for the most powerful, most unusual, or most interesting item or you can look for the least powerful, least unusual, least
interesting item.
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Session 6: Bolstering Arguments

Session 7: Editing and Publishing:
Making Writing “Best in Show”!

2. Choose which one you would like to give the award to.
3. State your opinion.
4. Give your reasons why.

*(Unit 3, pg. 41) Today I want to teach you that when opinion writers want to pull out all the stops, they sometimes �nd
others who can help them generate even more reasons to support their opinions.  They sometimes even refer to- that is,
quote- what those other people have said.
~Convince your Reader!- add quote experts

1. Write your opinion.  “I think…”
2. Give LOTS of reasons.
● One reason is…
● Also…
● Another reason is...

3.   Add details
● For example…
● I think that because...

4.  Use sparkly words
5.  Talk people!

● Some people say…But I still think...I disagree because….
6.   Quote experts

*(Unit 3, pg. 50) Today I want to teach you that one way to make sure your writing is the best that it can be is to use the
checklists that are used to judge writing as To-Do lists, reminding you of all that you want to do to make your writing the
best that it can be.
~Making Your Writing the Best it Can Be

1. Use Checklists to judge your writing
2. Make a To-Do list to �x-up your writing.
3. Fix-up your writing using your list.

Bend II: Writing Persuasive
Reviews
Session 8: Writing Reviews to
Persuade Others

Session 9: Talking Right to Readers

*(Unit 3, pg. 59) Guided Inquiry: Today, I am not teaching you something. Instead, we’ll investigate together, just like
detectives, to �nd some answers to this big question, “What important parts do writers make sure to include to make their
reviews so convincing?  Then we’ll be able to ask “How can we do this in our reviews, too?”
~Review Anchor Chart: Convince Your Reader

*(Unit 3, pg. 68) Today I want to teach you that review writers include important information to convince their readers.
One way to do this is to use a voice that talks right to your reader, explaining what your topic is, where to �nd it, and
when to go.
~Important Information

● What ?
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Session 10: Making Comparisons
in Writing

Session 11: Hook Your Reader:
Writing Catchy Introductions and
Conclusions

Session 12: Partners Work Together
to Give Writing Checkups!

Session 13: Letter to Teachers:
Making Anthologies: A Celebration

● Where?
● When?

*(Unit 3, pg. 76) Today I want to remind you to use all you already know about writing to convince others.  You can think
about a way that your subject is better (or worse) than others.  You compare your subject with others, thinking only about
that one way, that attribute.  Then, you can write to include this information in your review.
~Making Comparisons

1. Reread your writing.
2. Think about how your topic compares to other things.
3. Write your comparison.

*(Unit 3, pg. 84) Today I want to teach you that writers write introductions to grab their readers’ attention right from the
very start.  One way to do this is to talk to your reader.
~Say Hello With a Catchy Introduction

1. Ask questions to make your reader wonder.
2. Name the topic.
● What’s it called?
● What is it?
3. Say your opinion.
● I think...

*(Unit 3, pg. 94) Today I want to teach you that writing partners can work together to give writing checkups.  You can use
an editing checklist to make sure your partner’s piece is easy to read.  If you see something to �x up, you can write a note,
like a prescription, to give your partner ways to make his or her work even better.
~Giving Writing Check-ups

1. The writer can read their piece to their partner.
2. The partner then takes their time and uses the editing checklist to make sure the writer’s piece is easy to read.
3. If the partner sees something to �x up, write a note.
4. The writer can then go back and �x-up their work.

*(Unit 3, pg. 101) Today I want to teach you that review writers publish anthologies of pieces that go together.  Reviewers
think, “Who in the world might need to read this review?  What is this review helping people do?  in order to decide what
kind of anthology to create.
~Publishing Anthologies:

1. Read your review.
2. Think…
● “Who in the world might need to read this review?”
● “What is this review helping people to do?”
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3. Decide what kind of anthology to create. (Reviews on animals, books, foods etc.)

Bend III: Writing
Persuasive Book Reviews
Session 14: Using All You Know to
Write Book Reviews

Session 15: Don’t Spill the Beans!:
Giving Sneak Peek Summaries

Session 16: Not Too Long, Not Too
Short!: Using Conjunction

Session 17: Review a Review?:
Making Sure Reviews Are Brim
Full of the Best Work!

*(Unit 3, pg. 107) Today I want to teach you that review writers write book reviews to recommend titles and authors they
believe others should read.  You can use all you already know about writing reviews to convince people to agree with your
opinion.
~Using All You Know to Write Book Reviews

1. Think of a book you would recommend.
2. Think of what you would say about that book to convince other to agree with you.
● What reasons would you include?
● What details can you give?

*(Unit 3, pg. 116) Today I want to teach you that writers of book reviews give a sneak peek summary without giving
everything away.  One way to do this is to share only the most important things readers will need to know about the book
and also a few things that will make them curious, but not the ending.
~Give a Sneak Peek

1. Introduce the characters or topic.
2. Explain the situation or share an interesting fact.
3. Ask a question.
4. Shhhh….don’t tell the ending!!

*(Unit 3, pg. 125) Today I want to teach you that writers check their writing to make sure that the sentences they’ve written
are just how they want them to be.  Writers reread each sentence and ask, “Is my sentence too long?  Is my sentence too
short?  Is it just right?”  Then, writers use punctuation to break it apart or use linking words to connect ideas or edit it in
other ways to make it just right.
~Is This Sentence Just Right?
If a sentence…

● Goes on and on and on, stop it earlier with punctuation.
● Ends too soon, use AND, SO, or BUT to say more.
● Gets confusing, say it in a di�erent way.

*(Unit 3, pg. 135) Today I want to teach you that when writers use checklists to make sure they’ve make their writing as
strong as it can be, they don’t just �nd one place where they did what’s on the list, they check each and every part of their
writing.
~Writer’s Use Checklists

1. Using the checklist, use one part at a time to check your writing.
2. Check page after page to make sure that you did the item AGAIN and AGAIN in your writing.
3. Check: NOT YET, STARTING TO, or YES
4. Repeat.
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Session 18: Letter to Teachers: Book
Review Talks: A Reading
Rainbow-Style Celebration

5. Fix up your writing.

*(Unit 3, pg. 142) Celebration: Book Review Talks

Skills (Students will be able to…)  including Grammar
● Explain the di�erence between fact and opinion. Generate a list of opinions in the classroom/school.
● Sort, rank, categorize, explain and persuade others about their ideas/collections.
● Discuss with peers their opinion and supporting reasons.
● Utilize a set structure, such as OREO - Opinion, Reasons, Examples, and Opinion- restated - to explain their opinions on any topic.
● Describe their opinions using sentence starters, such as “I think... because...”
● Critique a book they’ve read by naming the book, stating an opinion, supplying reasons for the opinion, and providing some sense of closure.
● Elaborate on their favorite part using key story elements to support their opinion.
● Establish writing partnerships to plan and review work.
● Utilize classroom resources, such as the word wall, to spell words correctly.
● Examine their work for correct capitalization, punctuation, and spelling.
● Assess their writing using checklists and/or rubrics. Celebrate published writing with an audience.

Writing Workshop Grade:  1st
Unit 5:  From Scenes to Series: Writing Fiction (Book 4)
Unit Description:  From Scenes to Series: Writing Fiction
This unit is designed to teach your students how to story tell and plan stories.   Students will learn that characters in stories face problems, overcome these (with help from
others or on their own), and then develop solutions.  They will develop their own characters to use in the stories they create.  In this unit they will deepen their partner work,
and continue to learn strategies to revise their writing.   You will be teaching your students how to move from being accomplished storytellers to becoming accomplished
writers of stories.  The goal of the unit will be to write well-elaborated realistic �ction stories aligning to the NJ Student Learning Standards.

NJ Student Learning Standards
Writing Standards:
W.1.3  Write narratives in which they recount two or more appropriately sequenced events, include some details regarding what happened, use temporal words to signal event order, and provide some sense of closure.
W.1.5   With guidance and support from adults, focus on a topic, respond to questions and suggestions from peers and self-re�ection, and add details to strengthen writing and ideas as needed.
W.1.7  Participate in shared research and writing projects (e.g., explore a number of “how-to” books on a given topic and use them to write a sequence of instructions).
W.1.8   With guidance and support from adults, recall information from experiences or gather information from provided sources to answer a question.
W.2.3   Write narratives in which they recount a well-elaborated event or short sequence of events, include details to describe actions, thoughts, and feelings, use temporal words to signal event order, and provide a sense
of closure.
Reading Standards:
RL.1.1   Ask and answer questions about key details in a text.
RL.1.2  Retell stories, including key details, and demonstrate understanding of their central message or lesson.
RL.1.3  Describe characters, settings, and major event(s) in a story, using key details.
RL.1.4  Identify words and phrases in stories or poems that suggest feelings or appeal to the senses.
RL.1.7  Use illustrations and details in a story to describe its characters, setting, or events.
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RL.1.10  With prompting and support, read and comprehend stories and poetry at grade level text complexity or above.
RL.2.3  Describe how characters in a story respond to major events and challenges using key details.
RL.2.5  Describe the overall structure of a story, including describing how the beginning introduces the story and the ending concludes the action identifying how each successive part builds on earlier sections.
RF.1.1  Demonstrate mastery of the organization and basic features of print including those listed under Kindergarten foundation skills.
RF.1.2  Demonstrate mastery of spoken words, syllables, and sounds (phonemes) by using knowledge that every syllable must have a vowel sound to determine the number of syllables in a printed word.
RF.1.3  Know and apply grade-level phonics and word analysis skills in decoding words
RF.1.4  Read with su�cient accuracy and �uency to support comprehension.
Speaking & Listening:
SL.1.1  Participate in collaborative conversations with diverse partners about grade 1 topics and texts with peers and adults in small and larger groups.
SL.1.2   Ask and answer questions about key details in a text read aloud or information presented orally or through other media.
SL.1.4  Describe people, places, things, and events with relevant details, expressing ideas and feelings clearly.
SL.1.5  Add drawings or other visual displays to descriptions when appropriate to clarify ideas, thoughts, and feelings.
SL.1.6   Produce complete sentences when appropriate to task and situation.
Language Standards:
L.1.1  Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English grammar and usage when writing or speaking.
L.1.1g  Use frequently occurring conjunctions (e.g., and, but, or, so, because)
L.1.1j  Produce and expand complete simple and compound declarative, interrogative, imperative, and exclamatory sentences in response to prompts.
L.1.2  Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English capitalization, punctuation, and spelling when writing.
L.1.2a  Capitalize dates and names of people.
L.1.2b  Use end punctuation for sentences.
L.1.2d  Use conventional spelling for words with common spelling patterns and for frequently occurring irregular words.
L.1.2e  Spell untaught words phonetically, drawing on phonemic awareness and spelling conventions.
L.1.5  With guidance and support from adults, demonstrate understanding of �gurative language, word relationships and nuances in word meanings.
L.1.6   Use words and phrases acquired through conversations, reading and being read to, and responding to texts, including using frequently occurring conjunctions to signal simple relationships (e.g., because).
NJSLS from other subject(s)
Career Ready Practices
Act as a responsible and contributing community member and employee.
Demonstrate creativity and innovation.
Utilize critical thinking to make sense of problems and persevere in solving them
Model integrity, ethical leadership and e�ective management.
Use technology to enhance productivity, increase collaboration and communicate e�ectively.
Work productively in teams while using cultural/global competence.

Standard 8 Computer Science
8.1.2.DA.3: Identify and describe patterns in data visualizations.
Standard 9 Career Readiness, Life Literacy, and Key Skills
9.1.2.CR.1: Recognize ways to volunteer in the classroom, school and community.

Careers (Description of a career that relates to this unit)

Enduring Understandings Essential Questions
Students will understand that…

❏ Writers draw on personal experiences and everything we know to write �ction stories.
❏ Writers lift the quality of their writing by stretching out problems and imagining creative

solutions to story ideas.

❏ Where do writers get ideas for stories they tell?
❏ How do writers make their stories better?

Evidence of Learning (Assessments) Accommodations and Modi�cations
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Formative Assessments:

● Learning Progressions (Grades 2-8)
● Writing about reading
● Writers’ notebooks
● Teacher-created performance assessment
● Student re�ections
● Conferences and small group

Summative Assessments:

● Learning Progressions (Grades 2-8)
● Pre/Post-On-Demand Assessment

Benchmark Assessments:

● Nonsense Words
● Teachers College Running Records
● Letter Sound ID
● High Frequency Word Assessment

Alternative Assessments:

● F & P Running Records
● Scholastic Running Records
● BeBop Books for running records
● G & T Assessments:Sages-2 Screening Assessment for Gifted Elementary:

Mathematics/Science Language Arts/Social Studies
● Reasoning
● Yopp-Singer test of Phoneme Segmentation
● Sentence-Writing Grade Placement Test
● Linguistics Phonemic Awareness Screener
● Linguistics Decoding Pre/Post Test
● Dyslexia Screener
● PRIM checklist
● LLI; Test Preparation Lesson Framework F&P levels

Special Education:

● Curricular Modi�cations and Guidance for Students Educated in Special Class Settings
● Subgroup Accommodations and Modi�cations
● Di�erentiation for All Students (Special Needs, ESL, Gifted Learners, & Mainstream

Learners)
Differentiation:

● Preview content and concepts
● Behavior management plan
● Highlight text
● Small group setting

High-Prep Differentiation:
● Alternative formative and summative assessments
● Guided Reading
● Personal agendas
● Project-based learning
● Tiered activities/assignments
● Varying organizers for instructions

Low-Prep Differentiation:
● Clubbing activities
● Exploration by interest
● Flexible groupings

Suggested Lessons for  Di�erentiation with Small Groups:
Bend I
3- Writing For The Reader
4-Knowing the Developmental Spelling Stages of Your Writer
5-Reteaching the Mini Lesson to Reach Writers Who Need Support or Are Ready to Reach for Second
Grade Standards
Bend II
7-Studying How Authors Tuck Details into Stories
8- Letter to Teachers: Writers Develop Their Dialogue
9-Pulling Readers To Do Mentor Text Work on Their Leveled Texts
Bend III
12-Helping Writers Show, Not Tell Using Leveled Texts
13- Supporting Students with Structure and Elaboration
14-Coaching Writers to Help Build Independence
Bend IV
16-Using Mentor Sentences to teach Punctuation
17-Using Questions To Prompt Students in Adding Details to Their Pictures
18-Goal Setting and Re�ection

English Language Learners:
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● Unit 3: Curriculum for ELL
● ESL K-2
● Subgroup Accommodations and Modi�cations
● Di�erentiation for All Students (Special Needs, ESL, Gifted Learners, & Mainstream

Learners)

Students at Risk for Failure:

● Subgroup Accommodations and Modi�cations
● Di�erentiation for All Students (Special Needs, ESL, Gifted Learners, & Mainstream

Learners}

Gifted and Talented

● Subgroup Accommodations and Modi�cations
● Di�erentiation for All Students (Special Needs, ESL, Gifted Learners, & Mainstream

Learners)

Students with 504 Plans

● Subgroup Accommodations and Modi�cation
● Di�erentiation for All Students (Special Needs, ESL, Gifted Learners, & Mainstream

Learners)

Core Instructional and Supplemental Materials
Professional Resources:

Core Instructional, Supplemental, Instructional, and
Intervention Resources

Core Professional Resources:

● 2019-20 Teachers College Calendar
● Units of Study From Scenes to Series: Writing Fiction Text by Lucy Calkins

2019-20 Teachers College Calendar, First Grade, From Scenes to Series: Writing Fiction
Unit

● Florham Park ELA PD Sharing Website
● The  Writing  Strategies Book by Jen Seravallo
● Writing Resources and Scope and Sequences
● Units of Study Online Resources

Core Instructional Resources:

● Any appropriate grade 2  novel as a read-aloud model to set up the routines
● The Leaving Morning by: Angela Johnson (Level L)
● Chicken Sunday by: P. Polacco (Level N)
● Just Us Women by: J, Caines (Level J)
● Night Shift Daddy by: E. Spinelli (Level N)
● Snowy Day by: E.J. Keats (Level N)
● Two of Them by: Aliki (Level L)
● When I Was Young in the Mountains by: Cynthia Rylant (Level J)
● Henry and Mudge and the Happy Cat by: Cynthia Rylant (Level J)
● Ready Freddy Series (Level J)
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http://www.state.nj.us/education/modelcurriculum/ela/ellscaffolding/1u3.pdf
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1e8WqCb-sscigJQ_o48N-bymXNEWO0TRkHx_Sfo5PTiM/edit
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B-_iTnCmF_gGRzFuemszSGJwQnl4MDdRbnB2MDRTaEtQazdN/view?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1wJLHdjzj9_VQevaM2dMkSRDpIWpb-6q7N5rfa349-sY/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1wJLHdjzj9_VQevaM2dMkSRDpIWpb-6q7N5rfa349-sY/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B-_iTnCmF_gGRzFuemszSGJwQnl4MDdRbnB2MDRTaEtQazdN/view?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1wJLHdjzj9_VQevaM2dMkSRDpIWpb-6q7N5rfa349-sY/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1wJLHdjzj9_VQevaM2dMkSRDpIWpb-6q7N5rfa349-sY/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B-_iTnCmF_gGRzFuemszSGJwQnl4MDdRbnB2MDRTaEtQazdN/view?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1wJLHdjzj9_VQevaM2dMkSRDpIWpb-6q7N5rfa349-sY/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1wJLHdjzj9_VQevaM2dMkSRDpIWpb-6q7N5rfa349-sY/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B-_iTnCmF_gGRzFuemszSGJwQnl4MDdRbnB2MDRTaEtQazdN/view?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1wJLHdjzj9_VQevaM2dMkSRDpIWpb-6q7N5rfa349-sY/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1wJLHdjzj9_VQevaM2dMkSRDpIWpb-6q7N5rfa349-sY/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1bqe3A7aYp2t0DOKa8bzSU-CegXgCxaz5/view
https://sites.google.com/a/fpks.org/curriculum-and-instruction-teachers/pd-sharing-folder/ela-pd
https://drive.google.com/a/fpks.org/folderview?id=0B7eaT_i9qrmZVkx4QVpaUEh3Y1k&usp=sharing
http://www.heinemann.com/myOnlineResources/default.aspx
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Supplemental Professional Resources:

● Leveled Literacy Intervention Kits
● Rubric for Assessing a Retell on a Reading Level Assessment - Levels A-Z (Teachers

College)
● Primm Book
● Teachers College Units of Study - Phonics K-2
● Prompting Guide Part 1 - For Oral Reading and Early Writing
● Prompting Guide Part 2 - For Comprehension : Thinking, Talking, Writing
● Writing  Strategies Book - Jennifer Serravallo
● Flip Your Writing Workshop: A Blended Learning Approach by Dana Johansen and Sonja

Cherry-Paul
● How’s It Going? A Practical Guide to Conferring with Student Writers by Carl Anderson
● Notebook Know-How: Strategies for the Writer’s Notebook by Aimee Buckner
● Florham Park ELA PD Sharing Website
● Conferring Menus
● Conferring Curriculum

● Flat Stanley Series (Level K)
● Amelia Bedelia Series (Level L)
● Teacher-selected books for book talks and modeling good reader behaviors

Supplemental Resources:

● Conferring Curriculum
● Florham Park ELA PD Sharing Website
● Conferring Menus
● Houndsley and Catina by: James Howe (Level K)
● Ready Freddy: Tooth Trouble by: Anne Klein (Level M)
● Mad Dog David McPhail (Level C)
● Birthday Surprise by Rachel Walker (Level D)
● The Case of the Lost Cecilia (Level A)
● Dust Everywhere by Robert Rosen (Level D)
● Going to the Zoo by Michael Taylor (Level D)
● Having Fun by Pam Holden (Level A)
● I See and See by Ted Lewin (Level B)
● It’s Time for A Haircut by Cathryn Summers (Level C)
● The Man Can by Sharon Coan (Level B)

Intervention Resources:

● Leveled Literacy Intervention Texts
● Six Minute Solutions
● Fountas and Pinell Guided Reading
● Fountas and Pinell Shared Reading

Interdisciplinary Connections Integration of Technology through NJSLS

● Correlates to routines unit in math, rules and community units in social studies Identify
classroom routines in other subject areas: math, science, and social studies.

● In Social Studies discuss routines in the community
● Understand what it means to “read close” in social studies, science, and foreign language.
● O�er short, non�ction picture books and non�ction articles on science, social studies, and

foreign language related activities to encourage building background knowledge and
independent reading about topics of interest to students.

● Encourage students to respond to texts in their speci�c subject area notebooks as they re�ect
on what they have been reading.

● Highlight texts, themes, and re�ections that connect to themes related to the Holocaust; i.e.
power, bullying, empathy, and social activism.

● Create a word study word sort in Inspiration.
● Listen to books on CDs, tapes, videos or podcasts if available.
● Listen to books on websites (pbskids.org/lions/index.html, storylineonline.net, storyit.com,

Elementary Connections Page)
● Use document camera or overhead projector for shared reading of texts.

Ongoing:
● Listen to books on CDs, tapes, videos or podcasts if available.
● Listen to books on websites (pbskids.org/lions/index.html, storylineonline.net, storyit.com,

Elementary Connections Page)
● Use document camera or overhead projector for shared reading of texts.

Other:
● Use Microsoft Word, Inspiration, or Smart Board Notebook software to write the words from

their word sorts.
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https://sites.google.com/a/fpks.org/curriculum-and-instruction-teachers/pd-sharing-folder/ela-pd
https://drive.google.com/a/fpks.org/file/d/0B7eaT_i9qrmZWWtxekdCR0tIc2M/view?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1tXhWucyLzdw2x1Ri3xZdodQ7Pbuz3LS3sMzFmgcLIME/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Ncti3O0RzJ49vX6VJnGUaCg8rUWbkdvQgy-36oGPKu0/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1tXhWucyLzdw2x1Ri3xZdodQ7Pbuz3LS3sMzFmgcLIME/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Ncti3O0RzJ49vX6VJnGUaCg8rUWbkdvQgy-36oGPKu0/edit
https://sites.google.com/a/fpks.org/curriculum-and-instruction-teachers/pd-sharing-folder/ela-pd
https://drive.google.com/a/fpks.org/file/d/0B7eaT_i9qrmZWWtxekdCR0tIc2M/view?usp=sharing
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● Use Inspiration to create a double timeline looking at plot events and character motivation.

Integration of 21st Century Themes and Skills Media Literacy Integration
● Financial, Economic, Business, and Entrepreneurial Literacy
● Civic Literacy
● Health Literacy
● Social Justice Literacy
● Creativity and Innovation
● Critical Thinking and Problem Solving Communication and Collaboration Information

Literacy
● Media Literacy
● Life and Career Skills

● Ask students to look for speci�c things when they view videos or read print material, and then
ask questions about those items

● Build on the intuitive knowledge students have gained from media about the story and
character

● Clarify the distinction between �ction and non�ction in di�erent types of media reporting on
the same topic

● Use print materials to practice reading and comprehension skills

Career Education Global Perspective
● New Jersey Educational Field Trip
● Connect With Rick Riordan
● Author Visit Kit
● Authors Who Skype

● National Hispanic-Latino Heritage Month
● National Disability Employment Awareness Month
● National American Indian Heritage Month
● Black History Month
● National Women’s History Month,
● National Irish-American Heritage Month
● National Italian American Heritage Month
● Asian Paci�c American Heritage
● Older Americans’ Month
● Jewish American Heritage Month
● Week of Respect
● Red Ribbon Week
● International Dot Day (September 16)

Bend/Goals Teaching Points
Bend I: Fiction Writers Set Out
to Write Realistic Fiction
Session 1: Serious Fiction Writers
Do Some Serious Pretending

Session 2: Writers Develop a
“Can-Do,” Independent Attitude

*(Unit 4, pg. 4) Today I want to teach you that when you write realistic �ction, you imagine a pretend character. Then you
pretend things about that character-where the character is, what the character does, and especially the trouble he or she
gets in. Fiction writers give the character real-life adventures.
~How to Write A Realistic Fiction Book

1. Think of a pretend character.
● Give the character a name.
● Imagine a place.
● Imagine the trouble your character gets into.
2. Plan
● Touch and tell, sketch across the pages
3. Write!

*(Unit 4, pg. 14) Today I want to teach you that writers take charge of their own writing and give themselves orders. They
think about the work they need to do next and almost whisper little assignments to themselves, “Now I need to ...” and
“Next I should...”
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Session 3: Writers Learn to Get
Their Characters out of Trouble

Session 4: Serious Writers Get
Serious about Spelling

Session 5: Taking Stock: Writers
Use Checklists to Set Goals

~Taking Charge
1. Think about your work that you need to do.
2. Plan.
● “Now I need to….”
● “Next I should….”

* (Unit 4, pg. 22) Writers, today I want to teach you that readers love satisfying endings. One way writers create satisfying
endings for their readers is by telling what happened to their characters at the end of the story. This make their readers
happy.
~How to Write Satisfying Endings

● Tell what happened to your character at the end of the story.
**Fiction writers get their characters out of trouble!!!!

*(Unit 4, pg. 32) Today I want to teach you that writers often choose special and fancy words to bring sparkle to their
stories. These daring writers remember and use all they know about spelling as they write.
~Review Anchor Chart: Ways to Spell Words

● Use SNAP words.
● Listen for little words.
● Use words you know.
● Write it part-by-part.
● Listen for each syllable. Write the sounds you hear, include a vowel for each syllable.
● Skate across the word.

~Adding Sparkle to Your Stories
1. Think of a Sparkle word.
2. Use your spelling strategies to spell the word.

*(Unit 4, pg. 39) Guided Inquiry: Writers, today each of you is going to investigate the question, “What am I doing well as a
narrative writer, and what do I want to work on next?”

Bend II: Fiction Writers Set
Out To Write Series
Session 6: Series Writers Always
Have a Lot to Write About

*(Unit 4, pg. 51) Writers, today I want to teach you that sometimes when writers imagine a character they really like, they
stick with that character for a bit and create more than one story around him or her. Fiction writers sometimes write
series.
~How to Write Series Books

● Use the same pretend characters.
● Start a new day or night in each story.
● Have things happen in the same place.
● Include the same friend, pet, brother or sister.
● Write di�erent adventures.
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Session 7: Introducing Your
Character in Book One of a Series:
What Does Your Reader Want to
Know?

Session 8: Letter to Teachers:
Writers Develop Their Dialogue

Session 9: Saddle Up to the Revision
Party- And Bring Your Favorite
Writer

*(Unit 4, pg. 62) Writers, today I want to teach you that series writers often tell a lot of important details about their
characters in Book One of their series. This helps the reader understand the character better and know what to look for in
other books in the series.
~Details that Go in Book One of a Series

● Who the character is.
● Where the character lives.
● What the Character likes.
● How the character feels.
● How the character comes to be in a place.
● Who the character’s best friends are.
● How the character becomes friends with other characters.
● Important background information.

* (Unit 4, pg. 69) Today I want to teach you that writers make characters in their stories speak in many ways, just as people
in real life do.
~Making Characters Speak

1. Use speech bubbles.
2. Have the characters say something to one another.
3. Use the words…..
● Said
● Shouted
● Cried
● whispered
4. Use thought bubbles.
5. Use exciting dialogue that add to the action of the story.
6. Add body movement…. “Keep back!”

*(Unit 4, pg. 76) Writers, the idea of a revision party is to have fun together, �nding ways to make your �ction books
sparkle.  One way writers �gure out ways to add sparkle to their �ction books is to see what kinds of things their favorite
authors put in their books.
~Making Your Writing Sparkle!
Our Favorite Series Authors….

1. Describe the setting (the place, the weather, the season, the time of day)
2. Make the action exciting.
3. Give a lot of details for new characters.
4. Add special details to their pictures.
5. Make a pattern (“he worried about...he worried that...mostly he worried…”
6. Add POP-OUT words.
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Session 10: Letter to Teacher:
Celebrating Our First Series

7. Show characters’ strong feelings in pictures.
8. Repeat action in pictures and words.

*(Unit 4, pg. 83) Today I want to teach you that writers make sure their work is as �nished as possible before they send it
out into the world.  That means making sure that the writing is easy to read and the presentation is beautiful.
~Celebrating Our First Series

1. Reread each page of your story carefully.
2. Refer to your editing checklist.
3. Find places to edit.
4. Fix-up your writing.
5. Now you’re ready!

Bend III: Becoming More
Powerful at Realistic Fiction:
Studying the Genre and
Studying Ourselves as Writers
Session 11: Series Writers
Investigate What Makes Realistic
Fiction Realistic

Session 12: Writers “Show, Not
Tell” by Focusing on Tiny Realistic
Details

Session 13: Fiction Writers Include
Chapters: Writing a Beginning,
Middle, and End

*(Unit 4, pg. 90) Today I want to teach you that realistic �ction writers often study what makes realistic �ction seem so
realistic. Then they call on their own experiences to write stories that seem this real.
~Making Your Writing Sound Realistic

1. After reading a realistic �ction story.
2. Think, ‘What feels real in this story?’
3. Zoom in on the author’s choices.
4. Now, you try!

*(Unit 4, pg. 98) Today I want to teach you that writers show their readers what is happening in their story. One way
writers do this is by picturing their story, and then adding lots of the realistic, exact details they are picturing to their
writing. This way, readers can picture it too.
~ Show not Tell

1. Picture the scene in your mind.
2. Show your reader the tiny, realistic details to bring every little part of your story to life.

*(Unit 4, pg. 107) Writers, today I want to teach you that �ction writers often divide their story into chapters. One way
they do this is to break their story into three parts: the beginning, the middle (the trouble), and the end (or �xing the
trouble).
~Dividing Your Story into Chapters

1. Think through what will happen in your story.
2. Plan your chapters across your �ngers.
3. Use a new �nger for each transition word. Those will be your parts.
● “In my story, in the beginning….”
● In the middle (the trouble part)....
● At the end (the part where the trouble is �xed)....
4. Tell what happens in each chapter.
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Session 14: Patterns Help Writers
Elaborate

Session 15: Writers Use Their
Superpowers to Work with Greater
Independence

5. Make sure it makes sense.
6. Now, you can write some snappy titles for your chapters.

*(Unit 4, pg. 116) Writers, today I want to teach you that writers like Cynthia Rylant play with patterns to stretch out parts
of their stories. One way they do that is to work in three details, or three examples, when describing something.
~Creating a Pattern of Three Details

1. Think of a place where you might want to add a pattern to stretch out your story.
2. Think of three details (three examples) to describe the action or feeling.
3. Write your pattern.

*(Unit 4, pg. 126) Guided Inquiry: Writers, today we are going to do an inquiry-we’re going to investigate an important
question. The question we are going to ask is, “What super writing powers do I have, as a super series writer?”
~The Super Writing Powers of Super Series Writers

● We set goals.
● We create pretend characters.
● We invent adventures for our characters.
● We get characters into trouble...and out of trouble.
● We unfreeze people.
● We add tiny, realistic details.
● We make chapters for our stories.
● We use patterns to stretch parts.
● We study our mentor authors.
● We spell the best we can.

Bend IV: Getting Ready to
Publish Our Second Series
Session 16: Punctuation Parties

Session 17: Writers Use
Illustrations to Tell Important
Details

*(Unit 4, pg. 135) Writers, today I want to teach you that writers use punctuation to give orders to their readers. One way
writers make sure their punctuation is giving the right orders is to reread part of their story out loud, and when they
want a part to sound exciting, they add an exclamation mark. When they want a part to sound like the character is
questioning or wondering, they add a question mark.
~Punctuation Parties

1. Read your story the way you want it to sound.
2. Think, “What punctuation mark matches my voice?”
● Exclamation mark = excitement
● Question mark = questioning or wondering
● Period = telling
3. Insert the matching punctuation with a punctuation pen!

*(Unit 4, pg. 142) Children, today I want to teach you that you can study how authors use pictures to give their readers
extra information. Then you can try to add details to your own illustrations to give your readers additional information
too.
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Session 18: “Meet the Author” Page

Session 19: Letter to Teachers:
Getting Ready for the Final
Celebration

Session 20: Letter to Teachers: A
Celebration of Series Writers: The
Grand Finale!

~Pictures Give Extra Information
● Show the setting.
● Bring characters to life.
● Tell secrets to the reader.
● Add extra realistic details

*(Unit 4, pg. 150) Writers, today I want to teach you that as writers get ready to publish, they often include a “meet the
author” page to introduce themselves, and their writing, to their reader. You might consider including a “meet the author”
page for your series as well.
~“Meet the Author” Tells About

● Favorite hobbies
● Our family
● Our pets
● Where we live
● Where we get our ideas
● What we’ve written before
● What we’ll write next

*(Unit 4, pg. 155) Today I want to remind you that writers make smart choices, turn to partners if they need help, and
reference the charts in the room to help keep them going.
~Are You Ready to Celebrate?

● Finish any stories.
● Work on covers, chapters for stories.
● Work on editing: spelling, capitalization, quotations.
● Add punctuation.
● Add pictures.
● Make boxed sets.
● Work on “meet the author” page

~Making Smart Choices
● Turn to partners for help.
● Reference the charts in the room to keep them going.

*(Unit 4, pg. 157) Celebration: A Celebration of Series Writers

Skills (Students will be able to…)  including Grammar
● Emulate the language of favorite authors.
● Develop a character with internal and external traits, using a “Can, Have, Are” chart.
● Brainstorm problems to create an adventure for their character that can be solved realistically.
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● Plan scenes that unfold in a sequential manner, using touch and tell or sketching, etc.
● Design a story plot by describing the setting, introducing the characters, giving the character a problem, and then solving the problem.
● Compose dialogue throughout text to add voice and tone.
● Add thought/speech bubbles to add expressive language to their writing.
● Use feeling words or phrases to “show not tell”.
● Create stories with the same character in new settings with di�erent problems.
● Develop the character throughout the series while keeping their internal traits.
● Elaborate with details, descriptive language and/or other types of writing craft, i.e. onomatopoeia, dialogue, good leads, etc.
● Establish writing partnerships to plan and review work.
● Utilize classroom resources, such as the word wall, to spell words correctly.
● Examine their work for correct capitalization, punctuation, and spelling.
● Assess their writing using checklists and/or rubrics. Celebrate published writing with an audience.

Writing Workshop Grade:  1st
Unit 6:  Poetry and Songs (If… Then…)
Unit Description:
In this unit, students will �nd the signi�cance in the ordinary details of their lives, employ strategies of revision, and learn from mentor authors.  This unit will give students
the opportunity to use language in extraordinary ways.  Students will experiment with powerful language, the use of line breaks, metaphor, and comparison to convey
feeling.  By the end of this unit, students will be able to create clear images with precise and extravagant language.  One exciting way to launch this unit is to create poetry
centers for students.  Centers could include a “Five Senses Center” where students practice using descriptive language; a “Metaphor Center” where students compare objects
by using phrases including “like a …” or “reminds me of…” or “as a…”; a “Singing Voices Center” where children sing songs and write new ones.  You could include centers
where students make shape poems, cut up poems to play with line breaks, or read poems with feeling, drama, and rhythm.

NJ Student Learning Standards
Reading Standards:
RL.1.1. Ask and answer questions about key details in a text.
RL.1.4. Identify words and phrases in stories or poems that suggest feelings or appeal to the senses.
RL.1.10. With prompting and support, read and comprehend stories and poetry at grade level text complexity or above.
RF.1.1. Demonstrate mastery of the organization and basic features of print including those listed under Kindergarten foundation skills.

A. Recognize the distinguishing features of a sentence (e.g., �rst word, capitalization, ending punctuation).
RF.1.2. Demonstrate mastery of spoken words, syllables, and sounds (phonemes) by using knowledge that every syllable must have a vowel sound to determine the number of syllables in a printed word.

A. Distinguish long from short vowel sounds in spoken single-syllable words.
B. Orally produce single-syllable words by blending sounds (phonemes), including consonant blends.
C. Isolate and pronounce initial, medial vowel, and �nal sounds (phonemes) in spoken single-syllable words.
D. Segment spoken single-syllable words into their complete sequence of individual sounds (phonemes).

RF.1.3. Know and apply grade-level phonics and word analysis skills in decoding words.
A. Know the spelling-sound correspondences for common consonant digraphs (two letters that represent one sound).
B. Decode regularly spelled one-syllable words.
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C. Know �nal -e and common vowel team conventions for representing long vowel sounds.
D. Distinguish long and short vowels when reading regularly spelled one-syllable words.
E. Decode two-syllable words following basic patterns by breaking the words into syllables using knowledge that every syllable must have a vowel sound.

RF.1.4. Read with su�cient accuracy and �uency to support comprehension.
A. Read grade-level text with purpose and understanding.
B. Read grade-level text orally with accuracy, appropriate rate, and expression.
C. Use context to con�rm or self-correct word recognition and understanding, rereading as necessary.

Writing Standards:
W.1.5. With guidance and support from adults, focus on a topic, respond to questions and suggestions from peers and self-re�ection, and add details to strengthen writing and ideas as needed.
W.1.6. With guidance and support from adults, use a variety of digital tools to produce and publish writing, including in collaboration with peers.
Speaking & Listening Standards:
SL.1.1. Participate in collaborative conversations with diverse partners about grade 1 topics and texts with peers and adults in small and larger groups.

A. Follow agreed-upon norms for discussions (e.g., listening to others with care, speaking one at a time about the topics and texts under discussion).
B. Build on others’ talk in conversations by responding to the comments of others through multiple exchanges.
C. Ask questions to clear up any confusion about the topics and texts under discussion.

SL.1.2. Ask and answer questions about key details in a text read aloud or information presented orally or through other media.
SL.1.3. Ask and answer questions about what a speaker says in order to gather additional information or clarify something that is not understood.
SL.1.4. Describe people, places, things, and events with relevant details, expressing ideas and feelings clearly.
SL.1.5. Add drawings or other visual displays to descriptions when appropriate to clarify ideas, thoughts, and feelings.
SL.1.6. Produce complete sentences when appropriate to task and situation.
Language Standards:
L.1.1. Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English grammar and usage when writing or speaking.

A. Print all upper- and lowercase letters.
B. Use common, proper, and possessive nouns.
C. Use singular and plural nouns with matching verbs in basic sentences (e.g., He hops; We hop).
D. Use personal, possessive, and inde�nite pronouns (e.g., I, me, my; they, them, their, anyone, everything).
E. Use verbs to convey a sense of past, present, and future (e.g., Yesterday I walked home; Today I walk home; Tomorrow I will walk home).
F. Use frequently occurring adjectives.
G. Use frequently occurring conjunctions (e.g., and, but, or, so, because).
H. Use determiners (e.g., articles, demonstratives).
I. Use frequently occurring prepositions (e.g., during, beyond, toward).
J. Produce and expand complete simple and compound declarative, interrogative, imperative, and exclamatory sentences in response to prompts.

L.1.2. Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English capitalization, punctuation, and spelling when writing.
A. Capitalize dates and names of people.
B. Use end punctuation for sentences.
C. Use commas in dates and to separate single words in a series.
D. Use conventional spelling for words with common spelling patterns and for frequently occurring irregular words.
E. Spell untaught words phonetically, drawing on phonemic awareness and spelling conventions.

L.1.4. Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and multiple-meaning words and phrases based on grade 1 reading and content, choosing �exibly from an array of strategies.
A. Use sentence-level context as a clue to the meaning of a word or phrase.
B. Use frequently occurring a�xes and in�ection (e.g., -ed, -s, - ing, re-, un-, pre-, -ful, - less) as a clue to the meaning of a word.
C. Identify frequently occurring root words (e.g., look) and their in�ectional forms (e.g., looks, looked, looking).

L.1.5. With guidance and support from adults, demonstrate understanding of �gurative language, word relationships and nuances in word meanings.
A. Sort words into categories (e.g., colors, clothing) to gain a sense of the concepts the categories represent.
B. De�ne words by category and by one or more key attributes (e.g., a duck is a bird that swims; a tiger is a large cat with stripes).
C. Identify real-life connections between words and their use (e.g., note places at home that are cozy).
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D. Distinguish shades of meaning among verbs di�ering in manner (e.g., look, peek, glance, stare, glare, scowl) and adjectives di�ering in intensity (e.g., large, gigantic) by de�ning or choosing
them or by acting out the meanings.

L.1.6. Use words and phrases acquired through conversations, reading and being read to, and responding to texts, including using frequently occurring conjunctions to signal simple relationships (e.g., because).
NJSLS from other subject(s)
Career Ready Practices
Act as a responsible and contributing community member and employee.
Demonstrate creativity and innovation.
Utilize critical thinking to make sense of problems and persevere in solving them
Model integrity, ethical leadership and e�ective management.
Use technology to enhance productivity, increase collaboration and communicate e�ectively.
Work productively in teams while using cultural/global competence.

Standard 8 Computer Science
8.1.2.DA.3: Identify and describe patterns in data visualizations.
Standard 9 Career Readiness, Life Literacy, and Key Skills
9.1.2.CR.1: Recognize ways to volunteer in the classroom, school and community.

Careers (Description of a career that relates to this unit)

Enduring Understandings Essential Questions
● Writers use all they know about writing to write poems. .
● Writers use precise words, phrases, and line breaks to create images in poems.  

● How do writers write with precision and description?

Evidence of Learning (Assessments) Accommodations and Modi�cations

Formative Assessments:

● Learning Progressions (Grades 2-8)
● Writing about reading
● Writers’ notebooks
● Teacher-created performance assessment
● Student re�ections
● Conferences and small group

Summative Assessments:

● Learning Progressions (Grades 2-8)
● Pre/Post-On-Demand Assessment

Benchmark Assessments:

● Nonsense Words
● Teachers College Running Records

Special Education:

● Curricular Modi�cations and Guidance for Students Educated in Special Class Settings
● Subgroup Accommodations and Modi�cations
● Di�erentiation for All Students (Special Needs, ESL, Gifted Learners, & Mainstream

Learners)
Differentiation:

● Preview content and concepts
● Behavior management plan
● Highlight text
● Small group setting

High-Prep Differentiation:
● Alternative formative and summative assessments
● Guided Reading
● Personal agendas
● Project-based learning
● Tiered activities/assignments
● Varying organizers for instructions

Low-Prep Differentiation:
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● Letter Sound ID
● High Frequency Word Assessment

Alternative Assessments:

● F & P Running Records
● Scholastic Running Records
● BeBop Books for running records
● G & T Assessments:Sages-2 Screening Assessment for Gifted Elementary:

Mathematics/Science Language Arts/Social Studies
● Reasoning
● Yopp-Singer test of Phoneme Segmentation
● Sentence-Writing Grade Placement Test
● Linguistics Phonemic Awareness Screener
● Linguistics Decoding Pre/Post Test
● Dyslexia Screener
● PRIM checklist
● LLI; Test Preparation Lesson Framework F&P levels

● Clubbing activities
● Exploration by interest
● Flexible groupings

Suggested Lessons for  Di�erentiation with Small Groups:
Bend I
3-Support Writers in Revising Finished Work and Rehearsing New Work
4-Supporting Writers as They Problem Solve Words
5-Supporting Students as They Write More Focused Narratives
6-Channel Partners and Small Groups to Increase Support
8-Helping Children Write with Greater Volume and Detail
Bend II
9-Supporting Elaboration
10-Inviting Students to Not Just Tell, but to Show Their Characters’ Feelings
11-Letter to Teachers: Using Drama to Bring Stories to Life
Bend III
14-Helping Writers Use Audience and Purpose to Decide Which Craft Moves to Emulate
15-Coaching Small Groups in Using Exact Action Words
16-Supporting Writers Using Craft Moves through the Writing Process

English Language Learners:

● Unit 4: Curriculum for ELL
● ESL K-2
● Subgroup Accommodations and Modi�cations
● Di�erentiation for All Students (Special Needs, ESL, Gifted Learners, & Mainstream

Learners)

Students at Risk for Failure:

● Subgroup Accommodations and Modi�cations
● Di�erentiation for All Students (Special Needs, ESL, Gifted Learners, & Mainstream

Learners}

Gifted and Talented

● Subgroup Accommodations and Modi�cations
● Di�erentiation for All Students (Special Needs, ESL, Gifted Learners, & Mainstream

Learners)

Students with 504 Plans

● Subgroup Accommodations and Modi�cation
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● Di�erentiation for All Students (Special Needs, ESL, Gifted Learners, & Mainstream
Learners)

Core Instructional and Supplemental Materials
Professional Resources:

Core Instructional, Supplemental, Instructional, and
Intervention Resources

Core Professional Resources:

● 2019-20 Teachers College Calendar
● Units of Study Poetry and Songs Text by Lucy Calkins
● 2019-20 Teachers College Calendar, First Grade, Poetry and Songs Unit
● Florham Park ELA PD Sharing Website
● The  Writing  Strategies Book by Jen Seravallo
● Writing Resources and Scope and Sequences
● Units of Study Online Resources

Supplemental Professional Resources:

● Leveled Literacy Intervention Kits
● Rubric for Assessing a Retell on a Reading Level Assessment - Levels A-Z (Teachers

College)
● Primm Book
● Teachers College Units of Study - Phonics K-2
● Prompting Guide Part 1 - For Oral Reading and Early Writing
● Prompting Guide Part 2 - For Comprehension : Thinking, Talking, Writing
● Writing  Strategies Book - Jennifer Serravallo
● Flip Your Writing Workshop: A Blended Learning Approach by Dana Johansen and Sonja

Cherry-Paul
● How’s It Going? A Practical Guide to Conferring with Student Writers by Carl Anderson
● Notebook Know-How: Strategies for the Writer’s Notebook by Aimee Buckner
● Florham Park ELA PD Sharing Website
● Conferring Menus
● Conferring Curriculum

Core Instructional Resources:

● Any appropriate grade 1  novel as a read-aloud model to set up the routines
● The Wheels on the Tuk Tuk by Kabir & Surishtha Sehgal (Level N/A)
● Blast Off! Poems about Space; Lee Bennet Hopkins (Level D-I)
● Creatures of Earth, Sea, and Sky; Georgia Heard  (Level D-I)
● Good Luck Gold and Other Poems; Janet S. Wong  (Level D-I)
● Little Dog Poems; Kristine O'Connell George  (Level D-I)
● Songs of Myself:An Anthology of Poems and Art; Georgia Heard  (Level D-I)
●    Something Big Has Been Here, Poems; Jack Prelutsky  (Level D-I)
● Poems Children Will Sit Still For, a Selection for the Primary Grades; Beatrice Schenk de

Regniers, Eva Moore, Mary  Michaels White  (Level D-I)
● Where the Sidewalk Ends, Shel Silverstein  (Level D-I)
● A Light in the Attic; Shel Silverstein   (Level D-I)

Possible Mentor Songs

● Songs to put you to sleep: "Hush-a-Bye Baby," "Hush, Little Baby," "Day Is Done"
● Songs to show a strong feeling:"I Can See Clearly Now," "What's Goin' On," "Celebrate

Good Times," "Oh, what a Beautiful Morning"
● Songs to teach a dance:"Do the Hokey Poke,"
● Songs that teach about something: "Wheels on the Bus," "This Land Is Your Land" 
● Teacher-selected books for book talks and modeling good reader behaviors

Supplemental Resources:

● Conferring Curriculum
● Florham Park ELA PD Sharing Website
● Conferring Menus
● The Night Before the Tooth Fairy by Natasha Wing (Level D-I)
● I Love You Because You’re You by Lisa Baker (Level D-I)
● Over in the Arctic (Level D-I)
● Pete the Cat and His Four Groovy Buttons by Eric Litwin (Level D-I)
● I LIke Myself by Karen Beaumont (Level D-I)
● Snowmen at Night by Caralyn Buehner (Level D-I)
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● My Home in the Water by J. Patrick Lewis (Level D-I)
● I Went Walking by Sue Williams (Level D-I)

Intervention Resources:

● Leveled Literacy Intervention Texts
● Six Minute Solutions
● Fountas and Pinell Guided Reading
● Fountas and Pinell Shared Reading

Interdisciplinary Connections Integration of Technology through NJSLS

● Correlates to routines unit in math, rules and community units in social studies Identify
classroom routines in other subject areas: math, science, and social studies.

● In Social Studies discuss routines in the community
● Understand what it means to “read close” in social studies, science, and foreign language.
● O�er short, non�ction picture books and non�ction articles on science, social studies, and

foreign language related activities to encourage building background knowledge and
independent reading about topics of interest to students.

● Encourage students to respond to texts in their speci�c subject area notebooks as they re�ect
on what they have been reading.

● Highlight texts, themes, and re�ections that connect to themes related to the Holocaust; i.e.
power, bullying, empathy, and social activism.

● Create a word study word sort in Inspiration.
● Listen to books on CDs, tapes, videos or podcasts if available.
● Listen to books on websites (pbskids.org/lions/index.html, storylineonline.net, storyit.com,

Elementary Connections Page)
● Use document camera or overhead projector for shared reading of texts.

Ongoing:
● Listen to books on CDs, tapes, videos or podcasts if available.
● Listen to books on websites (pbskids.org/lions/index.html, storylineonline.net, storyit.com,

Elementary Connections Page)
● Use document camera or overhead projector for shared reading of texts.

Other:
● Use Microsoft Word, Inspiration, or Smart Board Notebook software to write the words from

their word sorts.
● Use Inspiration to create a double timeline looking at plot events and character motivation.

Integration of 21st Century Themes and Skills Media Literacy Integration
● Financial, Economic, Business, and Entrepreneurial Literacy
● Civic Literacy
● Health Literacy
● Social Justice Literacy
● Creativity and Innovation
● Critical Thinking and Problem Solving Communication and Collaboration Information

Literacy
● Media Literacy
● Life and Career Skills

● Ask students to look for speci�c things when they view videos or read print material, and then
ask questions about those items

● Build on the intuitive knowledge students have gained from media about the story and
character

● Clarify the distinction between �ction and non�ction in di�erent types of media reporting on
the same topic

● Use print materials to practice reading and comprehension skills

Career Education Global Perspective
● New Jersey Educational Field Trip
● Connect With Rick Riordan
● Author Visit Kit
● Authors Who Skype

● National Hispanic-Latino Heritage Month
● National Disability Employment Awareness Month
● National American Indian Heritage Month
● Black History Month
● National Women’s History Month,
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● National Irish-American Heritage Month
● National Italian American Heritage Month
● Asian Paci�c American Heritage
● Older Americans’ Month
● Jewish American Heritage Month
● Week of Respect
● Red Ribbon Week
● International Dot Day (September 16)

Bend/Goals Teaching Points
Bend I: Immersion in
Songwriting and Poetry,
Setting the Stage
Session 1 : Poets look out for good
ideas

Session 2 :Poets get ideas from
ordinary things

Session 3:Poets write line breaks &
borrow beats

(Pg.19--If, Then book ) (Start o� the unit by looking closely at a poem/song that the students know by heart.)
Today I want to show you how poets generate ideas in writing poetry doing centers in writing. We are going to observe
and listen!
~Observation Center
1.     Choose and talk it out
2.     Compare it
3.     Write your poem

~Listening center
1.     Listen and picture
2.     Draw
3.     Write a poem

(Pg.20 )Today I want to show you how poets generate ideas in writing poetry doing centers in writing. We are going to
observe and listen!
~Through the looking glass
1.Look out the window
2.Talk about what you see
3. Write a poem about what you saw

~Getting to know poetry
1.Read and visualize
2.Sketch your brain picture
3. Write a new poem

(Pg. 20)Today I want to show you how to do a new center, the Line Break Center! Today, we’re going to think about a
question: Why did the poet put just a few words on each line? Name the craft, “These are line breaks.” Ask, “I wonder why
the author did that? What do you think?

~Line Break Center
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Session 4:Poets use feelings

Session 5:Writers use mentor texts

Session 6: Writers use line breaks

Session 7: Writers use feelings

1. Choose and talk about it
2. Compare it
3. Write your poem

~Borrow that beat center
1. Read poems/song and tap out the beat
2. Write a new poem with the same beat

Today, I want to teach you that when readers read poetry, they think about the way the author may have wanted them to
feel. One way you can do this is by thinking of words to describe what you feel after reading a poem.

~Poets use feelings
1. Read poem
2. Think about how you feel
3. Write about your feelings

Today I want to teach you that writers study mentor poems and songs and notice how they look on the page, notice verses,
line breaks, repeated lines, white spaces, choices about punctuation, capital letters, and fonts. (Use post-its to label some
aspects of songs and poems that you want to highlight to the class or that you notice together.)

~Writers use a mentor poems
1.Read a mentor poem
2.Think why did the author repeat words
3.Think about your big feeling
4. Add any words you want to be repeated

Today I want to teach you that writers notice how songs and poems are not written in full sentences and that song writers
and poets use line breaks and whitespace to show people how to read the poems and how to sing the songs.
~Line Break Center
1. Choose and talk about it
2. Compare it
3. Write your poem

Today I want to teach you that as writers continue to study songs and poetry, they think about what the author may have
wanted the reader to feel. Think about words that come out of these discussions-vocabulary for describing emotions or
feelings.
~Writers use feelings
1.Close your eyes and read your poem
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Bend II: Studying the Rhythm
and Voice of Songs to Help Us
Write Our Own
Session 8: Writers go back in their
writing

Session 9: Studying Mentor songs

Session 10: Observations

Session 11: Writers study familiar
mentor songs

2.Think what reminds you of that feeling?
3.Compare it to something else
4. Add the comparison to your poem using the words like or as!

(Pg. 20-21)Today I want to teach you that writers go back to what they’ve already written to see if they can use it for their
new writing. One way you can do this as a songwriter is by going through your folder and saying, “Can I sing this? Let me
try!”

~Writers go back in their writing
1.Read your writing
2.Can I use any of this again?
3. Can I sing it?
4. Write a new poem/song

Today I want to teach you that songwriters can write more complex songs by studying songs they know well and
borrowing some of their musical qualities (the tune, the structure of the verses, refrains, and the rhythm in particular) to
apply to their own songs. One way you can do this is by singing a familiar tune and inventing their own lyrics.

~Study mentor songs
1.Read a mentor song
2.What is the tune?
3. Use the tune to write your own song

(Pg. 21)Today I want to teach you that writers can write their own poems from scratch by recalling what they’ve learned
from the poetry centers. They can sketch and make a list or write an observation.
~Observation Center
1.     Choose and talk it out
2.     Compare it
3.     Write your poem

(Pg. 22)Today I want to teach you that writers can write adaptations of familiar songs by picking songs that have melodies
that are easy to remember. One way to do this is by taking a song like, “Happy Birthday” or “The Wheels on the Bus” and
change the words to tell a di�erent story or give a di�erent message.
~Study mentor songs
1.Sing a mentor song
2.What is the melody?
3. Use the melody to write your own song
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Session 12:Writers study mentor
teaching songs

Session 13: Writers write with a
purpose

Session 14: Tap out the beat!

Bend III: Songwriters and
Poets Write from the Heart;
Writing Meaningful Songs and
Poems 

Session 15: Thinking of special
topics

(Pg. 22)Today I want to teach you that writers can write poems and songs that teach something. One way they do this is by
studying songs that teach counting, the alphabet, how to do something, or it contains information. They take the same
structure and tune, change the words to write a new song, and they always make sure the poem makes sense!
~Study mentor teaching songs
1.Sing the song that teaches
2.What are they teaching me and why?
3.Use the tune to teach a new song!

(Pg. 23)Today I want to teach you that songwriters and poets think about the purpose of the songs they sing and the poems
they write. People are inspired to sing songs when they want to celebrate, give directions, remember things, tell about a
feeling, event or something we want to happen. Writers can think about their songs and poems and why someone would
want to sing it or recite it. They have a purpose for their writing.
~What is the purpose?
1.Read poem
2.Why did I write it?
3. Does it have a purpose?

(Pg. 23)Today I want to teach you that some songwriters like to come up with their own songs. One way they do this is by
tapping out their own beats and rhythms. (with a pencil, ruler...) Once they have a beat going, they use their creative
sensibilities to come up with words. Another way to do this is by writing the lyrics �rst and then coming up with a beat to
match.
~Be a songwriter
1. Tap out a beat
2. Write words to go along with it

NOTE: at this point in the unit, invite each child to bring in an object he or she cherishes--a special blanket or stu�ed animal, a
photograph or a piece of jewelry or toy. Invite them to bring one small thing that is very important to them.

(Pg. 23) Today I want to teach you that poets reach deeper to �nd topics for songs and poetry that really matter to them.
Instead of writing any ol’ thing that comes to mind, I invite you to think: “What is important to me?” “Why is this _____
important to me?” and then write those strong feelings into your poem or song.
~Think of special topics
1. Think of something special to you
2.Observe/think about what you can write about that special topic
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Session 16:  Writers Show Feelings

Session 17:Writers do the best they
can

Session 18: Writers ask partners for
help

Session 19: Partners share their
work

Today I want to teach you that poets and songwriters have a lot of strategies for showing strong feelings in their writing.
One e�ective way of showing their feelings about an idea or an object is to write a poem or song where they speak directly
to the object (person or place). You may try writing directly to the object and then imagine what the object (person or
place) might say back to them.
~Show feelings
1.Look at object
2.Think about how your feeling
3.What would it say back to you?
4.Write
(In their drawings and sketches, writers may include a speech bubble to the picture accompanying the poem/song. The speech bubble
might inspire an idea to add to the poem.) Use Unit 1, Chart “Ways to Bring to Stories to Life” (Session 10)

(Pg. 23)Today I want to teach you that poets make their writing sound the best it can! One way they do this is to try their
poems with di�erent line breaks. They read it aloud one way- then another, to their partner. Partner can o�er advice as to
which way makes the meaning bigger, clearer.
~Poets make their writing sound the best it can
1.Read poem
2.Choose a di�erent line break
3. Read again to a partner
4.Get advice

(Pg. 24 )Today I want to teach you that partners can help each other make their poems and songs even better is by reading
their poem aloud, while the other partner closes their eyes and tries to imagine the image the poet is trying to create. Then
they o�er feedback using the strategies and charts around the room to help their partner revise to make word choice even
better.
~Ask your partner to help
1.Read your poem to your partner
2.Fix any words that don’t sound right
3.Make your poem perfect

Today I want to teach you that when partners share their work, they read and sing with lots of expression. They use
gestures and grand pauses, to lift their voice, and sing and read with feeling. Poets and songwriters always keep a pen
handy, in case they need to make changes or a new idea crosses their mind!

~Partners help
1.Read song/poem
2. Use feelings/expressions
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Bend IV: Songwriters and Poets
Revise and Write New Songs
and Poems

Session 20: Partners have
important jobs to do

Session 21: Partners help each other

Session 22: Partners talk about big
feelings

Session 23: Writers add details

3.Fix what doesn’t sound right

Today I want to teach you that partners have very important jobs to do! The �rst job, the job of being an active listener.
The other important job is to read your work to your partner so that he or she really understands what your song or poem
is about! The way we read or sing our poems or songs gives o� di�erent feelings and add to the meaning of our work.
Partners should practice singing their songs or reading their poems in di�erent voices to see how each way communicates
di�erent feelings.
~Partner work
1.Listen
2.Read with feelings
3.Check in to make sure they understand
4. Change your voice & read again

Today I want to teach you that partners can help each other play with language or line breaks to explore other ways a poem
could sound or look by o�ering each other suggestions about where to include line breaks and whitespace. They might say,
“Why did you choose to add a line break here?”
~Partner work
1.Read poem
2.Play with line breaks/words
3.Make a suggestion
4.Fix writing

Today I want to teach you that partners can help each other think about their topics, the crafts, and the feeling they want
to convey. One way they do this is by asking each other questions. Such as, “Where is the big feeling in this poem? What
are you trying to show us in this song? What small moment are you trying to rewrite? Which writer do you want to be
like? Have you thought of using this word instead?”
~Partner work
1.Read poem/song
2. Ask what is the big feeling?
3. What mentor song/poet are you using
4.Make suggestion & revise

Today I want to teach you that poets and songwriters lift the level of their writing by elaborating and adding detail.
Sometimes when poets and songwriters are writing about something they love, they have so much to say about it that
when they get to the end, you know what they do? They don’t put their pen down and stop writing. No! They skip a line,
pick up their pen and write another one about the same thing. A new verse!
~Poets add details
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Session 24: Writers use comparisons

Session 25: Writers think carefully
about what they say

Session 26:Writers use exact words
to show feelings

Session 27: Partners work together

1.Read and visualize
2.Add details
3. Write
(Demonstrate with a song or poem with multiple verses. Cover all verses except for the �rst and show students how the writer kept on
going- writing more about the same topic.)

Today I want to teach you that writers can write with more sophistication by using comparisons to show how the object
makes the writer feel. (Cookies are like a big warm hug!) Read poems and songs showing examples of comparisons.
Practice using the strategy of using comparisons by writing group songs and poems where children work together to
compare objects in the classroom to something else.
~Using comparisons
1.Read/Write a new poem
2.See where you can add a comparison
3.Use feelings

Today I want to teach you that songwriters and poets think very carefully about the words in their poems. They think
about what they’re trying to say and what the perfect word would be. They might go back through their poems and songs
and see if they can �nd a place where a di�erent word would make their writing even better!
~Be a great poet/songwriter
1.Read & re-read your poem over again
2.Read to make your voice match how you are feeling
3.Fix any words that don’t sound right

Today I want to teach you that poets and songwriters write words in a way that lets the reader know exactly how the
writing should be read or sung. One way they can do this is by changing a line or word to all capitals.
~Be a great poet/songwriter
1.Read poem
2.Read to make your voice match how you are feeling
3.Fix any words that you want to STAND OUT!

Today I want to teach you that partners can work together to help each other and decide, word-by-word, line-by-line,
where it may make sense to write with all capitals or in large bold font.
~Partner work
1.Reread poem
2. Where can I add capitals (to show strong feelings)
3. Where can I write in bold/large font
4.Fix writing
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Session 28: Writers edit and think
about punctuation

Session 29: Partners look closely

Session 30: Celebration

Today I want to teach you that poets and songwriters think about punctuation. When they read their poem or songs aloud
to a partner, they try a line with punctuation and without it. Then they decide which way sounds better.
~Looking over punctuation with partner
1.Read poem/song line by line
2. Reread without punctuation mark
3.Decide what sounds better

Today I want to teach you that partners listen closely to make sure their partners writing sounds like a song or poem. One
way they can make their writing sound more like a song or poem is by repeating the important words or lines. (Sometimes
called the refrain.) This can help lift the voice and hold the song or poem together.
~Partner work
1.Read poem
2.Does it sound like a poem/song?
3. Repeat important lines

Today I want to teach you that when poets get ready to celebrate their poems, they practice reading them and rereading
them, asking themselves, "How do I want my voice to sound? Should I speed up here? Slow down here?" This way they can
make sure their voice matches the feelings and meaning behind their poems.
~Get ready for your celebration
1.Practice reading your poem
2.Does your voice sound right?
3.Make your voice match your feelings
4. Use punctuation to help you!

Skills (Students will be able to…)  including Grammar
● Write poems and songs using line breaks.
● Write poems and songs using metaphor and comparison to convey feelings.
● Write poems and songs using precise and extravagant language to capture what they see and feel.  

Writing Workshop Grade: 1st
Optional Additional Unit: Writing Projects (If… Then…)
Unit Description:
This unit is the perfect send-o� for children who are almost second-graders. It is meant as a celebration and acknowledgement of all that they have learned this year. This unit
is an invitation to kids to write in a genre that the class has studied together over the year or to apply what they have learned about good writing to new genres that may
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intrigue and interest them. In addition, this unit helps children realize that writers choose genres with intent. That is, writers consider what their purpose is and who their
audience is, and they choose the kind of writing that best matches the purpose and audience.
NJ Student Learning Standards
Reading Standards:
RL.1.1. Ask and answer questions about key details in a text.
RL.1.2. Retell stories, including key details, and demonstrate understanding of their central message or lesson.
RL.1.3. Describe characters, settings, and major event(s) in a story, using key details.
RL.1.4. Identify words and phrases in stories or poems that suggest feelings or appeal to the senses.
RL.1.6. Identify who is telling the story at various points in a text.
RL.1.7. Use illustrations and details in a story to describe its characters, setting, or events.
RL.1.10. With prompting and support, read and comprehend stories and poetry at grade level text complexity or above.
RI.1.1. Ask and answer questions about key details in a text.
RI.1.2. Identify the main topic and retell key details of a text.
RI.1.3. Describe the connection between two individuals, events, ideas, or pieces of information in a text.
RI.1.4. Ask and answer questions to help determine or clarify the meaning of words and phrases in a text.
RI.1.5. Know and use various text features (e.g., headings, tables of contents, glossaries, electronic menus, icons) to locate key facts or information in a text.
RI.1.6. Distinguish between information provided by pictures or other illustrations and information provided by the words in a text.
RI.1.7. Use the illustrations and details in a text to describe its key ideas.
RI.1.8. Identify the reasons an author gives to support points in a text and explain the application of this information with prompting as needed.
RI.1.9. Identify basic similarities in and di�erences between two texts on the same topic (e.g., in illustrations, descriptions, or procedures).
RI.1.10. With prompting and support, read informational texts at grade level text complexity or above.
RF.1.1. Demonstrate mastery of the organization and basic features of print including those listed under Kindergarten foundation skills.

A. Recognize the distinguishing features of a sentence (e.g., �rst word, capitalization, ending punctuation).
RF.1.2. Demonstrate mastery of spoken words, syllables, and sounds (phonemes) by using knowledge that every syllable must have a vowel sound to determine the number of syllables in a printed word.

A. Distinguish long from short vowel sounds in spoken single-syllable words.
B. Orally produce single-syllable words by blending sounds (phonemes), including consonant blends.
C. Isolate and pronounce initial, medial vowel, and �nal sounds (phonemes) in spoken single-syllable words.
D. Segment spoken single-syllable words into their complete sequence of individual sounds (phonemes).

RF.1.3. Know and apply grade-level phonics and word analysis skills in decoding words.
A. Know the spelling-sound correspondences for common consonant digraphs (two letters that represent one sound).
B. Decode regularly spelled one-syllable words.
C. Know �nal -e and common vowel team conventions for representing long vowel sounds.
D. Distinguish long and short vowels when reading regularly spelled one-syllable words.
E. Decode two-syllable words following basic patterns by breaking the words into syllables using knowledge that every syllable must have a vowel sound.

RF.1.4. Read with su�cient accuracy and �uency to support comprehension.
A. Read grade-level text with purpose and understanding.
B. Read grade-level text orally with accuracy, appropriate rate, and expression.
C. Use context to con�rm or self-correct word recognition and understanding, rereading as necessary.

Writing Standards:
W.1.1. Write opinion pieces in which they introduce the topic or name the book they are writing about, state an opinion, supply a reason for the opinion, and provide some sense of closure.
W.1.2. Write informative/explanatory texts in which they name a topic, supply some facts about the topic, and provide some sense of closure.
W.1.3. Write narratives in which they recount two or more appropriately sequenced events, include some details regarding what happened, use temporal words to signal event order, and provide some sense of closure.
W.1.5. With guidance and support from adults, focus on a topic, respond to questions and suggestions from peers and self-re�ection, and add details to strengthen writing and ideas as needed.
W.1.6. With guidance and support from adults, use a variety of digital tools to produce and publish writing, including in collaboration with peers.
W.1.7. Participate in shared research and writing projects (e.g., explore a number of “how-to” books on a given topic and use them to write a sequence of instructions).
W.1.8. With guidance and support from adults, recall information from experiences or gather information from provided sources to answer a question
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Speaking & Listening Standards:
SL.1.1. Participate in collaborative conversations with diverse partners about grade 1 topics and texts with peers and adults in small and larger groups.

A. Follow agreed-upon norms for discussions (e.g., listening to others with care, speaking one at a time about the topics and texts under discussion).
B. Build on others’ talk in conversations by responding to the comments of others through multiple exchanges.
C. Ask questions to clear up any confusion about the topics and texts under discussion.

SL.1.2. Ask and answer questions about key details in a text read aloud or information presented orally or through other media.
SL.1.3. Ask and answer questions about what a speaker says in order to gather additional information or clarify something that is not understood.
SL.1.4. Describe people, places, things, and events with relevant details, expressing ideas and feelings clearly.
SL.1.5. Add drawings or other visual displays to descriptions when appropriate to clarify ideas, thoughts, and feelings.
SL.1.6. Produce complete sentences when appropriate to task and situation.
Language Standards:
L.1.1. Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English grammar and usage when writing or speaking.

A. Print all upper- and lowercase letters.
B. Use common, proper, and possessive nouns.
C. Use singular and plural nouns with matching verbs in basic sentences (e.g., He hops; We hop).
D. Use personal, possessive, and inde�nite pronouns (e.g., I, me, my; they, them, their, anyone, everything).
E. Use verbs to convey a sense of past, present, and future (e.g., Yesterday I walked home; Today I walk home; Tomorrow I will walk home).
F. Use frequently occurring adjectives.
G. Use frequently occurring conjunctions (e.g., and, but, or, so, because).
H. Use determiners (e.g., articles, demonstratives).
I. Use frequently occurring prepositions (e.g., during, beyond, toward).
J. Produce and expand complete simple and compound declarative, interrogative, imperative, and exclamatory sentences in response to prompts.

L.1.2. Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English capitalization, punctuation, and spelling when writing.
A. Capitalize dates and names of people.
B. Use end punctuation for sentences.
C. Use commas in dates and to separate single words in a series.
D. Use conventional spelling for words with common spelling patterns and for frequently occurring irregular words.
E. Spell untaught words phonetically, drawing on phonemic awareness and spelling conventions.

L.1.4. Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and multiple-meaning words and phrases based on grade 1 reading and content, choosing �exibly from an array of strategies.
A. Use sentence-level context as a clue to the meaning of a word or phrase.
B. Use frequently occurring a�xes and in�ection (e.g., -ed, -s, - ing, re-, un-, pre-, -ful, - less) as a clue to the meaning of a word.
C. Identify frequently occurring root words (e.g., look) and their in�ectional forms (e.g., looks, looked, looking).

L.1.5. With guidance and support from adults, demonstrate understanding of �gurative language, word relationships and nuances in word meanings.
A. Sort words into categories (e.g., colors, clothing) to gain a sense of the concepts the categories represent.
B. De�ne words by category and by one or more key attributes (e.g., a duck is a bird that swims; a tiger is a large cat with stripes).
C. Identify real-life connections between words and their use (e.g., note places at home that are cozy).
D. Distinguish shades of meaning among verbs di�ering in manner (e.g., look, peek, glance, stare, glare, scowl) and adjectives di�ering in intensity (e.g., large, gigantic) by de�ning or choosing
them or by acting out the meanings.

L.1.6. Use words and phrases acquired through conversations, reading and being read to, and responding to texts, including using frequently occurring conjunctions to signal simple relationships (e.g., because).
NJSLS from other subject(s)
Career Ready Practices
Act as a responsible and contributing community member and employee.
Demonstrate creativity and innovation.
Utilize critical thinking to make sense of problems and persevere in solving them
Model integrity, ethical leadership and e�ective management.
Use technology to enhance productivity, increase collaboration and communicate e�ectively.
Work productively in teams while using cultural/global competence.
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Florham Park English Language Arts Curriculum
Grade 1 Scope & Sequence

Standard 8 Computer Science
8.1.2.DA.3: Identify and describe patterns in data visualizations.
Standard 9 Career Readiness, Life Literacy, and Key Skills
9.1.2.CR.1: Recognize ways to volunteer in the classroom, school and community.
Careers (Description of a career that relates to this unit)

Enduring Understandings Essential Questions
● There are many di�erent genres of writing.
● Writing is a process where authors plan, draft, revise, and edit their writing.
● Writers study craft techniques (writing styles) of mentor authors and try to emulate those

techniques in their own writing.
● Writing can be published in a variety of ways.

● What genres can writers utilize to communicate their ideas, thoughts and stories?
● How can I use the writing process to improve my writing?
● What can writers learn from other authors?
● How can I use di�erent tools to publish my writing?

Evidence of Learning (Assessments) Accommodations and Modi�cations

Formative Assessments:

● Learning Progressions (Grades 2-8)
● Writing about reading
● Writers’ notebooks
● Teacher-created performance assessment
● Student re�ections
● Conferences and small group

Summative Assessments:

● Learning Progressions (Grades 2-8)
● Pre/Post-On-Demand Assessment

Benchmark Assessments:

● Nonsense Words
● Teachers College Running Records
● Letter Sound ID
● High Frequency Word Assessment

Alternative Assessments:

● F & P Running Records
● Scholastic Running Records
● BeBop Books for running records
● G & T Assessments:Sages-2 Screening Assessment for Gifted Elementary:

Special Education:

● Curricular Modi�cations and Guidance for Students Educated in Special Class Settings
● Subgroup Accommodations and Modi�cations
● Di�erentiation for All Students (Special Needs, ESL, Gifted Learners, & Mainstream

Learners)
Differentiation:

● Preview content and concepts
● Behavior management plan
● Highlight text
● Small group setting

High-Prep Differentiation:
● Alternative formative and summative assessments
● Guided Reading
● Personal agendas
● Project-based learning
● Tiered activities/assignments
● Varying organizers for instructions

Low-Prep Differentiation:
● Clubbing activities
● Exploration by interest
● Flexible groupings

Suggested Lessons for  Di�erentiation with Small Groups:
Bend I
2-Supporting Students in Elaboration
3-Conferring to Help Students Draw on Learning from Prior Units of Study
4-Counterargument Requires Respectful Attention to Opposing Views and Complex Sentence
Structure
5-Letter to Teachers: Awarding Booby Prizes for More Practice-and More Fun
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https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/folders/1PBfLcrRL1Q0U0FKc6VCCSxUBdz6vk5mm?ogsrc=32
https://readingandwritingproject.org/resources/assessments/running-records
https://readingandwritingproject.org/resources/assessments/running-records
https://readingandwritingproject.org/resources/assessments/running-records
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1VAGrlKcPXG0IszIFNvfYqvmiUAaR3xQV
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1CojyW8KphR7mZgS-wgTxmO1y6z0uhZJwEpV5tJ_Aqk8/edit?ts=5e44465c&pli=1
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B-_iTnCmF_gGRzFuemszSGJwQnl4MDdRbnB2MDRTaEtQazdN/view?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1wJLHdjzj9_VQevaM2dMkSRDpIWpb-6q7N5rfa349-sY/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1wJLHdjzj9_VQevaM2dMkSRDpIWpb-6q7N5rfa349-sY/edit?usp=sharing
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Mathematics/Science Language Arts/Social Studies
● Reasoning
● Yopp-Singer test of Phoneme Segmentation
● Sentence-Writing Grade Placement Test
● Linguistics Phonemic Awareness Screener
● Linguistics Decoding Pre/Post Test
● Dyslexia Screener
● PRIM checklist
● LLI; Test Preparation Lesson Framework F&P levels

6-Using Small Group Work to Provide Follow-Up to the Minilesson
Bend II
9-Providing Follow Up Conferences
10-Persuasive Writers Include Suggestions and Warnings
11-Letting Student Intentions Guide Your Conferring
12-Teaching Capitalization via the Small-Group “Ripple E�ect”
Bend III
14-Planning For Book Reviews Using Strategies from Narrative and Information Writing
15-Using All You Know to Write Persuasively Right From the Start
16-Following Up On Past Conferences: Making Sure Your Teaching is Sticking

English Language Learners:

● Unit 4: Curriculum for ELL
● ESL K-2
● Subgroup Accommodations and Modi�cations
● Di�erentiation for All Students (Special Needs, ESL, Gifted Learners, & Mainstream

Learners)

Students at Risk for Failure:

● Subgroup Accommodations and Modi�cations
● Di�erentiation for All Students (Special Needs, ESL, Gifted Learners, & Mainstream

Learners}

Gifted and Talented

● Subgroup Accommodations and Modi�cations
● Di�erentiation for All Students (Special Needs, ESL, Gifted Learners, & Mainstream

Learners)

Students with 504 Plans

● Subgroup Accommodations and Modi�cation
● Di�erentiation for All Students (Special Needs, ESL, Gifted Learners, & Mainstream

Learners)

Core Instructional and Supplemental Materials
Professional Resources:

Core Instructional, Supplemental, Instructional, and
Intervention Resources
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http://www.state.nj.us/education/modelcurriculum/ela/ellscaffolding/1u4.pdf
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1e8WqCb-sscigJQ_o48N-bymXNEWO0TRkHx_Sfo5PTiM/edit
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B-_iTnCmF_gGRzFuemszSGJwQnl4MDdRbnB2MDRTaEtQazdN/view?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1wJLHdjzj9_VQevaM2dMkSRDpIWpb-6q7N5rfa349-sY/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1wJLHdjzj9_VQevaM2dMkSRDpIWpb-6q7N5rfa349-sY/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B-_iTnCmF_gGRzFuemszSGJwQnl4MDdRbnB2MDRTaEtQazdN/view?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1wJLHdjzj9_VQevaM2dMkSRDpIWpb-6q7N5rfa349-sY/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1wJLHdjzj9_VQevaM2dMkSRDpIWpb-6q7N5rfa349-sY/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B-_iTnCmF_gGRzFuemszSGJwQnl4MDdRbnB2MDRTaEtQazdN/view?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1wJLHdjzj9_VQevaM2dMkSRDpIWpb-6q7N5rfa349-sY/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1wJLHdjzj9_VQevaM2dMkSRDpIWpb-6q7N5rfa349-sY/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B-_iTnCmF_gGRzFuemszSGJwQnl4MDdRbnB2MDRTaEtQazdN/view?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1wJLHdjzj9_VQevaM2dMkSRDpIWpb-6q7N5rfa349-sY/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1wJLHdjzj9_VQevaM2dMkSRDpIWpb-6q7N5rfa349-sY/edit?usp=sharing
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Core Professional Resources:

● 2019-20 Teachers College Calendar
● Unit of Study Writing Projects Text by Lucy Calkins
● 2019-20 Teachers College Calendar, First Grade, Writing Projects Unit
● Florham Park ELA PD Sharing Website
● The  Writing  Strategies Book by Jen Seravallo
● Writing Resources and Scope and Sequences
● Units of Study Online Resources

Supplemental Professional Resources:

● Leveled Literacy Intervention Kits
● Rubric for Assessing a Retell on a Reading Level Assessment - Levels A-Z (Teachers

College)
● Primm Book
● Teachers College Units of Study - Phonics K-2
● Prompting Guide Part 1 - For Oral Reading and Early Writing
● Prompting Guide Part 2 - For Comprehension : Thinking, Talking, Writing
● Writing  Strategies Book - Jennifer Serravallo
● Flip Your Writing Workshop: A Blended Learning Approach by Dana Johansen and Sonja

Cherry-Paul
● How’s It Going? A Practical Guide to Conferring with Student Writers by Carl Anderson
● Notebook Know-How: Strategies for the Writer’s Notebook by Aimee Buckner
● Florham Park ELA PD Sharing Website
● Conferring Menus
● Conferring Curriculum

Core Instructional Resources:

● Any appropriate grade 1  novel as a read-aloud model to set up the routines
● Bumperboy and the Loud, Loud Mountain by Debbie Huey (Series) (Level H)
● Luke on the Loose by Harry Bliss (Level K)
● Silly Lilly and the Four Seasons by Agnès Rosenstiehl (Level J)
● Owly Vol. 1 The Way Home and the Bittersweet Summer by Andy Runton (Series) (Level K)
● Benny and Penny in the Big No-No! By Geoffrey Hayes (Series) (Level K)

Poetry/Songs:
● Night on Neighborhood Street by Eloise Greenfield (Level G-I)
● Where the Sidewalk Ends by Shel Silverstein (Level G-I)
● FEEL THE BEAT! Dance Poems that Zing from Salsa to Swing by Marilyn Singer Acoustic

Rooster by Kwame Alexander (Level G-I)
● Life Doesn’t Frighten Me by Maya Angelou (Level G-I)
● Hip Hop Speaks to Children: A Celebration of Poetry with a Beat by Nikki Giovanni (Level

G-I)
● Poetry for Young People- Langston Hughes by David Roessel (Level G-I)
● Poetry for Young People- Maya Angelou by Dr. Edwin Graves Wilson (Level G-I)
● I Love Chocolate!  By D. Cali (Level L)
● Teacher-selected books for book talks and modeling good reader behaviors

Supplemental Resources:

● Conferring Curriculum
● Florham Park ELA PD Sharing Website
● Conferring Menus
●

Intervention Resources:

● Leveled Literacy Intervention Texts
● Six Minute Solutions
● Fountas and Pinell Guided Reading
● Fountas and Pinell Shared Reading

Interdisciplinary Connections Integration of Technology through NJSLS
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/1bqe3A7aYp2t0DOKa8bzSU-CegXgCxaz5/view
https://sites.google.com/a/fpks.org/curriculum-and-instruction-teachers/pd-sharing-folder/ela-pd
https://drive.google.com/a/fpks.org/folderview?id=0B7eaT_i9qrmZVkx4QVpaUEh3Y1k&usp=sharing
http://www.heinemann.com/myOnlineResources/default.aspx
https://sites.google.com/a/fpks.org/curriculum-and-instruction-teachers/pd-sharing-folder/ela-pd
https://drive.google.com/a/fpks.org/file/d/0B7eaT_i9qrmZWWtxekdCR0tIc2M/view?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/17o1HVKiYNeH7pqML0XvFXLP2w8aWp1lETMtNatsaaEw/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1xEibUiY4E9Nxbr1uhg1RcdsPZmWTA1Vn_uMWCVr83zY/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/17o1HVKiYNeH7pqML0XvFXLP2w8aWp1lETMtNatsaaEw/edit?usp=sharing
https://sites.google.com/a/fpks.org/curriculum-and-instruction-teachers/pd-sharing-folder/ela-pd
https://drive.google.com/a/fpks.org/file/d/0B7eaT_i9qrmZWWtxekdCR0tIc2M/view?usp=sharing
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● Correlates to routines unit in math, rules and community units in social studies Identify
classroom routines in other subject areas: math, science, and social studies.

● In Social Studies discuss routines in the community
● Understand what it means to “read close” in social studies, science, and foreign language.
● O�er short, non�ction picture books and non�ction articles on science, social studies, and

foreign language related activities to encourage building background knowledge and
independent reading about topics of interest to students.

● Encourage students to respond to texts in their speci�c subject area notebooks as they re�ect
on what they have been reading.

● Highlight texts, themes, and re�ections that connect to themes related to the Holocaust; i.e.
power, bullying, empathy, and social activism.

● Create a word study word sort in Inspiration.
● Listen to books on CDs, tapes, videos or podcasts if available.
● Listen to books on websites (pbskids.org/lions/index.html, storylineonline.net, storyit.com,

Elementary Connections Page)
● Use document camera or overhead projector for shared reading of texts.

Ongoing:
● Listen to books on CDs, tapes, videos or podcasts if available.
● Listen to books on websites (pbskids.org/lions/index.html, storylineonline.net, storyit.com,

Elementary Connections Page)
● Use document camera or overhead projector for shared reading of texts.

Other:
● Use Microsoft Word, Inspiration, or Smart Board Notebook software to write the words from

their word sorts.
● Use Inspiration to create a double timeline looking at plot events and character motivation.

Integration of 21st Century Themes and Skills Media Literacy Integration
● Financial, Economic, Business, and Entrepreneurial Literacy
● Civic Literacy
● Health Literacy
● Social Justice Literacy
● Creativity and Innovation
● Critical Thinking and Problem Solving Communication and Collaboration Information

Literacy
● Media Literacy
● Life and Career Skills

● Ask students to look for speci�c things when they view videos or read print material, and then
ask questions about those items

● Build on the intuitive knowledge students have gained from media about the story and
character

● Clarify the distinction between �ction and non�ction in di�erent types of media reporting on
the same topic

● Use print materials to practice reading and comprehension skills

Career Education Global Perspective
● New Jersey Educational Field Trip
● Connect With Rick Riordan
● Author Visit Kit
● Authors Who Skype

● National Hispanic-Latino Heritage Month
● National Disability Employment Awareness Month
● National American Indian Heritage Month
● Black History Month
● National Women’s History Month,
● National Irish-American Heritage Month
● National Italian American Heritage Month
● Asian Paci�c American Heritage
● Older Americans’ Month
● Jewish American Heritage Month
● Week of Respect
● Red Ribbon Week
● International Dot Day (September 16)

Bend/Goals Teaching Points
Bend I: Getting Started with Writing Projects in a
Range of Genres: Generating Ideas, Planning

(Pg. 57 If, Then book) Today I want to teach you that all year, I’ve been setting us up to do one kind
of writing or another. Well, now it is your turn to decide. It’s your turn to come up with your own
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https://www.thehomeschoolmom.com/homeschooling-in-new-jersey/field-trips/
http://rickriordan.com/resource_type/teachers-guides/
https://www.scholastic.com/teachers/books-and-authors/#author-visit-kits
https://www.katemessner.com/authors-who-skype-with-classes-book-clubs-for-free/
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and Drafting

Session 1: You be the teacher!

Session 2: Write what matters to you

Session 3: The writing process

Session 4: Deciding what to write

Bend II: Lifting the quality of writing

ideas for the sort of writing you would like to do. Each one of you will get to pick the kind of
writing you’ll do as you end �rst grade.
~Deciding what to write
1.What kind of books do I really love to read?
2.What have I wanted to write all year that I haven’t gotten to?
3. What do I wish I could write again?

(Pg. 57) Today I want to teach you that writers choose ideas that matter to them and write about
things they understand and have experienced.
~Write about what matters to you
1.Think about what you want to write about
2.Ask yourself, ‘Do I know a lot about this topic?’
3.Also, “Did I experience it?”
4.Start writing
Tip: Model thinking about topics you can write about in your chosen genre. Give an example of an idea
that might not work because you have not experienced it (hiking Mt. Everest) and model changing that into
something you know more about (riding a bike up a steep hill).

(Pg. 58) Today I want to teach you that writers have a process they go through when they start a
new piece.
~The Writing process
1.Planning/prewriting
2.Drafting/writing
3.Revision
4.Editing
5.Publishing

(Pg. 58) Today I want to remind you that whenever writers are trying to think about what to write
about it, �rst think about what kind of writing you want to make, then think about the people,
places, problem or things that you are interested in.
~Deciding what to write
1.Think.. ‘How does this kind of writing go?’
2.‘Do I need to make a di�erent kind of writing paper?’
3.Plan out how my writing could go.”
4.Write
5.Revise!
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Session 5: Characteristics of good writing

Session 6: Partners Work Together to Make Their Writing
Better!

Session 7: Using tools to revise

Bend III: Using Mentor Texts as Our Personal Writing
Teachers

Session 8: Using a mentor text to help your writing

Session 9: Using your partner as a mentor text

(Pg. 59) Today I want to teach you that when writers are working on lots of pieces of writing, they
work hard to remember all the characteristics of good writing.
~Characteristics of good writing
1.Show not tell
2.Write with speci�c words
3.Reread (make everything clear)

(Pg. 59) Today I want to teach you that when you’re working on a particular kind of writing, one
of the best
tools you have is a friend who is also working on that same kind of writing. You can get together
with a partner or a group to help each other make your writing even better.
~Partners Work Together to Make Their Writing Better!
1. What will help us make our writing better? Choose a chart, checklist or mentor text
2. Partner A: read your writing
3. Partner B: look at the chart. Say what your partner is doing well and one thing he/she could add.
4. Switch!

(Pg. 60) Today I want to teach you that writers use a variety of tools to help them revise.
~Tools to help you revise
1.Think..what revising tools did I learn this year?
2.Name them across your �ngers
3.Revise using a few tools

(Pg. 60) Today I want to remind you that not only is your partner a powerful tool, but you also
have these books all around our classroom that you can use to make your writing even better.
~Looking at a mentor text
1.Think, ‘What is this writer doing that I really love?
2.Why is the writer doing it?
3.How can I try this out in my own piece?’
4.Try it out in your own writing!

(Pg. 60) Today I want to teach you that good writers use their partner’s writing as a mentor. They
might spend some time looking at each other’s writing and say what’s powerful about it and try it
out in their own writing.
~Looking at your partner's writing
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Session 10: Who is the audience or purpose of your writing

Bend III: Preparing for publication

Session 11: Writers reread their writing

Session 12: Choosing the best beginning and endings

Session 13: Finishing touches

1.Think, ‘What is my partner doing that I really love?
2.Why is my partner doing it?
3.How can I try this out in my own piece?’
4.Try it out in your own writing!

(Pg. 60-61) Today I want to teach you that good writers think about the audience and purpose for
their writing and plan their writing with that in mind.
~Think about your audience/purpose
1.Who are you writing for
2.Why?
3.What are you going to write about
4.Make sure it matches!
Tip:Model the process of thinking about audience and purpose as you plan a piece of writing. For example,
you could model writing a greeting card by going through the following steps 1- decide what kind of card
you want to make (what occasion, for whom), 2-create a message that matches the purpose of the card,
3-make sure your message is for the person who will get the card.

(Pg. 62) Today I want to teach you that writers reread their writing and think ‘What is the most
important part?’ Then they look back at the charts, checklists and mentor texts and think about
how they can make that part better.”
~Reread your writing
1.What is the most important part?
2.Look back at your charts, checklists, & mentor texts
3.How can I make my writing better?

(Pg. 63) Today I want to remind you that you can add new beginnings or ending to your writing.
You can write a few di�erent beginnings or ending to decide what one you like best.
~Picking the best beginning and ending
1.Choose a book you wrote
2.Reread the beginning and ending
3.Rewrite new beginnings and endings
4.Choose which one you like best
5.Do this in all your books

(Pg. 63-64) Today I want to teach you that writer’s put �nishing touches on their writing so it is
ready to share with the world.
~Adding �nishing touches
1.Add a dedication page
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Session 14: Celebration

2. Add an about the author page”
3. Create a blurb on the back of the book
4.Make a cover for the book,
5. Type your published copy

(Pg. 63-64) Today I want you to celebrate your writing pieces!

Skills (Students will be able to…)  including Grammar
● Choose ideas that matter to them and write about things they understand and have experienced.
● Know the process they go through when they start a new piece.
● When they write in a speci�c genre, they �nd books to support this work, pick an author that inspires them, and have a go.
● Revise independently by thinking about what their pieces need to make them the best they can be.
● Edit their writing to help make it clear for their readers.
● Put �nishing touches on their writing so it is ready to share with the world.
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